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But it appears to me indispensable that the signature
of the elector should be affixed to the paper at a
public polling-place, or if there be no such place
conveniently accessible, at some office open to all
the world, and in the presence of a responsible
public officer. The proposal which has been thrown
out of allowing the voting papers to be filled up at
the voter’s own residence, and sent by the post, or
called for by a public officer, I should regard as
fatal. The act would be done in the absence of the
salutary and the presence of all the pernicious
influences. The briber might, in the shelter of
privacy, behold with his own eyes his bargain
fulfilled, and the intimidator could see the extorted
obedience rendered irrevocably on the spot.
– John Stuart Mill.
Considerations on Representative Government,
1860.
Abstract
This thesis describes the design of a novel class of pollsterless voting schemes. Many
cryptographic voting schemes necessitate a pollster because the client side computations
are beyond the understanding or ability of the voter. Such interactions require that the voter
trust the software to perform operations on their behalf, and in effect, the pollster acts as the
voter. Conversely, the pollsterless schemes presented here permit voters to interact with an
election authority directly, without complex computations. Pollsterless schemes have the
additional advantage of permitting voting on virtually any networked device, increasing the
potential mobility of voting.
The proposed pollsterless schemes are implemented and then evaluated with respect to the
particular requirements of the UK public election context. The flexibility of pollsterless
schemes in particular are demonstrated to fulfill the diverse requirements that may arise in
this context, whilst the mobility of pollsterless schemes is demonstrated to fulfill require-
ments to improve the convenience of voting.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Overview
This chapter describes the motivation for this thesis and formulates the hypothesis that for
a remote electronic voting systems to be deployed in the UK, a remote voting scheme must
be designed with respect to the particular requirements of the UK’s specific context. The
chapter concludes by describing the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Remote Electronic Voting in Computer Science
In recent years, voting systems have become a highly politicised and controversial topic
for computer scientists and other researchers [34], with many raising the prospect of the
accuracy of public elections being violated by the use of electronic technologies [57, 91].
Electronic voting systems have even been used to direct discussion on the risk of interaction
between digital technologies and society in university courses [4]. Yet the ‘automation of
honesty’ which is embodied in the topic of electronic voting has a long history stretching
back to the ancient Greeks [13]. More recently, the introduction of networked voting tech-
nologies has raised the prospect of voters participating in elections remotely without the
1
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need to attend a polling station. Remote electronic voting has been proposed as a means
of improving the experience of voting through increased convenience, improved accuracy
in recording voter intentions and improving equality of access to a voting system across a
broad spectrum of voter capabilities [3]. In the UK, the government was until recently con-
ducting pilots of remote electronic voting, as a possible mechanism for increasing turnout
[41, 42]. In addition, electronic voting systems, both remote and supervised, are used in a
wide variety of contexts, generally without controversy.
This thesis places a novel class of remote voting schemes within a framework for voting
systems as a whole. The thesis describes a new class of pollsterless remote voting schemes.
A prototype implementation of the scheme is then described and evaluated with respect to
the specific requirements of the UK public election context. The results of the evaluation
will be used to argue that pollsterless schemes are particularly suited for the UK context.
1.2 Thesis Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this work is as follows. Voting schemes and voting technologies can
only be understood with respect to the requirements of the particular voting context at
which they are targeted, else the motivation for the properties of a particular scheme is
unclear. The choice of voting scheme and implemented voting system is dependent on the
requirements of the context in which they are to be employed. Whilst it is not necessary for
a scheme to precisely match the requirements of a context, the discrepencies that emerge
between requirements and schemes should be explicitly acknowledged. For the UK, a
pollsterless remote electronic voting scheme (to be described in this thesis) fulfills many of
the requirements of the UK public election context, in particular the Government’s desire
for more convenient and mobile voting systems.
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1.3 Major Contributions
The major contributions of the work are as follows:
• A novel class of remote pollsterless remote electronic voting schemes, mCESG.
• An investigation of the requirements for new voting systems specific to the UK public
context.
• A demonstrable implementation of the mCESG scheme as a prototype system to
support a range of requirements (and therefore contexts).
• An evaluation of the mCESG class of schemes and the prototype system with respect
to the requirements for alternative voting systems in the United Kingdom context.
• A novel evaluation of the user acceptance aspects of the mCESG prototype imple-
mentation using focus group observation of video-taped scenarios.
• A survey of the existing research efforts into voting systems, structured as a hierar-
chical framework.
• A discussion of potential future expansions of the work presented in this thesis, no-
tably the prospect of further adaptations to the basic mCESG scheme and prospects
for conducting pilots of the prototype system within a research agenda.
1.4 Organisation of Thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, a survey of the various research efforts into
voting systems (in both academia and government) is presented. The survey is presented
within a hierarchical framework in which the topic of voting systems consists of voting
contexts, requirements, schemes and systems. Chapter 3 develops requirements for the
United Kingdom’s public elections voting context with respect to the framework described
in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 4 reviews the properties of pollsterless remote voting schemes and describes two
previously proposed pollsterless schemes. Chapter 5 describes a new pollsterless remote
voting scheme, together with a variety of useful properties for the UK voting context. Sev-
eral adaptations to the basic scheme are described to illustrate the flexibility of the mCESG
scheme. The adaptations demonstrate that mCESG is a class of novel voting schemes.
Chapter 6 describes several evaluations of the mCESG scheme with respect to UK require-
ments, including a user acceptance study and a threat analysis.
Chapter 7 describes some further research avenues for the work described in this thesis,
including further adaptations to the mCESG scheme to obtain improved robustness of op-
eration and the prospect of conducting further pilots of the scheme presented in Chapter
5 as part of a research agenda. Chapter 8 reviews the original hypothesis of this work
described in Section 1.2 in light of the work discussed.
Chapter 2
Voting and Technology
How hard is it to count ballots? Harder than you think. Well, maybe not
harder than you all think, but harder than a lot of the electorate thinks.
– Jim Adler
Overview
This chapter introduces the history of the association between technology and voting. A
framework is presented for collating the various research efforts into voting systems as a
hierarchical model of:
• the voting contexts which describe the circumstances and motivation in which a vote
is conducted.
• the requirements and standards which are specified for a voting system to be used in
a given context, imposing constraints on the release of information from an election,
for example.
• the voting schemes which provide an abstract description of a voting system that will
achieve the desired properties specified by a voting context’s requirements.
5
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• the collection of participants, technologies, media and processes which are employed
to implement a particular scheme as a voting system.
A survey of the research efforts at each of the levels of the framework is then conducted.
The survey illustrates the validity of the proposed framework with respect to existing re-
search efforts. The chapter concludes by noting the diversity of voting contexts for which
voting systems must be designed and deployed.
2.1 Voting and Automation
The association between technology and vote casting has a long history. The ancient Greeks
used coloured pebbles (ballota) for decision making in the Athenian parliament, or Agora.
The practice has been noted as an early attempt to ‘automate honesty’ in public affairs
[13]. Later, the inventor Thomas Edison patented an ‘automatic vote recorder’ capable
of recording and automatically tallying the for/against votes of a congressional motion.
However, Edison was unable to sell the invention to Congress, because, as one congressman
noted, the device made democracy too quick [36].
The later introduction of electro–mechanical lever machines to US elections (circa 1890)
was a result of a desire to eliminate the frauds associated with the practice of chain vot-
ing, an attack using paper ballots. To initiate the attack, a voter enters a polling station,
authenticates their identity to a polling clerk and obtains the ballot papers on which they
may record their vote. However instead of voting, the voter leaves the polling station with
their ballot paper un–marked, which they give to an agent of a malicious candidate. The
agent then marks the ballot paper as desired and gives this to a second voter, who enters
the polling station, authenticates and obtains their own ballot paper. The second voter then
votes with the pre–marked ballot paper and leaves the polling station with the blank paper,
to allow the attack to be ‘chained’. Another, more subtle attack, was employed prior to
standardised ballot papers being the norm. Political parties in the US provided voters with
pre-printed ballot papers with the preferences of the party. The ballot papers were printed
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using a small type face for candidate names in order to make customization by the voter
difficult. The practice gave rise to the term ‘party ticket’ [73].
Many attacks on paper ballots are not possible on lever machine devices, since there is no
separate ballot record for the voter to manipulate – rather a vote is cast by incrementing
mechanical counters. Despite preventing chain–voting and party tickets, the lever machine
is instead vulnerable to an attack on the vote counting mechanism, a phenomenon common
to voting systems that do not retain a separate copy of each voter’s choice (‘ballotless’
technologies). For lever machines, the attack requires access to the internal mechanisms of
the device, where the incrementation of counters can be modified such that a proportion of
votes for a particular candidate are not counted [91].
Electronic counting machines were introduced in the United States during the 1950’s. Ini-
tially, votes were counted using punch card reader machines, a technology that persisted
into the 21st century. To make a selection in a particular race a vote uses a stylus to remove
small pre-scored ‘chads’ from a card ballot. Electronic counting devices are intended to
provide a cross between the efficiency of vote counting of lever machines and the supposed
desirability of retaining an individual physical record of each vote cast.
However, the punch card voting systems used in Florida caused controversy in the 2000
Presidential elections due to the combination of a high rejection rate of votes and a close
contest between the Republican and Democratic candidates for the electoral college votes
available in the state. A significant proportion of votes were rejected by the counting tech-
nology because the chads were left partially in place by worn or damaged punching equip-
ment (the infamous ‘hanging, dimpled and pregnant chads’) [20, 127]. The effect was to
register a higher than anticipated rate of ‘under votes’ (votes where no choice is recorded
for a particular race). It is unclear whether this benefited either candidate, since the attempt
to undertake a manual recount (for which there was no provision in law) was halted by the
courts [54, 142].
As a result of the 2000 controversy, legislation passed two years later mandated the gradual
phasing out of punch card voting systems across the United States [58], although the Direct
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Recording Electronic (DRE) Machines which have replaced them have proved to be equally
problematic for a range of political activists, election officials and computer scientists [34,
57]. Analysis of the source code for a voting system used in public elections in the United
States suggested a range of potential attacks on an election using the system including the
ability to modify results or bring voting to a halt [77]. Similarly, the SERVE project which
was intended to provide overseas military voters with a remote voting system to replace
existing inadequate methods, was cancelled following a critical evaluation of the system
[69].
In the United Kingdom and elsewhere in Europe, voting technology has, until very recently,
been largely unchanged since the late 19th Century. In the UK, electoral fraud, which had
been prevalent for much of the 19th Century, had largely been eliminated by legislative
reforms completed in the early 20th Century, notably including harsh penalties for treating
(bribing of voters) and the introduction of the secret ballot [106, 112]. Resulting levels of
public confidence in the employed voting system combined with relatively high levels of
participation in public elections [132] limited the motivation to employ alternative voting
systems until relatively recently.
Following successively lower turnouts at elections in 1997, 1999 and 2001, [40, 146] the
UK Government began investigating and implementing methods to improve the conve-
nience of voting and reverse the trend [122]. Besides changes to voter registration rules
to reflect greater population mobility and the introduction of postal voting on demand, the
Government began to conduct research on (and introduced a series of pilots to test) the pos-
sibilities for alternative voting channels. These include remote electronic voting channels
via telephone, Internet and SMS technologies [42, 113]. The aim of the pilots was to test the
extent to which technologies offering greater convenience for vote casting would improve
turnout to local elections, to which it had been traditionally low. Whilst the pilots were gen-
erally considered to be a success and no substantial evidence of electoral fraud was reported
from their use, the discovery of anomalies caused by the widespread use of postal voting
at the 2004 local elections suggested that similar difficulties could arise with other remote
voting technologies [87]. In addition, the effect on turnout of using the new technologies
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was less pronounced than the introduction of postal voting [60, 102] and as a result, the
Government has postponed further large scale pilots at least until 2007 [55]. Despite the
lack of progress directly on electronic voting systems, the Government is continuing to in-
troduce new technology into the UK’s voting system in order to improve convenience and
efficiency; legislation has been introduced, for example, to provide a nationwide electronic
electoral register, with the required technology already under investigation [37, 70]. Small
scale pilots are planned for 2006 to test the use of new technologies and procedures out
with pilots of remote electronic voting systems. The pilots will test, for example, the use
of online electoral rolls, coupled with the printing of ballot papers on demand [1, 62].
Besides the experimentation with electronic voting technologies for public elections, new
schemes and/or systems have been proposed and implemented for a variety of contexts in
which voting takes place. Voting schemes have been proposed for: jury voting contexts
where it is desirable to publish only whether the result of a vote has reached some criteria,
plurality or unanimity for example [61]; parliamentary or committee voting where the asso-
ciation between votes and voters is sometimes published in order to hold the parliamentar-
ians responsible for their decisions [81]; and shareholder voting where voters are allocated
different weighting strengths for their votes [67]. Similarly, electronic voting systems have
been deployed for a variety of voting contexts out with the scope of binding public elec-
tions. In the early 1970s, a telephone voting system was deployed for polling citizen in San
Francisco in non-binding referenda [104]. Recently non-government organisations have
begun using remote electronic voting to replace postal voting [92]. Organisations such as
professional associations, trade unions, political parties and societies use remote electronic
voting systems to elect office bearers and pass motions, where the use of a paper ballot
and polling station system would be inconvenient for the organisation’s members. Con-
sideration has also been made for enabling proxy voting using electronic technologies for
shareholder voting contexts [31].
From this published evidence, it is hypothesised that the development of voting technolo-
gies is a result of a combination of contexts and motives. The diversity of contexts in
which voting systems are to be deployed has consequences for the required properties that
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systems must exhibit. When deciding to implement a new voting system, two particular
motives may be identified. First, new technologies are proposed as a means of eliminating
the vulnerabilities which permit attacks in current technologies. Flaws identified in the
existing system inform requirements of the new technology to prevent these abuses. Sec-
ond, new voting technologies are proposed as a means of improving the accessability of an
election and the convenience of participating.
The diversity of contexts in which new voting systems are deployed, coupled with the dif-
fering motives for transitioning to different voting systems implies that when the require-
ments for electronic voting systems are specified the diversity must be accommodated.
The next section of this chapter describes a framework to be used throughout this thesis
for discussing the contexts, requirements, schemes and systems involved in voting. Using
the framework, a survey is then conducted of the research efforts at each of the levels in
the framework hierarchy. Given the diversity of the field, the survey necessarily describes
topics which are not restricted to computer science. To be able to discuss the design and im-
plementation of voting systems from the perspective of Computer Science, it is necessary
to cover those topics from other fields which impact on that process. The chapter concludes
by noting that the diversity of voting contexts is reflected in the diversity of requirements
approaches, schemes and systems that have been developed to accommodate them.
2.2 Voting Framework
Throughout the literature related to the field of voting systems, relevant terminology is
often used interchangeably. Several terms may be used to describe a single concept (voting
system or electoral system for example), or alternatively, a single term (vote) may apply to
several definitions.
In some cases, this confusion may occur within the same document. In this work, termi-
nology is standardised to refer to the specific concepts described. The advantage of this
approach is that terms are disambiguated and that a clearer understanding of the concept
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of voting can be portrayed prior to consideration of particular voting technologies as a
topic. The terminology may then be organised into a layered framework into which the
various research efforts concerning voting systems may be integrated. Figure 2.1 illustrates
a framework for organising the terms described below in a structured manner. The goal
of the framework is to provide structure for the field of voting systems, illustrating where
the various diverse research efforts (from a range of disciplines and backgrounds) may be
integrated.
Voting Context. The organisational and/or geographical context in which voting occurs,
General elections to the Westminster Parliament in the United Kingdom for example.
A voting context gives rise to a set of requirements for the manner in which voting is
to be conducted. Such requirements are unique to the context for which they are de-
scribed, although there may be similarities between sets of requirements for similar
contexts. Requirements for elections to the United States House of Representatives
should bear some similarities to requirements for United Kingdom elections to the
Westminster Parliament, whilst not being identical. Requirements for voting systems
may be categorised, for example, in terms of electoral system and usability. Re-
quirements from the voting context are used to generate lower level requirements for
technologies, for example, the strength of encryption for communication of tallies on
unsecured channels.
Electoral System. Expresses the rules for voting in a particular voting context. An elec-
toral system may be modelled as consisting of a set of voting round types, rules for
transitioning between round types and rules for deciding whether to terminate the
election. For each voting round type, constraints on how votes may be expressed
and the algorithm for aggregating votes to produce a tally for that round must be
described. Rules for transitioning between voting round types and termination are
dependent on the tally of votes cast in that round and the independent set of inputs
for that round.
Franchise. The description of eligibility to vote with a type of vote in a voting round of an
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of levels of abstaction of the framework for voting systems. At the highest level,
a voting context exhibits the properties that must be captured by a requirements model. The voting
context encapsulates the terms of eligibility for voters (the franchise) and the electoral system rules by
which vote casting is conducted. The electoral system specifies the constraints on how a vote may be
expressed and counted. The role of a requirements model is to capture this context such that they may
be fulfilled by the voting scheme. The voting system is an implementation of an envisaged scheme which
combines both voting technology and manual processes outwith the technology. As such, roles other
than that of voter occur at the system level of the terminology, since aspects of a scheme may be either
automated or conducted by human operators, depending on the voting system implementation.
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election. Members of a population which satisfy a franchise are considered eligible
to vote.
Proposal. The manner in which a decision to be made is presented to a voter, including
constraints on how the voter may express a choice (through a vote).
Vote The abstract expression of a voter’s choice within the constraints expressed by an
associated electoral system.
Voter. An entity (typically human) eligible to vote in at least one round of the electoral
system. Franchises are used to distinguish between different voting eligibilities.
Tally. The aggregate of votes cast in a round of voting according to rules specified by the
electoral system.
Requirements Model The methodology for capture of requirements for a voting context.
Voting Scheme. The abstract description of the technology, agents and procedures de-
signed to satisfy the requirements of a particular voting context.
Voting System. The collection of technologies and procedures implemented to satisfy the
conditions and requirements of a voting context. A brief example of a voting system
is a Constituency Returning Officer implementing the terms of the Representation of
the People Act 1983 (as amended) in order to conduct a parliamentary election using
paper ballots marked in a polling station on a single day and placed in a box which
is sealed until all votes are counted after the close of poll.
Voting Technology. An implementation of the technological aspects of a voting scheme.
Voting technologies without associated voting schemes are commonly hard to evalu-
ate with respect to the requirements of the underlying voting context.
Ballot. The implementation of a proposal and/or vote as a distinct record within the voting
system. For example, paper ballots as printed in accordance with UK election law
is an example ballot. Note that not all voting schemes explicitly implement a ballot,
paper or otherwise. Such technologies are denoted ballotless.
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A further set of definitions related to the framework which provide descriptions for
the execution of a voting system are as follows:
Election. An single execution of the procedures and technologies implemented in a voting
context. Given that a voting system must accommodate all the circumstances that
occur, an election represents an execution path through an electoral system and also
through a voting system.
Voting. The collective act of casting votes to obtain some decision, electing officials from
a larger set of candidates or deciding whether to accept or reject a motion before a
parliament or committee for example.
A significant departure from some other works on voting systems is that a description of
the term democratic is excluded from the definitions employed in this work, although more
unusually, a definition is provided of the related term franchise. The choice is deliberate
since the understanding of the term democratic is dependent on the voting context in which
it is used. Defining democracy as a requirement for a voting system becomes problematic
for a single definition as:
• Democratic may refer to the results obtainable from a given electoral system. A
common political argument, for example, is that “proportional electoral systems”
are more democratic with respect to participating groupings of candidates (political
parties), whilst the converse argument is that non proportional electoral systems are
more democratic to unorganised candidates [115].
• A voting context may be specifically undemocratic, for example, individual share-
holders in a company receive votes weighted by the proportion of total shares in the
company they possess. The framework discussed here is designed to capture the
broad range of contexts in which voting takes place.
• Definitions of democracy commonly refer to “all eligible citizens”, for public elec-
tions, which might be generalised for all voting contexts to “all those eligible”. How-
ever, this then limits the definition of democracy to that of equality of those included
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in the eligibility criteria (franchise). The satisfaction of a ‘democracy requirement’
then, is dependent on what one considers to be reasonable criteria for franchise.
• Where definitions refer to “equal access to the voting system”, necessary trade–offs
resulting from the disparate circumstances of voters are either ignored, or the defini-
tion of democracy through equal access is diluted. For example, a common technique
for public election is to require that most voters attend polling stations to cast a vote
on a paper ballot with those voters unable to do so able to complete their paper bal-
lot at home and send it via a postal service. Whilst this approach ensures that all
voters (or at least all voters able to complete paper ballots) are able to participate in
the voting, those voters who complete their ballots at home necessarily experience a
reduced level of voting privacy compared with voting in a supervised polling station.
Therefore, in this work, the term “democratic” is defined indirectly in terms of the require-
ments of a given voting context, rather than attempting to adopt a uniform definition to be
applied to all contexts.
2.3 Voting Contexts
In this section, the classification of voting contexts is discussed in terms of the properties
that a voting scheme is required to exhibit, together with a discussion of the characteristics
of common classes of voting contexts.
2.3.1 Classification of Voting Contexts
In order to specify the requirements for an electronic voting scheme and the voting system
which implements it, it is necessary to consider the voting context in which it is to be
deployed. Here, a classification is presented of voting contexts in terms of the requirements
that voting schemes and the voting systems which implement them must fulfill.
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2.3.1.1 Electoral System
The collection of rules under which elections are conducted are referred to as electoral
systems [103]. The classification and/or characterisation of electoral systems is consid-
ered a topic within the domain of political science, since the design of such systems have
significant consequences for the organisations which operate them [115]. The classifica-
tion of electoral systems in political science is therefore concerned with the consequences
of an electoral system’s rules. A typical classification (Norris or Reynolds for exam-
ple [103, 115]) begins with a high level description of a system as being either “propor-
tional”, “combined” or “majoritarian”, in reference to the system’s likelihood of distribut-
ing representation proportionately amongst organisations of candidates [103]. Further sub-
classifications are also dependent on the degree of proportionality of a system, with Norris
decomposing Majoritarian electoral systems into those requiring a majority of votes for
a winning candidate (Alternative Vote, for example) and those requiring only a plurality
(Simple Plurality, or First Past The Post). The approach adopted by political science, then,
is to categorise electoral systems by the emergent properties of the results from the elections
which are run under them.
However, an alternative approach to the classification of electoral systems has been to iden-
tify discrete characteristics for comparison [72]. Adapting this approach allows an electoral
system to be described as:
• A series of voting round types and rules for transition between rounds of voting [47].
Whilst many electoral systems incorporate only a single round of voting leading to a
result, other electoral systems (French Parliamentary and Presidential elections, for
example) incorporate two rounds of voting in the circumstances where a candidate
does not win a simple majority of first round votes. Farquharson describes electoral
systems as consisting of multiple rounds of decision making [47].
• A categorisation of eligible voters, typically referred to as the franchise. The fran-
chise for UK public elections, for example, includes most British and Common-
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wealth citizens over the age of 18 resident in the country; those excluded include,
‘peers of the realm’ and ‘lunatics’ [121]. The franchise may also incorporate geo-
graphical qualifications, with a voter required to be resident within the boundaries of
a specified district.
• A description of the legal expression of a voter’s choice, which shall be termed a
proposal to a voter throughout this work in an attempt to avoid ambiguity. A vote cast
under Single Transferable Vote (STV), for example, requires voters to rank options
in order of preference, whilst referenda permit a vote to consist only of an accept
(yes) or reject (no) of the statement under question.
• The algorithm by which votes are aggregated to produce a tally. Whilst simple elec-
toral systems such as Simple Plurality total up votes for each candidate, more com-
plex electoral systems may perform vote re-distribution over a series of tallying it-
erations until a sufficient number of winning candidates have been identified. The
tallying algorithm may also need to take account of results from other elections. A
mixed member system, as used to elect representatives to the Scottish Parliament,
weights the number of list members elected according to the number of constituency
members elected for a given party [125].
Whilst there is considerable diversity in the electoral systems used across different voting
contexts, it is possible to identify commonality to the extent that classes of electoral systems
may be identified. Such classes of electoral system are described below and sample votes
cast on paper ballots are presented in Figure 2.2.
Single Member Simple Plurality (SMSP) More commonly known by the analogy to
racing, First Past The Post (FPTP). In a SMSP election, voting occurs in a single round.
Voters express their preference for a single candidate from any number of options pre-
sented. The candidate with the most votes is elected.
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Figure 2.2: Ballot paper representations of votes for sample electoral systems. Simple Plurality votes
are expressed as choices for one or more options, each choice having equal value. An ordinal vote (used
for Single Transferable and Alternative Vote electoral systems) is expressed as a ranking of one or more
options. A Closed List vote is expressed as a choice for a list of pre-ordered options. An Open List vote
is expressed as a choice for both a list and a particular option within that list (strictly, the options are
a set which are arranged as a list during tallying). A Condorcet Preferences vote is expressed as a
comparison between all pairs of options.
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Multi Member Simple Plurality (MMSP) Voters may choose as many options as there
are vacancies. Tallying is the same as for SMSP systems. When voters are only provided
with a single vote, the system is re-named Single Non-Transferable Vote. Some instances
of MMSP mandate that a voter must not cast more than one vote for the same option.
Closed List Votes are represented by a choice for a list of candidates from a set of lists.
The number of candidates elected from a list depends on the number of votes received
by the list and the particular algorithm used for tallying. In general for each round of
tallying, the option at the top of the list with the most number of votes is selected as a
winner and removed from that list. The tally of votes for the winning list is then reduced
by some amount. For example, the d’Hondt Closed List algorithm divides a list’s votes by
the number of options currently chosen, plus one for each round of tallying.
Open List As for closed list systems, options are organised into sets. However votes are
cast for individual options rather than the set of options. Sets of options are ordered during
tallying into lists by the number of votes for each option. Options are then selected from
lists in the same manner as the closed lists. For public elections, open list electoral systems
permit voters to choose a candidate within a political party’s list, as well as voting for the
candidate.
Single Transferable Vote (STV) Votes are represented by an ordering of options by pref-
erence. Winning options are calculated in a series of tallying rounds, in which a winning
option must obtain more than a specified quota of votes. The calculation of the quota varies,
although the Droop calculation is commonly adopted in which the quota is calculated as
the total number of votes divided by the number of vacancies+1:
Q =
votes
vacancies + 1
An option in a four vacancy STV election, for example, requires 20% of the votes cast in
order to be elected. In order to fill all vacancies during tallying, votes are distributed during
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successive rounds of tallying. If after a round of tallying, no option has more votes than
the calculated quota, the least favoured option (the option with the current least number
of votes) is eliminated and each of its votes is distributed to the next preference on the
vote. Conversely, if an option receives more than the necessary quota of votes, a surplus
proportion of the votes is distributed to other options. This process occurs repeatedly until
all vacancies have been occupied. Where only one option is to be elected, STV is the same
as for the Alternative Vote system, since no distribution of surplus votes occurs, as the
quota is 50% of votes cast.
STV is used for public elections in the Republic of Ireland.
Non-Instant Run-Off Votes are cast as for SMSP elections, although a winning candi-
date is required to obtain a majority of votes cast (more than half). Voting thus proceeds
in rounds, with one or more least favoured options eliminated after each round of voting
until a candidate receives half of all votes cast in a round. Non-instant Run-Off is used for
French Presidential and Parliamentary Elections.
Condorcet Preference Voting Votes in Condorcet schemes represent all possible com-
parisons between options, with an X in Figure 2.2 indicating that the option in that row
is preferred when compared to the option in that column. Winners in Condorcet elections
are calculated by summing the number of comparisons that an option wins. Condorcet
schemes may result in ambiguities that are non-trivial to resolve if there is no clear Con-
dorcet winner, or preferred option.
The description of an electoral system above discusses how information flows during the
execution of an election. However, further properties of a voting context must also be
specified with respect to the core electoral system. In this approach then, the same elec-
toral system may be employed in two different contexts for different purposes, yielding
two different decision making processes as a result. For example, Single Transferable Vote
might be employed to select five successful grant proposals from twenty submitted to a
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research council, where the votes of the decision making committee are published. Con-
versely, the same electoral system might be used to select parliamentary representatives for
a constituency, but in this case the individual choices of voters are not published – the same
electoral system is employed with two different sets of secrecy requirements. The follow-
ing sections discuss further properties of voting contexts which are not part of an electoral
system, but are specified with respect to one.
Electoral Systems used in Specific Voting Contexts For specific instances of electoral
systems, substantial variation from the general classes described above may be identified.
For example, variations of the STV system may use different mechanisms to re-distribute
surplus votes of different candidates. Surplus votes for re-distribution may be selected
randomly, or all votes of a winning option may be re-distributed with a reduced value
(which can be calculated using a variety of functions), or indeed a hybrid of both options
may be used. The above examples provide only common classes of electoral systems, since
providing an exhaustive survey is not practical within the confines of this work.
2.3.1.2 Secrecy, Privacy and Anonymity
Although not mandatory for vote casting itself, many voting contexts impose restrictions
on the communication of information associated with voting. These restrictions are cat-
egorised here as secrecy requirements, referring to stipulations that particular items of
information may not be communicated between participants during some period of time
(possibly unlimited). Such requirements are enforced via a variety of mechanisms (techno-
logical, procedural or legal) depending on the voting context and deployed voting system.
Requirements for secrecy of information processed by an electoral system are most com-
monly associated with public election voting contexts. Many proposals for voting schemes
incorporate a requirement in natural language referring to voting privacy as the inability
to associate a particular vote with a voter. Such requirements are derived from the need
to protect voters from undue influence on their choice, from intimidation or bribery by
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competing candidates, for example O’Leary [106]. Typical of such definitions is:
“Nobody should be able to link a voter’s identity to his vote, after the latter
has been cast.” [53, pp 104]
This definition is problematic for several reasons. As Kremer notes, any scheme designed
to fulfill this requirement will fail in the circumstances where a tally of results is published
and the results are unanimous [78], since the result eliminates uncertainty as to any voter’s
choice. Whilst for large electorates, the likelihood of such circumstances arising is small,
certain contexts do increase the possibility of secrecy violations. For a practical exam-
ple, consider the context of public elections in the United States where a large number
of elections are often voted on together (President, US Senator, US Congressman, State
Senator etc). A common practice is for each polling place to post a local tally of results,
sometimes for each Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) machine used to collect votes. For
polling places with a small electorate (commonly in rural districts), there is a substantial
probability that all voters will choose the same option, violating individual secrecy.
Several approaches have been advocated to accommodate this possibility. Several authors
suggest that voter privacy requirements should be weakened by reference to a system in-
distinguishability property, that is, an external observer should not be able to distinguish
between two executions of a voting system in which the votes of two voters have been
switched, for example [78]. A system can thus fulfill this requirement even if results are
published, despite voters being in unanimity. This approach therefore advocates weaken-
ing formal definitions of privacy requirements for voting systems in the context where the
weaker definition is still acceptable.
Others have argued that voting schemes and their implementations should be designed
to provide stronger properties in which a unanimous result does not reveal the associa-
tion between a voter and a vote. One approach is for schemes to incorporate coercion
resistance which prevents an external observer determining whether an eligible voter par-
ticipated (through vote casting) in a particular election [74]. This approach is related to
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the voter anonymity - the identities of participating voters is not externally determinable.
Mercuri notes the Common Criteria definition of anonymity:
“ensure that a user may use a resource or service without disclosing the
user’s identity. The requirements for anonymity provide protection of the user
identity.” [91, 101]
Similarly, anonymity is a commonly adopted requirement for voting schemes that employ
anonymous channels, for example Michels and Horst:
“Privacy: The votes are casted [sic] anonymously.” [95]
However, adopting anonymity to protect voting privacy fails when voting is compulsory (in
Australian public elections, for example), since all voters are assumed to participate in all
elections.
A further alternative is to restrict the amount of information published regarding the tally of
votes. In the example of US public elections described above, a crude approach would be
to only report the total tally of results, rather than reporting by polling place and machine.
An external observer would require unanimity across a far larger range of voters in order to
violate anonymity. More sophisticated voting schemes do not report the tally at all, instead,
only the necessary information about the tally is published. For, referenda for example, it
is only necessary to publish whether the total number of ‘yes’ votes is greater than some
threshold in order to reach a decision. The absolute proportions of the two tallies (‘yes’
and ‘no’) are less important, although they may have some political value. Candidates in
successive elections may wish to use sequential results to demonstrate changing opinions
within an electorate, for example. Voting schemes which implement this approach must
produce proofs regarding assertions about the tally of votes without revealing the values
of the tally themselves [61]. A voting scheme that does not produce a tally of results may
also be unacceptable for decision making purposes, for example, where the relative tally of
votes is of significance (the Single Transferable Vote electoral systems, for example).
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Further complexities arise in terms of the required protection that must be assigned to vot-
ing privacy. Whilst international agreements (such as the European Convention on Human
Rights) specify that voter privacy is an absolute, the United Kingdom employs a voting
system that provides election authorities with the ability to associate votes with voters. Ar-
guments have been made that the practice has limited value as an auditing tool and should
cease [68, App. 3]. In addition, some have suggested the practice is contrary to interna-
tional law [111]. Article Three of the First Protocol of the European Convention on Human
Rights, for example:
“The High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at reason-
able intervals by secret ballot, under conditions which will ensure the free ex-
pression of the opinion of the people in the choice of the legislature.” [17, Prot
1. Art. 3]
However, there has been no indication from the UK government that a change in procedure
is imminent. Particular circumstances therefore must be taken into account when designing
voting schemes or implementing existing schemes with weakened properties.
The discussion thus far has considered the difficulty of establishing a uniform definition
of voting privacy during the conduct of public elections. However, stipulations regarding
the communication of information processed by an electoral system occur beyond this nar-
row context. For example, in some contexts, voting privacy may be explicity excluded,
for parliamentary or committee voting contexts for example, where voters are considered
accountable to those they represent or act on behalf of. Similarly, a new phenomenon in
online opinion polling is to publish an on-going tally of votes as they are cast, although
the association between voters and votes remains secret. Such techniques may be viewed
as a mechanism for encouraging participation (if an opposing opinion is doing well), or
alternatively to deter participation where the will of the majority appears overwhelming.
Alternatively, secrecy may be more restrictive than is normally associated with public elec-
tions, in the case of jury voting already described for example. In the examples cited, the
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specification of secrecy requirements is concerned with individual voters, their votes and
the final published tally.
The preceding section has discussed the complexity of specifying requirements for secrecy
for voting contexts. To summarise, a general approach must identify the target information
of the requirement (voter, vote, tally etc), the participant(s) who must not receive the infor-
mation (from an electoral system perspective) and temporal constraints (the period of time
the information must be kept secret).
2.3.1.3 Accuracy, Verifiablity and Dependability
A common requirement of elections conducted in most voting contexts is that the final pub-
lished tally is accurate with respect to the votes cast by individual voters and the algorithm
specified by the electoral system for producing a tally. Schneier has argued that require-
ments must extend to the voters themselves, that is, accuracy should refer to a tally being
accurate with respect to the vote a voter intended to cast [130]. Such a definition considers
(whether accidently or intentional) misleading user interface design to be an attack on the
accuracy of an election.
For certain voting contexts, the demand for an accurate tally is complicated by restrictive
secrecy requirements as discussed in Section 2.3.1. For example, an ordinary voter partic-
ipating in public elections in the United Kingdom is able only to observe the act of vote
casting (marking a paper ballot and placing it in an opaque box). The voter is not able to
observe their or other voter’s votes being transported and then tallied at a count. Indeed,
electoral rules prohibit voters remaining in the polling place once they have cast their vote
unless they have been provided with passes because they are part of a candidate’s polling
day team [121, Sch 1. R. 37]. Instead, voters are required to accept that a combination of
factors will ensure that the tally of votes is accurate. Measures include trusting the polling
place clerks who are the custodians of ballot papers prior to a count and the activism of
opposing candidates at the vote count, who will each monitor the counting of their own
votes in order to maximise their advantage.
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Figure 2.3: The problem of ensuring accuracy of an election result. An attacker is presented with
several points at which to perform an attack. The feasibility of attack depends on the specification of
secrecy requirements discussed in Section 2.3.1.
The conflict in public elections thus illustrates that the accuracy of a tally may be dependent
on an observer’s perspective and access to other information during the execution of a
vote. The assessment of accuracy of the tally then becomes dependent on the accuracy of
other information provided to an observer, which may have been established as accurate,
or alternatively the accuracy must be taken on trust.
Ensuring the accuracy of an election is therefore an end-to-end process, as noted by Schneier
[130]. Figure 2.3 illustrates a generic electoral system in which voting proceeds in a series
of rounds. Each round consists of vote casting, storage, collection and tallying. Transitions
occur between each round of voting depending on both tallies from the previous round and
the parameters specified for the election.
An attacker may choose to violate the accuracy of the election at any one of the points (or
multiple points) in the election process:
During initiation. Attacks on a voting system during initiation can violate the accuracy of
an election before it is executed. For example, an attack on the registration of voters
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may prevent some otherwise eligible voters from participating. Several authors have
documented the use of literacy criteria for participating in public elections in the
United States as a mechanism for disenfranchising poorer voters [52, 54, 126].
During voter authentication. The accuracy of an election is violated if non-eligible vot-
ers are permitted to participate, since the result of the election will no longer reflect
the intention of legitimate voters.
At the voting interface. According to the definition of accuracy proposed by Schneier
[130], a user interface which obstructs accurate vote casting constitutes an attack
on the accuracy of an election. During the 2000 US General election, the layout of
punch cards ballots in a ‘butterfly’ was criticised because voters mis-construed which
hole to punch for a particular candidate [2, 39]. Other deliberate attacks have been
noted with voting interfaces which use labelled buttons to indicate voting options.
To attack these systems, labels are switched in precincts where voters are thought
to have a preference for an opposing candidate, such that that candidate’s votes are
unintentionally cast for an opponent.
During vote casting. The vote casting process records the vote cast by a voter at the inter-
face. Thus, vote casting attacks are distinguished from interface attacks by accurately
obtaining the voter’s choice, but altering the choice prior to storage.
During storage and communication. Attacks on a collection of votes include altering
cast votes, adding extra votes (either for non-existent voters, non-participating voters
or by adding extra votes not associable with particular voters), or removing votes
(either through ‘intelligently’ removing votes identified for an opposing candidate,
or ‘blindly’ removing all votes in a collection suspected of being biased towards a
particular candidate).
During vote tallying. Whilst simple tallying algorithms are possible to verify if the collec-
tion of votes cast are available for inspection, the implementation of more complex
algorithm may introduce subtle errors which are difficult to detect in results. For
example, an inspection of a vendor’s implementation of the STV electoral system’s
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tallying algorithm revealed a minor defect in the allocation of votes once candidates
had been elected [134]. Whilst such a minor flaw would not affect the determination
of winners, the case illustrates that correct tallying of votes is an element of election
accuracy. Alternatively, if the collection of votes for tallying are not available for in-
spection, then the accuracy of the resulting tally becomes more difficult to ascertain.
Pieters has attempted to differentiate between voting schemes where collections of
votes are published to enable open tallying and those where a tally is derived from
an encrypted collection of votes [110]. Publishing the collection of votes for inspec-
tion by external observers may not be possible, for example, in circumstances where
the expression of choice represented by a vote may be used to identify a vote in a
tally. This possibility was again identified in the context of the STV electoral system,
when the vendor proposed electronically publishing the list of votes cast to demon-
strate the correctness of their tallying algorithm. An STV vote lists candidates in
order of preference. Commentators noted that lower-order preferences (which are
unlikely to affect the result of an election) may be configured to produce a unique
preference signature such that the vote may be identified in the published list and an
attacker can ensure a voter has organised their higher order preferences ‘correctly’
[134]. Figure 2.4 illustrates this potential attack on secrecy.
The result of attacking the accuracy of one or more processes within the accuracy model
is dependent both on the voting context and the nature and goal of the attack. Attacks
which undetectably alter results of elections are considered the most problematic since by
their definition, they are not expected to be identified or if identified, they may not be
correctable. Mechanisms for preventing such attacks include quality control techniques on
the technologies and processes employed in a voting system; and the use of voting schemes
which provide external verifiability of the correctness of an election result.
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks on voting systems (which prevent a decision being made)
are considered a low level threat since the consequence is only that the election must be
re-run. Further, disruptive attacks are by their nature detectable (otherwise the disruption
would not lead to a cancellation of the existing election and initiation of a new process).
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Figure 2.4: The vote signature attack on ordinal electoral systems, where all votes are published as
a means of verifying the accuracy of the tallying algorithm. In the illustration, an attacker from the
House Warming Party instructs the voter on the order of the party’s candidates. Then, the voter is
assigned a unique permutation of preferences 4–9, which are not used to elect candidates, but identify
the vote when published, violating the vote’s secrecy. In this example, an attacker would be able to
assign signatures to 720 voters.
However, as noted by Mercuri, many elections are time sensitive [91]. The issues which
influence voter choices at one point in time may not be replicated later. A further problem
with successful DoS is that the confidence of an electorate in a voting system (and the
resulting choice made) may be reduced when an attack is reported. Election systems that
cannot resist DoS may be suspected of being vulnerable to more subtle undetected attacks
on the tally itself. It may be noted that an attack on the result of an election that is detected
will degenerate into a DoS attack if the voting system cannot recover from the damage
caused.
The ability for a voting system to recover from an attack rather than cause the relevant
election to be re-run is dependent on the choices made for a particular voting context.
For example, the UK voting system for public elections is designed with the ability to
identify and invalidate illegally cast votes (under court order) whilst the possible violation
of voter privacy makes this practice illegal in the Republic of Ireland [89]. The properties
of voting systems need to be designed to reflect the priorities of the contexts in which they
are deployed.
The ability to target individual processes during an election is dependent on the require-
ments for secrecy for the electoral context, discussed in Section 2.3.1. Providing for a
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voting system which ensures accuracy at all steps in the voting process is simplified if se-
crecy is not required. However, since a variety of voting contexts incorporate some form
of secrecy requirement with respect to the votes cast in an election, ensuring accuracy at
the successive processes described above is non-trivial. For a particular voting context,
it is necessary to identify the steps in the voting process for which ensuring accuracy is
non-trivial due to requirements specified for secrecy. Generally, the more restrictive the
requirements for secrecy, the greater the difficulty is for a voting scheme and implementing
voting system to ensure secrecy.
Voting systems may well be implemented on the understanding that certain components are
trusted in order to fulfill requirements that are otherwise in conflict. Such schemes spec-
ify the components that are considered trusted, or else alternatively demonstrate how trust
may be distributed across multiple components under an assumption that a certain propor-
tion will not collaborate to violate the accuracy, or secrecy, of an election. Alternatively,
where no satisfactory implementation of a set of secrecy and accuracy requirements can be
obtained it may be necessary to relax the constraints so that an election may be conducted
at all. Of course, such an approach does not preclude the later implementation of a system
satisfying the stricter requirements.
2.3.1.4 Usability and Acceptability
For a voting system to successfully implement the requirements of a voting context, the
system must be usable by those enfranchised by the electoral system. In the field of Human
Computer Interaction (HCI), usability refers to the ability of a user to interact with a system
in order to achieve desired goals.
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ISO 9241-11 refers to usability as:
“the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified con-
text of use.”
noting that not only is a usable system designed to allow a user to achieve desired goals
(effectiveness and efficiency), but also that the user must be satisfied with the result. The
usability of a system is not just the extent to which tasks are completed efficiently and
quickly, but also the degree of ease and satisfaction with which a user interacts with that
system. A particular factor relevant to voting systems for judging usability is the extent
to which a user would consider using it again to repeat a given task. Maurer notes that
systems which suffer from poor usability will be by-passed by users, employing alternative
methodologies instead to complete their task [86]. In this sense, usability also incorpo-
rates the acceptability of a system to users - the likelihood that they will accept its use to
accomplish a particular task rather than a parallel and potentially less efficient system.
The usability requirements of a voting context, then, are dependent on the capabilities of
voters specified by the relevant electoral system’s franchise. Given that a separate franchise
may be specified for each round type in an electoral system, the capabilities of voters may
vary across multiple rounds and within the rounds of voting themselves.
Factors which influence usability constraints for a voting system (with respect to voters)
include:
Electoral complexity. The variety of choice which the electoral system presents to a voter.
Electoral complexity is a function of the number of configurations of legal votes that
may be cast (for a single vote); the total number of votes that may be cast in a round;
the availability of “write-in” options where a voter may provide additional choices on
a vote other than those specified at initiation; the number of discrete elections (races)
that the voter is offered for decision at one time; and the number of discrete rounds
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the voter may participate in. A voting system may be required to mask complexity
in a voting system, if too much choice is considered a deterrent to participation. For
example, voting systems employed for public elections in the United States provide
a ‘party ticket’ option for voters who wish to vote for a single party’s selection of
candidates for multiple elections, rather than individually selecting that party’s can-
didates on the system.
Literacy. A voting context may require a voting system to accommodate varying levels of
literacy within the population of voters.
Physical capabilities of voters. A voting context may require a voting system to accom-
modate physical disabilities of voters. The precise disabilities accommodated and the
manner in which the accommodation is made is context dependent. For example, the
provision of DRE machines in polling places for public elections which support blind
voters are mandated by recent federal legislation in the United States [58], whilst vot-
ers in the United Kingdom may either receive assistance or use a tactile template to
mark a paper ballot [121].
Cost of participation. Norris notes (in a theoretical framework of participation) that the
cost of participation in an election is a contributory factor for a voter deciding whether
to participate in an election [102, 103]. High participation costs may result if a voter
is required to purchase particular technology or travel to a distant location in order to
vote. High costs of participation deter voter participation and thus have a detrimental
effect on the usability of a voting system. A voting context may set limits on the
acceptable costs of participation in an election.
Cost of implementation An organisation must usually commit at least some resources to
conducting an election. One aspect of acceptability requirements are the costs an
organisation is willing to accept in order to implement a voting system to fulfill the
requirements of a particular context. In circumstances where all other requirements
are deemed fulfillable, if the resultant costs are beyond the means of an organisation,
other requirements (in terms of electoral system , secrecy, accuracy or usability) may
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need to be relaxed in order to make the cost of conducting an election affordable to
an organisation.
A voting system that successfully implements secrecy and accuracy constraints, but as
a result is unusable by the participating voters is not at all useful as a decision making
tool. As for the compromise between secrecy and accuracy discussed in Section 2.3.1,
fundamental conflicts between accuracy, secrecy and usability may need to be resolved
in favour of usability if a decision is to be made at all using the voting system and an
implementation fulfilling all requirements is not known. For example, the use of remote
voting technologies (postal or remote electronic voting, for example) may be necessary for
geographically widely distributed populations. The use of supervised polling stations is
impractical in such contexts, however desirable it is to employ them in order to achieve
desirable secrecy requirements.
2.3.2 Instances of Voting Contexts
The previous section presented a framework for considering the variety of contexts in which
voting takes place. This section describes a selection of voting context instances in order
to illustrate the diversity of voting system requirements. It is not argued that the voting
context types described here faithfully represent a single real world instance of a voting
context. Rather the voting context types provide descriptions of classes of real world voting
contexts.
The first voting context discusses characteristics of public elections and referenda. The sec-
ond example discusses elections conducted in legislative and committee contexts, together
with an illustrative case of system failure with respect to requirements. The third example
discusses the restrictive requirements for secrecy in jury voting and the consequential dif-
ficulties for ensuring the accuracy of a resulting decision. The fourth example discusses
shareholder voting, in which a voter may cast multiple votes (potentially for different can-
didates) and voters may be allocated different numbers of votes.
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2.3.2.1 Public Elections
Public elections are perhaps the most commonly perceived type of voting context. Public
elections are a feature of societies as a means of choosing legislators, executives and other
public officials. Public voting contexts may also decide issues of public policy such as in
referenda considered too significant to be decided by a legislator alone.
A diverse range of electoral systems are employed for public elections, although typically
all enfranchised members of a population have equal voting capabilities.
Typically, public election voting contexts require that the association between voters and
individual votes is kept secret. Secrecy requirements may also state that information re-
garding whether a voter participated in an election or not be kept secret.
In common with other voting contexts, requirements for accuracy are common for pub-
lic elections. The nature of public elections makes demands on voting systems to ensure
accuracy, including:
Authentication The large, diverse population of voters eligible to participate in public
elections makes authentication of voters harder when compared to the small popu-
lations who typically participate in parliamentary and jury voting contexts. Authen-
tication of voters typically requires some pre-constructed infrastructure used for au-
thentication in other contexts. However, overly onerous authentication requirements
may conflict with usability requirements by preventing voters from participating. The
conflict between stronger authentication of voters and accessibility of voting systems
is a controversial issue in the United States, where voter authentication has been per-
ceived as a mechanism for limiting participation [91], whilst weak authentication has
been shown to permit personation [52].
Voter interface The large electorate typically requires voting systems to be able to accu-
rately record voter intentions from voters with a diverse range of physical and mental
capabilities. Alternative approaches to this include providing voting systems with
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flexible voting interfaces [2], or alternatively providing multiple parallel voting sys-
tems for a single context, with the intention that every voter is able to use at least one
interface [42].
Vote storage, collection and tallying Public elections require that voting systems ensure
(or at least provide re-assurance) that a tally is accurate with respect to votes cast,
despite the requirement that the association between a voter and a vote is secret.
2.3.2.2 Legislative or Committee Motions
Parliamentary and committee voting share many common characteristics. Parliaments con-
sist of a set of legislators, representing a larger body of people. A measure to be voted
on will be presented before the parliament and may be discussed amongst the legislators.
Once the discussions are completed a vote is conducted, in which all legislators are usually
equal participants (other than a chairperson). Votes are most often conducted for or against
the wording of a particular motion and as such a SMSP electoral system is employed.
Both the tally of votes and the association between votes and voters are published so that a
decision may be acted upon and also so that the legislator is accountable to the larger body
of represented people.
Since the association between votes and voters are not secret in legislative voting, ensuring
the accuracy of a tally with respect to the intention of a voter is often considered trivial. This
assumption is dependent on a voter being able to determine that their vote has been wrongly
recorded prior to a decision being made on the basis of the election result. A counter
example to the assumption that ensuring accuracy in “open” voting contexts is simplified
compared to public elections is provided by the electronic voting system employed in the
Knesset, the Israeli Parliament. Rules of voting require a legislator to be present in the
chamber in order to cast a vote on a voting terminal. An incident arose in 2003 [99], where
it emerged that one legislator was casting votes on behalf of another in contradiction of
the rules. The accuracy of the tally of votes was thus violated at the authentication stage
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of voting, since a voter is only considered eligible if they are present in the chamber for
voting.
2.3.2.3 Jury Decisions
Jury voting is the most restrictive form of voting system considered here, in terms of the
amount of information published concerning the result of the vote. Jury voting contexts
characteristically employ a SMSP electoral system with just two options available - for or
against a motion; the guilt of an accused, for example.
In contrast to public elections, the specific tally resulting from votes cast by jurors is not
usually made public. Rather, a statement of whether the tally of votes for a motion reached
a threshold (plurality, more than two thirds majority, unanimity etc.) is published. Such a
restrictive secrecy requirement can have the advantage of protecting the value of a voter’s
choice in circumstances where voters are unanimous, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.
A consequence of such secrecy is that the accuracy of the tally of votes may be hard to
determine. In some jury voting contexts, each of the voters may know the association
between individual votes and voters but since the voters are usually a small subset of an
interested population and are unable to prove the choice of other voters this is not consid-
ered a violation of secrecy. Some voting schemes have been proposed in which even voters
do not know the association of votes and other voters. Such schemes produce proofs that a
statement concerning a collection and tally of encrypted votes is accurate without revealing
the value of individual votes of the tally [61].
2.3.2.4 Shareholder Motions
Shareholder voting contexts are similar to parliamentary elections in terms of secrecy and
accuracy requirements. With respect to electoral system, a SMSP scheme is used as for
parliamentary schemes to vote for or against a motion (approve an executive’s salary and
bonus, for example), but a voter’s franchise is defined by the number of shares the voter
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possesses. Each voter is provided with a number of votes proportionate to the number of
shares they possess.
2.3.3 Summary: Voting Context Diversity
Much of the focus of voting scheme design has been on public elections [7, 25, 51, 74]
because of the restrictive properties most public election voting contexts require of voting
systems. These requirements typically combine (in some form) voting privacy and a tally
accepted by candidates and voters for determining winners. The discussion has illustrated
the diversity of requirements, both across a broad range of voting contexts and within the
supposedly narrow range of public elections.
2.4 Requirements and Standards
In the previous section, the scope of voting contexts were elicited, together with an outline
of several classes of voting contexts which exhibit similar properties. In this section, the
next level down in the voting framework is surveyed. Voting system requirements models
provide a mechanism for the capture of requirements expressed by a particular voting con-
text. The requirements model may then be used to direct the design of a voting scheme
which fulfills the necessary requirements of the voting context.
This section outlines efforts towards establishing requirements models for public election
contexts in the United States and the United Kingdom. Public elections are chosen for the
survey since the majority of efforts towards establishing voting system requirements have
been for this context.
2.4.1 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines
S
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The Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG) [38] and its predecessor the Voting Sys-
tem Standards (VSS) [48, 49] and earlier the Federal Election Commissions guidelines,
together with several previous reports and studies compiled for the United States govern-
ment [127, 128] provide a requirements model for the conduct of public elections in the
United States. The documents provide a collection of requirements for the technologies
and systems in use in the US public election context, together with a methodology to as-
sess technologies and procedures against the standards.
The VSS were originally produced in 1990 by the Federal Election Commission (FEC) as
the Performance and Testing Standards, to provide a voluntary nationwide standard for the
production and testing of voting technologies and systems [48]. Legislation passed follow-
ing the 2000 US Presidential Election [58] mandated that the VSS be updated, with control
of the process passing to the Election Assistance Commission (EAC). A subcommittee of
the EAC, the Technical Guidelines Development Committee, were tasked with develop-
ing a new standard and certification process for voting systems. The new document [38]
is based on the 2002 Voting System Standards [49] which were adopted as preliminary
standards for the EAC. The VVSG is divided into two volumes, specifying the standards
which voting systems must comply with in Volume One (Performance Standards), and the
mechanism by which voting systems are assessed in Volume Two (Testing Standards).
In the VVSG, performance standards of voting systems is divided into the following cate-
gories:
• Functional capabilities
• Hardware requirements
• Software requirements
• Telecommunication requirements
• Security
• Quality assurance requirements
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• Configuration management requirements.
The functional capabilities provide a high level description of functions which the voting
system should provide and may be regarded as the core of the VVSG. For example, a
voting system must provide “security access controls” [38, Vol I. Sec 2.2.1.a] to prevent
unauthorised access to a “critical components” of the voting system. However, the manner
in which the security controls are to be implemented and what they must protect is left
unspecified. Hardware requirements cover the quality of hardware components of a voting
system, including detailed parameters of environmental conditions within which a voting
system could be expected to operate. The software requirements apply to all source code
developed by a voting system vendor, but not to externally procured software (i.e. operating
systems, device drivers and procured middleware). The software requirements provide
standards for development, organisation and documentation of the vendor’s source code.
Telecommunication requirements apply to communications typically between an election
administrator and individual polling places. Security requirements provide standards for
both physical security of voting devices in polling booths and the security of software
employed on voting devices. Requirements are specified for the escrow of software used on
voting devices to repositories specified by the EAC. The security requirements are intended
to enforce the functional capabilities previously specified (secrecy, accuracy, usability etc).
Quality assurance requirements define standards for testing of individual components of a
voting system (including software installation) together with documentation to support the
testing. The configuration management requirements provide standards for the manner in
which a customer is migrated between similar versions of a voting system.
The outline above demonstrates both the breadth and detail of the VVSG requirements
model. A difficulty identified by the VVSG is the trade-off to establish between high level
generic requirements which may be applied consistently to a broad range of voting systems
(incorporating high level statements which capture secrecy requirements, for example) and
providing low-level, detailed requirements against which particular voting systems may be
evaluated. High level requirements provide a general statement of the needs of a particular
voting context, without directing developers towards particular solutions (and thus limiting
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innovation). Conversely, for requirements to be testable they must be sufficiently detailed
and implementation specific in order for tests to be repeated over time. Low level require-
ments thus provides a metric by which the success or failure of a voting system in a test
may be consistently measured.
The VVSG attempts to resolve the conflict in the requirements approach in two ways.
The VVSG categorises types of voting systems and where appropriate, specifies the ap-
plicability of detailed, testable requirements. This approach permits standardised tests of
requirements to be established across classes of voting systems typically identified by the
device used for vote casting or tabulation. For example, the requirements regarding Voter
Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)s are only applicable to DRE systems that provide
such a feature. The VVSG does not include a requirement as to whether a DRE should
include a VVPAT, a decision which is left to local jurisdictions.
To further accommodate the diversity of potential voting systems within a single require-
ments model, the VVSG detail the procedure for production of a testing plan for individual
voting systems as an agreement between an EAC certified testing laboratory and the vendor
of the voting system [38, Vol II.]. The testing plan is developed with respect to the poten-
tial vulnerabilities of the specific voting system (with particular reference to the technology
employed for vote casting and tabulation). Test plans are thus tailored to each individual
voting system so that irrelevant tests are not included and the manner in which a vendor
has mitigated known vulnerabilities for a particular system can be evaluated.
The VVSG are intended to provide a nationally applicable requirements model for the US
public election context and is thus a necessarily substantial document. Even if local juris-
dictions employ the VVSG, they are still expected to document requirements and standards
for their own specific needs.
The approach to capturing and testing requirements adopted by the VVSG results in several
disadvantages, including:
• The VVSG state requirements in terms of the voting technologies and procedures
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that constitute a voting system, rather than in terms of the US public election context.
Whilst the isolation of requirements from solutions is often difficult, the specifica-
tion of requirements for technologies rather than the problem domain (i.e. the US
public election voting context) is a consequence of the requirements and standards
procedure being developed after most of the technologies targeted had already gained
widespread use. A consequence is that the requirements document is quite substantial
(more than 300 pages) and should new technologies be proposed, the requirements
will need to be further extended in order to accommodate them.
• The VVSG attempt to apply the requirements established for the US public election
context directly to a voting system, without consideration of an intermediate voting
scheme as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Whilst this is a necessary consequence of a lack
of formal voting schemes for the voting systems employed in the US context, the size
and complexity of the VVSG illustrates the disadvantage of this omission.
• Whilst the adoption of a test plan development methodology for individual voting
systems mitigates the difficulty of developing a uniform set of tests for all voting
systems, a consequence is that individual voting systems may not be compared fairly
with one another, depending on the agreement reached between testing laboratories
and vendors.
• Brady has noted the danger of gross categorisation of voting systems in the context
of making statistical assessments of a category of voting system’s ability to record
a voter’s intention [11]. Similarly, a voting system may not be tested for a partic-
ular vulnerability because that vulnerability is thought to be present only in other
categories of voting systems.
The difficulties of establishing a single requirements model for such a diverse voting con-
text (with diverse established solutions) is illustrated by the unwieldy nature of the VVSG
document. The diversity of the US context further suggests that a hierarchical require-
ments model may in fact be a preferable approach, with limited high level requirements
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established at a federal level, together with separate documents for applying those require-
ments to particular technologies. The US public election context may also benefit from
establishing formal voting schemes that may be evaluated against more concise require-
ments documents (together with any necessary assumptions) prior to implementation as a
voting system.
2.4.2 Common Criteria
In her doctoral dissertation, Mercuri initially surveys some of the discrepancies that have
arisen in public elections where DRE technologies have been employed [91]. Noting that
such systems fail to follow identifiable requirements, she proposed adapting the Common
Criteria (CC), a computer security assessment standard, to stating the requirements for,
and assessing the features of Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) machines used in the US
public election context [101]. She then assesses existing DRE systems against this require-
ments model, concluding that such systems are inadequately implemented with regard to
the expected standards extracted from the CC.
To adapt the CC to a voting systems requirements model, Mercuri summarises topics with
regard to voting systems for the purposes of security assurance. The resulting requirements
document targets both the voting system and development and procurement factors, includ-
ing the relationship between a product vendor and consumer. The topic areas include:
• Functionality - how a voting system is designed to function in accordance with re-
quirements.
• Accuracy - how a voting system is tested to ensure not only that it is operating, but
also that it is operating without errors.
• Confidentiality - preventing the linking of votes with voters.
• Integrity - ensuring that the assets of a voting system (primarily storage of votes) are
protected.
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EAL Description
7 formally verified design and tested
6 semiformally verified design and tested
5 semiformally designed and tested
4 methodically designed, tested and reviewed
3 methodically tested and checked
2 structurally tested
1 functionally tested
Table 2.1: Common Criteria Evaluation Assurance Levels as summarised by Mercuri [91].
• Interface usability and availability.
These requirements are then assessed with respect to the seven Evaluation Assurance Lev-
els (EAL) described in the Common Criteria. Table 2.1 summaries the seven EALs, with
level 1 providing the most minimal assurance and level 7 describing a system that has
undergone formal design verification and testing. Mercuri argues that, at minimum DRE
based voting systems should be assessed against EAL 4 requirements (for legacy systems),
whilst EALs 5 and 6 provide a more acceptable set of requirements (for new systems).
Mercuri’s methodology provides a far more concise approach to evaluating voting systems
than the VVSG discussed in Section 2.4.1, however, since the Common Criteria is used as
the basis for assessment, the approach is only strictly applicable to software based voting
systems, such as DRE machines. Whether Mercuri considers the methodology extensible
to other voting systems, or whether she considers it necessary, is unclear. Mercuri’s aim
is to support her hypothesis and argue that electronic, software controlled technologies are
unsuitable for use as voting systems given the conflicts that arise in requirements.
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2.4.3 CESG Security Study (UK)
CESG is the commercial arm of the UK Government’s Communications Headquarters
(GCHQ). In 2002, CESG were contracted by the UK Office of the e-Envoy to conduct
a security study of remote electronic voting (REV) in the UK, resulting in an initial doc-
ument published for comment [18]. A revised document stating the UK government’s
security requirements was released once the comments had been incorporated into the final
document [19].
The final document’s approach to stating security requirements is as follows. Initially,
assumptions about the context in which voting will occur is divided into domains with
discrete responsibilities (registration, vote collection etc) and threats to REV in general
are identified, both from internal and external attackers. A statement of fifteen security
objectives (OS1-15)1 is then made, describing the security properties that an REV system
should implement in order to counter the identified threats:
1. Effective Voter Registration
2. Effective Voter Authenticity
3. Effective Voter Anonymity
4. Effective Vote Confidentiality
5. Effective System Identification and Authentication
6. Effective System Registration
7. Effective System Access Control
8. Information Integrity
9. Service Availability
1The technical requirements document uses the acronym OS for security objective, rather than SO. This
work retains the original for reasons of consistency.
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10. Information Availability
11. Service Protection
12. Operator Integrity
13. Open Auditing and Accounting
14. Third Party System Authentication
15. Public Verifiability
Finally, a set of requirements statements is provided for each of the security objectives. For
example, for Voter Anonymity, requirements specify that an REV system will not be able
to associate a vote with a voter under normal operating conditions.
The statement of security requirements as described above was incorporated in the UK
government’s [56] statement of requirements for the UK’s REV pilots in 2002 and 2003,
together with a statement of disability access requirements provided by Scope [133]. The
statement of requirement provided a further 46 requirements for providers of REV systems
covering the wider topic of managing the UK’s public election context.
The UK government’s approach to capturing requirements is thus substantially different
to the approach adopted for the US VVSG described in Section 2.4.1. The UK statement
of requirements is concerned primarily with REV systems (vote casting via the Internet,
telephone network or digital television system, for example) rather than expressing require-
ments for the voting system as a whole. As such the requirements are mostly concerned
with security issues, with relatively little documentation of usability standards (other than
for disabled voters).
The statement of requirements also does not refer to the electoral system in use in the
UK public election context. This is problematic since, although much of England and
Wales continue to use electoral systems substantially similar to SMSP, Northern Ireland,
and more recently Scotland, employ STV for local and/or national elections. The oversight
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this highlights is illustrated by the voting scheme proposed by CESG in the original security
study, which does not conveniently accommodate electoral systems in which the voter is
required to express multiple, structured choices.
Unlike the VVSG, the UK statement of requirement does not provide a methodology for
evaluating whether proposed schemes have fulfilled the requirements expressed for them,
which is a consequence of the high level, concise form the requirements take. The lack of a
proposed testing methodology in the CESG document makes evaluating whether schemes
proposed for the UK context, fulfill the identified requirements. For example, the require-
ment for a vote to be associable with a voter pending judicial review is not fulfilled by a
direct implementation of many cryptographic voting schemes whose objective is vote pri-
vacy, or even voter anonymity [19, requirement 3.2]. The requirements do however provide
a high level basis for developing lower level more detailed, testable requirements for the
UK public election context.
2.4.4 Summary
The preceding section has surveyed the major efforts towards establishing requirements
models for the US and UK public elections contexts. A difficulty for all requirements mod-
els is how to resolve the conflict between providing low level, testable requirements and
requirements which are sufficiently high level to permit multiple solutions. The VVSG ap-
proach results in a cumbersome and potentially uneven application of requirements to dis-
parate technologies and procedures, whilst the CESG approach provides a high level state-
ment of requirements without a methodology for testing schemes for suitability. Mercuri’s
approach of adapting and applying the Common Criteria [91, 101] provides a methodology
for evaluating voting systems as software artifacts, but is less applicable to other types of
voting systems. All three requirements models discussed here specify their requirements
with respect to the technology that is expected to be employed, rather than with respect to
the properties of the voting context for which a suitable voting system is to be deployed.
To a certain extent, this approach may be inevitable, since many voting systems represent a
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“facts on the ground” set of circumstances which have already been implemented without
prior consideration of requirements. In such circumstances, CESG, Mercuri and VVSG
may be viewed as an attempt to retrofit requirements to already deployed technologies. A
desirable approach would be to consider the requirements of a voting context in isolation
from expected technology in order to provide a framework for evaluation of future voting
system proposals.
2.5 Voting Schemes
In this section, voting schemes are discussed prior to a consideration of existing voting
technologies. Voting schemes provide the design for a voting system intended to fulfill
the requirements of a given context. A single scheme may be implemented in a variety of
voting systems, differing, for example, in the medium upon which votes are cast, commu-
nicated and tabulated.
The cryptographic research community has traditionally considered remote voting schemes
as an example of a secure multi-party computation (SMPC), although more recent schemes
that envisage a polling station setup move away from this view. An SMPC is a protocol be-
tween several participants, each of whom possess a secret value. The goal of the protocol is
to globally compute some function over the secret values, without any participant learning
any other participant’s secret. The computation must be completed successfully and accu-
rately despite the presence of faults within a sub-set of the participants. The possibility of
external disruption caused by a malicious observer must also be anticipated.
Cryptographic voting schemes are typically modelled with respect to a malicious adver-
sary, common to many cryptographic protocols outside the field of voting schemes, with
varying well defined capabilities. In addition, cryptographic voting schemes are commonly
designed to anticipate malicious behaviour by the participants in an election in order to
violate the accuracy of an election as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Malicious participants
include: voters attempting to vote twice, or claim that they have been cheated of their vote
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and election organisers attempting to change the value of individual or sets of votes to their
advantage. Given the focus on voting schemes for public election contexts in the crypto-
graphic community, this section surveys the major efforts in this area. In particular, the
survey describes recent interest in the potential for use of cryptographic voting schemes for
polling station voting systems, rather than the more traditional interest in voting schemes
designed for remote voting requirements.
2.5.1 Mix – Nets
The desire to communicate anonymously over computer networks has resulted in a number
of cryptographic techniques by which a message may be forwarded to a recipient without
including evidence of the sender. First proposed by Chaum in 1980 as a means of provid-
ing untraceable email [21], mix-nets are a commonly employed for voting schemes as a
construct to replicate the anonymising effect of placing paper ballots into a ballot box.
Mix-nets presume the existence of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for the purposes of
distributing public keys. The choice of asymmetric encryption scheme has a consequential
impact on the properties of a mix-net, with variations including decryption schemes using
RSA and re-encryption mixes. Other variations of mix-nets provide for a secure anony-
mous service in the presence of failure of some servers [90]. This section outlines an RSA
decryption mix.
Figure 2.5 illustrates an RSA decryption mix consisting of n mix-servers. Each mix-server
computes two RSA key pairs and publishes both public keys. To prepare a message m
for mixing, it is encrypted with each of the mix-servers public keys K1,1...Kn,2 in reverse
order. Each layer of encryption is accompanied by a random seed value si,j for each layer,
such that the message prior to mixing is of the form:
{{{{{{m, sn,2}Kn,2 , sn,1}Kn,1, s2,2...}K2,2 , s2,1}K2,1, s1,2}K1,2 , s1,1}K1,1
This construct is sometimes referred to as a doll, since the layers of encryption are analo-
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of a de-cryption mix-net anonymous channel. A mixnet consists of a sequence
of mix-servers. A decryption mix server removes one layer of encryption from each message before and
after mixing.
gous to multiple layers of a wooden Russian doll.
A batch of dolls are passed simultaneously to the first mix-server. The server removes
the first RSA layer and seed from each doll, permutes the batch and removes the second
RSA layer and seed. The dolls are then forwarded to the next mix-server which repeats the
process, until all layers of encryption have been removed. Random partial checking may be
employed to confirm that each mix-server (with high probability) decrypted each message
accurately. In the technique, each mix server randomly reveals either the first or second
decryption to an auditor.
Mix-nets are more commonly used as a mechanism for providing an anonymous channel
rather than constituting a scheme in their own right. Mix-nets are used for digital signature
schemes [51], the Chaum visual cryptography [22] and Preˆt a` Voter [24].
2.5.2 Homomorphic Schemes
Homomorphic public encryption schemes were first proposed by Benaloh as a mechanism
for providing universally verifiable tallies [7, 8, 9]. Homomorphic voting schemes exploit
a property of certain asymmetric encryption schemes, whereby given some operation on
ciphertexts⊗ and some operation on plaintexts⊕, the following property holds:
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E(a)⊗ E(b) = E(a⊕ b)
Thus decrypting the product of all available ciphertexts yields the sum of plaintext values.
The intutition behind such schemes is as follows. The scheme employs a Tallier and a
set of Voter participants and assumes the availability of a secure bulletin board. Each voter
encrypts their vote for or against an option (encoded as a single bit b ∈ {0, 1}) in an election
using the public key of the Tallier. The voters also produce a zero-knowledge proof [90]
that the vote is valid (i.e. the voter has not attempted to over-vote).
the voters publish their encrypted votes on a secure bulletin board. Once the period for
voting has ended, the encrypted product of votes for each option may be universially com-
puted (be computed by any participant or external observer). The Tallier then publishes a
decrypted tally for each option together with a proof that the decryption is accurate. The
proof prevents the Tallier from attempting to publish arbitrary results for an election. To
prevent early partial tallies being computed by a corrupt Tallier, the Tallier is distributed
across multiple domains which must collaborate in order to produce the decrypted sums.
2.5.3 Blind Signature Schemes
Blind signature schemes are perhaps the most widely implemented of electronic voting
schemes due to their relative simplicity [30, 35, 76]. A multitude of variations and adapta-
tions have been proposed, in order to improve robustness, for example [35], or to provide
for a more flexible electoral system [67]. The scheme exploits a feature of some digital sig-
nature cryptosystems (RSA, for example) in which it is possible to add a ‘blinding’ layer
of encryption to a message prior to signing by another participant [90]. When the blinding
layer is removed from a message, a signature may be obtained for the underlying message.
This technique thus allows a participant to obtain a digital signature for a message from a
second participant, without the second participant learning the contents of the message.
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A common analogy used for explaining blind signatures is to consider an interaction be-
tween two participants Bob and Alice (an authentication authority). Bob wishes to send the
letter to Charles anonymously, but also wants to demonstrate to Charles he had a right to
send the message. Bob thus needs Alice to let Charles know that the letter came from some
approved person, but also does not want Alice to inspect the message. To achieve this, Bob
places a letter he wishes to send to Charles into an envelope and seals it. Bob approaches
Alice and identifies himeself. Alice then applies a stamp to the envelope with a unique
imprint that cuts through the paper of the envelope and the letter. Later, Bob can remove
the letter from the envelope and places it into a second which he addresses and sends to
Charles. Charles can remove the letter from the envelope and check the imprint cut into the
letter by Alice to determine authenticity.
The situation is analogous to one in which a voter authenticates to one authority (Alice),
and then uses the authorisation obtained from that authority to register a vote anonymously
with another authority (Charles).
The scheme envisages the separation of roles between voter authentication and vote cast-
ing, as in a conventional polling station environment. As such, two election authorities, a
Validator (to validate a voter’s vote) and a Tallier, (to tally validated, anonymised votes)
are specified. Figure 2.6 illustrates the basic scheme. The voter encrypts their vote using
their secret key KVsessi and applies a blind layer of encryption to obtain message m
′
. The
voter signs the blinded, encrypted vote using their signing key K−1vot and sends it to the
Validator who confirms the message is signed by a registered voter. The Validator applies
their own signature to the blinded message using their signing key K−1val and returns the sig-
nature s′val to the voter. The voter removes the blinding layer from the signature supplied
by the Validator to obtain a signature sval for the encrypted vote. The voter then forwards
the encrypted vote and unblinded signature to the Tallier, who publishes a list of received
encrypted votes. Once voting is complete, the voters send their secret keys to the tallier via
an anonymous channel. The Tallier decrypts and publishes the votes for tallying purposes.
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Figure 2.6: The Blind signature voting scheme as proposed by [51]. The voter encrypts their vote
using their secret key and applies a blind layer of encryption. The voter signs the blinded, encrypted
vote and sends it to a validator who confirms the message is signed by a registered voter. The validator
applies their own signature to the blinded message before returning it to the voter. The voter removes
the blinding layer of encryption and forwards the message to the tallier, who publishes a list of re-
ceived encrypted votes. Once voting is complete, the voters send their secret keys to the tallier via an
anonymous channel. The tallier decrypts and publishes the votes.
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2.5.4 Hybrid Schemes
Since the 2000 US election and the passage of the Help America Vote Act HAVA 2002,
interest has grown in the potential for voter verifiable paper audit trails (VVPAT). Both re-
search efforts and campaigns by voting rights advocates in the United States have proposed
that VVPATs be incorporated into Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting machines for
use in US public elections [34, 57, 91]. DRE machines equipped with a VVPAT print a
representation of a voter’s choices on a paper ballot for inspection by a voter prior to those
choices being finalised by the DRE. If the voter determines that the DRE has inaccurately
recorded their choices on the paper ballot, they may choose to edit the changes on the ma-
chine and re-print the ballot. Once the voter is satisfied that the machine has accurately
printed their choices, the paper ballot is committed to a secure ballot box, either by the
DRE device, or by the voter. Should the voter handle the paper ballot prior to committ-
ment, then procedures, or mechanism are required to manage the potential for the voter to
change the paper record. Such change might, for example, enable the voter to claim that
the voting machine has attempted to change the electronic representation of their choices,
without this being the case. In the case of a disputed election, the paper ballots are assumed
to be the accurate record of a voter’s choices and the implicit assumption is that paper is a
trusted medium for vote storage.
In the cryptographic community, the proposals for VVPATs have spurred interest in the
potential for providing non-transferable verification receipts, that is, some token which the
voter may remove from a polling station and use to confirm that a vote has been included
in a collection for tallying. The tokens are non-transferable because a voter is unable to use
them to convince a third party of the choices represented by the receipt. Such schemes are
termed hybrid in this work because of the presumption that an electronic voting device will
be combined with some trusted medium (typically paper) in a voting system to produce an
encrypted representation of their vote (an encrypted receipt).
To demonstrate to the voter that the encrypted receipt accurately represents their vote (with-
out demonstrating how to decrypt the receipt), hybrid schemes commonly employ some
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form of multi-round cut and choose protocol. Cut and choose protocols are a cryptographic
construct in which one participant (a voting system, for example) is forced to commit to
some value before being tested by a second participant (a voter, for example).2 Cut and
choose protocols force a voting system to decide whether to attempt to cheat a voter before
a voter engages in a process which (with high probability) will detect the cheating.
Figure 2.7 gives the generic arrangement for hybrid schemes. Most hybrid schemes en-
visage a scenario in which a voter interacts with a voting device in a supervised polling
station in order to produce an encrypted receipt of their vote. The interaction is arranged
such that some additional secret is established between the voter and the machine that is
non-transferable to an external observer once the interaction is complete. The receipt is
provided to the voter in the form of a paper receipt and also published to a publicly accessi-
ble bulletin board. After leaving a polling station, the voter may confirm that the encrypted
receipt of their vote has been published on the bulletin board. To obtain a collection of
decrypted votes, the encrypted representations are passed through a decryption mix-net
similar to that described in Section 2.5.1. The unencrypted votes may then be tallied as de-
sired, but by using a mix-net to perform decryption, are not associable with the encrypted
representations (unless all mix servers collaborate). Several examples of hybrid schemes
are discussed below.
2.5.4.1 Chaum
The Chaum voting scheme employs visual cryptography in order to encrypt a graphical
representation of a voter’s choices [23]. The scheme is useful for voting in public elections
in the US as it does not preclude the use of write-in options. The scheme closely follows
that of the generic model for hybrid voting schemes illustrated in Figure 2.7, including the
use of a RSA decryption mix. Explanations of the scheme are also provided by Bryans and
2Schneier describes the equal cake cutting metaphor from which the term for these protocols originates,
in which one participant is able to cut a cake as they wish into two pieces, but the second participant is able
to choose which half of the cake to eat. The first participant is encouraged to behave honestly and share the
cake equally [129].
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Voting
Device
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1. Vote
2.Receipt
3. Receipt Decryption
Mix
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Figure 2.7: A Generic hybrid voting scheme, illustrating vote casting for one voter (steps 1-3) and
receipt decryption and vote counting in steps 4 and 5. In step 1 the voter provides their choice to
the voting device. The device responds with an encrypted receipt in step 2. The voter obtains some
assurance that the machine has correctly encrypted their vote (through a cut and choose protocol, for
example). Once satisfied, the voter removes the receipt from the polling station. In step 3 the encrypted
receipt is published to a secure bulletin board where it’s presence may be verified by the voter. In step
4, all published encrypted receipts are passed through a de-cryption mix to produce an anonymised
batch of decrypted votes suitable for tallying (step 5).
Ryan [14] and by Karlof [75].
In the scheme, a receipt is provided to the voter as one layer from a two layer visual en-
cryption of text printed as a graphic. Figure 2.8 is a reproduction illustrating the two layer
paper ballot, taken from a prototype of the Chaum scheme prepared by the author. While
the two layers of the ballot paper are overlaid, the plain text choices of the voter are evi-
dent. However, once the layers are separated, the plain text message is encrypted in both
layers. Via suitable cryptographic techniques, the original vote is recoverable from either
ballot paper layer as described below. The technique permits the voter to leave a polling
station with one layer of the ballot paper or another, which forms an encrypted receipt of
their vote. The layer kept by the voter is also retained electronically by the voting machine
and posted to a bulletin board, as per the description for generic hybrid schemes.
To generate the two layers of the ballot paper, a representation is generated as white text on
a black background. Each pixel of the ballot image is divided into four ‘sub-pixels’. For
each black pixel on the original image, a corresponding sub-pixel group on each layer of
the ballot paper is printed:
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(a) Layer L0 of the ballot paper. (b) Layer L1 of the ballot paper. (c) The two layers of the ballot
paper combined to reveal the en-
crypted text.
Figure 2.8: The Chaum scheme two layer ballot paper. The illustrations were extracted from a pro-
totype of the Chaum scheme implemented by the author. Chaum provides details of the scheme in
[22].
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such that when the two layers are combined a sub-pixel group of four black pixels is con-
structed. Similarly, for each white pixel of the original image, a corresponding sub-pixel
group on each layer of the ballot paper is printed:
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2 2
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such that when the two layers are combined a sub-pixel group of two black and two white
pixels is constructed. The result of the layer construction described above is that both layers
consist only sub-pixel groups of the form:
 2
2 
or
2 
 2
To construct the two ballot layers described above, two RSA mixnet dolls are constructed
using two sets of 2l pseudo random strings, with each string of length equal to half the
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number of pixels in the original ballot image. The two sets of strings are then composed
into a pair of single strings:
sB = sb,1 ⊕ sb,2 ⊕ ...⊕ sb,2l
sT = st,1 ⊕ st,2 ⊕ ...⊕ st,2l
The bits of the two string are then arranged into a “checkerboard” one time pad matrix
denoted:
sB,1 sT,1 sB,2 sT,2 sB,3
sT,3 sB,4 sT,4 sB,5 sT,5
sB,6 sT,6 sB,7 sT,7 sB,8
...
Similarly, the bits denoting the ballot image are arranged into a “checkerboard” matrix as
illustrated:
bT,1 bB,1 bT,2 bB,2 bT,3
bB,3 bT,4 bB,4 bT,5 bB,5
bT,6 bB,6 bT,7 bB,7 bT,8
...
Note that the top-bottom arrangement of bits is reversed for the ballot image matrix. Next,
a “ciphertext matrix” checkerboard is constructed from the ballot image matrix and the one
time pad matrix, again consisting of top T and bottom B bits. The visual cryptography
“overlay” operator is not closed, so the T, ith bit of the matrix is computed to satisfy the
equation cT,i ⊕ sB,i = bT,i; the B, ith bit of the matrix is computed to satsify the equation
cB,i ⊕ sT,i = bB,i. The complete matrix is thus a checkboard denoted:
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cT,1 cB,1 cT,2 cB,2 cT,3
cB,3 cT,4 cB,4 cT,5 cB,5
cT,6 cB,6 cT,7 cB,7 cT,8
...
Finally, the two separate layers L0 and L1 are constructed from bits of the one time pad
matrix and the bits of the ciphertext matrix:
cT,1 sT,1 cT,2 sT,2 cT,3
sT,3 cT,4 sT,4 cT,5 sT,5
cT,6 sT,6 cT,7 sT,7 cT,8
...
sB,1 cB,1 sB,2 cB,2 sB,3
cB,3 sB,4 cB,4 sB,5 cB,5
sB,6 cB,6 sB,7 cB,7 sB,8
...
L0 L1
The arrangement is such that when the ith bits of the matrix are overlaid, the ballot image
bits are displayed:
cT,i ⊕ sB,i = bT,i and cB,i ⊕ sT,i = bB,i.
During tallying, the layer of the receipt chosen by the voter, together with the corresponding
2 RSA dolls is passed through a decryption mix, with the seed strings sb,j and st,j extracted
from each of the 2l layers. It may be observed that applying the bits of each seed string to
the receipt image using bit-wise exclusive or will reveal the original ballot image since, for
the ith pixel in the top layer, say:
cT,i ⊕ sb,1,i ⊕ sb,2,i ⊕ ...⊕ sb,2l,i = cT,i ⊕ sB,i
= bT,i
and
cS,i ⊕ st,1,i ⊕ st,2,i ⊕ ...⊕ st,2l,i = cT,i ⊕ sT,i
= 0
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Figure 2.9: The Preˆt a` Voter scheme ballot paper [25]. The voter marks the selected candidate before
separating the two columns of the ballot. The right hand side of the vote forms an encrypted receipt.
2.5.4.2 Preˆt a` Voter
The Preˆt a` Voter scheme was intially presented as a simplification of the Chaum visual
cryptography scheme discussed in the previous section [15, 24, 25]. However, the scheme
was later developed to provide an alternative mechanism for providing a voter receipt. The
new mechanism has the benefit (for UK public elections) of leveraging the existing voter
experience. However, the scheme precludes the use of write-in options for votes, which is
necessary for the US context.
The scheme is derived from the layout of paper ballots common in the UK and elsewhere,
with the added feature that the order of candidates is randomly permuted on the ballot
paper. The permutation of candidates is encrypted in an RSA doll placed below the right
hand column, as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The encryption of the permutation within the
Doll is computed in a similar manner to the visual encryption seeds for the Chaum scheme
discussed in the previous section. For the Preˆt a` Voter scheme, the random seed generated
for each layer of the Doll is hashed using a publicly known function to generate a ‘partial
permutation’. The product of these partial permutations (modulo the number of candidates)
is then applied to the candidate list on the left hand side of the ballot paper.
To cast a vote, the voter marks the ballot paper as normal and then separates the left and
right columns. The right hand column is fed into a vote reading device and then retained
as a receipt. The left hand side is discarded. The voting device forwards the Doll value
and the position of the voter’s mark on the ballot paper to a bulletin board where it may be
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verified by the voter. Decryption and tallying is as per the generic hybrid scheme described
in Section 2.5.4. Each layer of the RSA doll is decrypted, and the hash of the extracted
seed value is computed using the same function as for preparation of the doll. The partial
permutation is then subtracted from the position of the voter’s choice. Once the Doll and
vote position have passed through the complete mix-net, the voter’s choice is aligned with
the un-permuted location of their candidate’s name.
Several variations to the scheme have been presented demonstrating considerable flexibility
[25, 26]. An advantage of the scheme is that the voting device does not learn a voter’s
choice and thus precludes the possibility of the device leaking the association between
votes and voters, a potential weakness of other hybrid schemes.
2.5.4.3 Neff/VoteHere
The Neff/VoteHere scheme [97, 98] is similar to the generic hybrid scheme described in
Section 2.5.4 in which a voter interacts with a voting device in order to prepare a receipt
for their vote.3 In the scheme a vote receipt is represented as a set of bit pairs arranged in a
matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponds to an option that was available for the voter to
vote for.
Each bit pair consists of a pair of bits b ∈ {0, 1} and initially all bits are encrypted under
the El-Gamal asymmetric key scheme. Rows corresponding to options selected by the
voter consist of encrypted bit pairs of the form {0, 0} and {1, 1}, whilst rows of unselected
options are of the form {0, 1} and {1, 0} as per Figure 2.10.
To verify the correctness of the receipt, the voting device commits to a bit value for each
bit pair in the matrix. The voter then randomly chooses the left or right bit of each pair in
the matrix to be decrypted, revealing whether the encryption represented a 0 or 1 bit value.
For the row corresponding to the voter’s chosen option, the revealed bit should equal the
committed bit value of the voting device for that pair, whilst for non-choice options, the
3For a comprehensive description and analysis of the scheme see Karlof [75].
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Tea a,g 4,H o,L
Dinner t,Z T,w s,V
Fancy Dress l,S c,U 6,m
Halloween 2,q 9,A R,F
Birthday f,p b,K 7,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prepared After Voting
1. Voting Device
Commits to
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
1 0 0
-
2. Voter requests
l r r
r r l
l r r
l l l
r r r
Tea 0,g 4,1 o,1
Dinner t,0 T,0 1,V
Fancy Dress 1,S c,1 6,0
Halloween 1,q 1,A 0,F
Birthday 0,p b,1 7,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Encrypted Receipt
3. Decrypt for tallying
-
Tea 0,1 0,1 0,1
Dinner 0,0 0,0 1,1
Fancy Dress 1,0 0,1 1,0
Halloween 1,0 1,0 0,1
Birthday 0,1 0,1 0,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fully Decrypted Vote for Tallying
Figure 2.10: The VoteHere scheme ballot paper. The voting device prepares a bit pair matrix in which
each row corresponds to a voting option. The voter’s choice is highlighted on the matrix for illustrative
purposes here. Initially, each bit in the matrix is encrypted as an El-Gamal ciphertext, with ciphertexts
arranged into pairs. The ciphertext pairs are arranged such that the row of the voter’s choice consists
of encrypted {0, 0} and {1, 1} pairs, whilst the bit pair for all other rows consist of {0, 1} and {1, 0}.
In Step 1 in the diagram, the voting device provides a committment bit for each bit pair in the receipt.
The voter then chooses randomly for the left or right bit of a pair to be decrypted in Step 2. Each bit
decrypted in the voter’s chosen option row should match the committment bit for that pair provided
by the voting device (assuming the voting device did not attempt to cheat). After voting is complete,
the receipts are anonymised and all remaining bits are decrypted to reveal the voter’s choice indicated
by a row of {0, 0} and {1, 1} bit pairs.
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committment bit will equal the revealed bit with probability of 1
2
. The security of the
verification process is thus parameterised by the number of columns k of bit pairs in the
matrix, with probability 1
2k
that the voting device will be able to change a voter’s choice
undetected.
Assuming that the voting device has not cheated, the voter can now leave the polling station
with their partially decrypted receipt, which will be published on a bulletin board, as per
the generic hybrid model. For an attacker who did not observe the interactions between
voting device and voter all rows on the receipt have equal probability for representing the
voter’s choice. During tallying the election authority can completely decrypt anonymised
receipts in order to determine which bit pair matrix row corresponds to the voter’s choice.
2.5.4.4 Remote Voting with Hybrid Schemes
Whilst hybrid schemes presume that some interaction will occur between the voter and the
voting machine that an external observer cannot observe (as occurs in a supervised polling
station, for example), adaptations to at least one suggest such schemes could be used for
remote unsupervised voting [26].
2.5.5 RIES
The Rijnland Internet Election System (RIES) is a scheme designed to provide remote
electronic voting for a water authority in the Netherlands [63]. The scheme is relatively
simple compared to those discussed above, with only a single encryption and decryption
step. In the scheme, an election authority generates a table consisting of all possible votes
encrypted under DES, using a different DES key for each voter. Each voter is sent their
DES key via a secure channel.
To cast a vote, a voter computes a Message Authentication Code (MAC) of their choice
combined with a MAC of their own identity. A vote collector decrypts this information for
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tallying, and after the end of voting publishes all the encrypted votes received along with
an MD5 hash of the vote so that each voter can confirm both that only pre-declared votes
have been published (to resist vote stuffing) and also that their vote has been published and
correctly received.
2.5.6 Summary of Voting Schemes
The voting schemes discussed in this section provide only a sample of the diversity of
approaches proposed. Variants to the schemes discussed here are also numerous. Other
schemes, for example, include Riera (using mobile agents to perform mixing) [117] and
Reynolds [116]. Remote, coercion resistant schemes have also been proposed to resist
attacks such as vote-buying [74]. The purpose of this section was to demonstrate that
voting schemes are designed for a particular context, with a particular electoral system and
set of secrecy, accuracy and some usability requirements to be fulfilled. Voting schemes
then, are placed appropriately in the framework described in Section 2.2, since they are
targeted towards specific requirements, but are not by themselves implementations for use
as a voting system.
2.6 Voting Systems and Technologies
In the framework presented in Section 2.2, voting systems are the implementation of the
properties specified by voting schemes. Voting systems combine both technology and pro-
cedural activities surrounding the technology in order to conduct an election within the
requirements specified at a higher level in the framework.
A number of attempts have been undertaken to catalogue and classify voting technologies,
usually (but not exclusively) focusing on technologies used in public elections. Classifi-
cation of voting technologies may be undertaken in terms of the location of vote casting
(supervised or unsupervised), the mechanism for storing a vote tally (ballot or ballotless),
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Medium
Balloted Ballotless
Lo
ca
tio
n
Remote Postal (Mail-in paper ballot),
Internet,
SMS
Online opinion polling soft-
ware
Show of hands
Supervised Paper ballot
Optical Scan,
Punch Card,
DRE with VVPAT
Lever Machine,
DRE,
Table 2.2: Voting technologies classified by location and casting medium. This classification is in
contrast to other schema (see for example [53, pp64]), where priority is given to the medium of the
ballot over the location of the voter.
the medium on which records are stored (paper, digital media etc.), the medium on which
votes are stored (with the implications for the trustworthiness of the store itself) and the us-
ability properties of the technology (convenience, availability etc.). This section describes
the most prevalent technologies employed to implement voting schemes. Table 2.2 sum-
maries the instances of voting technologies described below.
2.6.1 Ballots and Boxes
Paper ballots and other physical records are perhaps the oldest vote casting technology
known. Ancient Athenians used saucer like objects to record votes for or against accused
in jury trials [13]. Paper ballots were first used in Australian public elections in 1856
[100], for UK public elections in 1872 [112] and were first used in the US in New York and
Massachusetts in 1888 [73].
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In a typical voting system using paper ballots and ballot boxes, a voter authenticates them-
selves in a polling station. The voter is then provided with a paper ballot on which the
choices for the election are presented, along with some instruction as to how to cast a
valid vote. The voter marks the paper appropriately, which then becomes the record of the
voter’s choice. The ballot paper is then placed (along with others) in a secure ballot box,
from which it cannot be retrieved until vote tallying begins. Paper ballots are typically
counted by human counting clerks in the presence of both partisan and independent ob-
servers. The paper ballot votes may be recounted several times in this manner, if the result
of the election is close, since the result of each re-count may vary. Recent technology has
been used in the UK for public elections for the electronic counting of hand marked paper
ballots [139].
Although they do not necessarily need to be used as such, paper ballots are typically asso-
ciated with the use of ballot boxes to break the association between votes and voters, thus
providing commonly employed secrecy properties.
Paper ballots are implicitly considered to provide a trusted medium on which votes may
be stored prior to tallying. As discussed in Section 2.5.4, paper ballots may be used to
provide a receipt for an otherwise electronic voting system because of their trusted nature.
However, paper ballots cannot be used to constrain voters to cast a correct vote, so their
use may violate accuracy requirements which specify accurate recording of valid votes by
a voter. Further, the accuracy of a tally produced is uncertain, since the result of multiple
manual recounts of paper ballots may vary.
Requiring a voter to attend a polling station in order to cast a vote in a supervised envi-
ronment (and fulfill secrecy requirements) may violate convenience requirements in some
contexts. An organisation may not have sufficient resources to provide polling stations
conveniently for voters, such that inconvenience limits participation.
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2.6.2 Postal or Mail in Paper Ballots
The use of paper ballots and ballot boxes discussed in the previous section may be extended
to permit remote, unsupervised voting. Postal voting allows paper ballots to be marked in
an un-supervised environment, with the paper ballot (prior to and after) marking to be sent
via a supposedly secure channel (the postal service).
Postal voting varies the properties of supervised paper ballot voting by providing the poten-
tial for the association between votes and voters to be obtained by an observer, since vot-
ing does not occur in an isolated environment. In addition, postal voting presents greater
opportunities to an attacker to violate the accuracy of a tally, either during vote casting
(through coercion or vote buying) or vote communication (by intercepting uncast or cast
paper ballots). However, postal voting provides greater convenience than polling station
voting, since vote casting may be completed anywhere, and in a larger time frame than is
usually permitted for polling station voting.
2.6.3 Lever Machines
By the late nineteenth century, the use of non-standard paper ballots had led to endemic
attacks on the accuracy of tallies for public elections in the US. Non-standard paper ballots
were produced by political party organisations in such a way as to prevent modification of
the pre-printed choices for all races, giving rise to the term ‘party ticket’ [54, 73]. Although
ballot papers would eventually become standardised and provided to voters by public au-
thorities rather than partisan political parties, these improvements did not prevent attacks
which exploited the mobility of ballot papers, i.e. the ease with which ballot papers could
surreptitiously removed from a polling station and altered, facilitating attacks such as chain
voting as discussed in Section 2.1.
Lever machines were intended to overcome the potential for chain voting. The devices
store tallies of votes on internally secured mechanical counters. To cast a vote in a set
of multiple races, a voter adjusts levers on the user interface of the lever machine to the
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position corresponding to their selections. When the voter is satisfied with the configuration
of the levers, a further lever is pulled to increment the correct internal counters. A detailed
study of lever machines is conducted by Roth [119], with particular focus on usability
issues.
Since the lever machine is ballotless, the potential for violating common secrecy require-
ments of public elections (the association between vote and voter) is limited to the vote
casting period. However, several attacks have been identified which may violate the accu-
racy of tallies recorded using the lever machine. Mercuri notes that the internal mechanics
can be tampered with either to initialise the counters for disfavoured options to a negative
value, or to retard the incrementation mechanism, such that only a portion of votes for a un-
favoured option are recorded [91]. Alternatively, a lever machine presents opportunities for
violating accuracy during interaction with the user interface by a voter. An attacker may,
for example, tamper with the labels for disfavoured options (or remove them entirely) so
that a voter does not know how to configure the lever for a desired selection in a particular
election.
2.6.4 Punch Card/Optical Scan
Automatic vote counting devices were first introduced into public elections in the United
States as a means of increasing the speed of counting votes for public elections [96]. Ini-
tially, automatic vote scanning was conducted using punch card technology. Later, opti-
cal scan devices were used. In both cases, the introduction of automatic vote counting
technologies was intended to improve the speed and efficiency of computing a tally and
announcing a result, with the supplementary benefit of reducing costs [73].
The voting process is substantially similar to that of paper ballots, other than the manner
in which choices are presented to a voter and the way in which a voter marks their choice
on a card ballot. A voter marks the ballot in such a way that the mark can be read by the
automatic counting device. The voter does this either by punching a hole through card, or
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marking the card with special purpose ink.
Whilst automating vote tallying has no direct impact on other aspects of the vote casting
process, the usability (and hence accuracy) of vote casting may be affected if the vote
counting technology constrains the presentation of voting choices to a voter (on the card
ballot for example) in an adverse manner. For example, the ‘butterfly’ layout of punch
card ballots in the US 2000 General Election caused controversy because some voters were
believed to have been confused into voting for the wrong candidate [12, 92]. The layout
was necessary because all punch marks had to be placed along the spine of the card ballot
for reading purposes.
The tallying process of automatic ballot counting is also less transparent than that of count-
ing ballot by hand, since observation of the process by outsiders is not possible. External
observers may need some mechanism to reassure themselves that the internal counting soft-
ware has been correctly implemented, either through software verification of correctness
[127], re-running the counting procedure, or partial manual recounts of some of the paper
ballots [91]. The procedures surrounding the use of electronic counting technologies thus
become important in determining whether the technology fulfills accuracy requirements
in a particular context. More recent vote counting technologies are capable of scanning
conventionally marked paper ballots [139].
2.6.5 Direct Recording Electronic Machines (DREs)
Direct Recording Electronic (DREs) machines were first introduced to public elections in
the US in the 1980s [128]. The devices may be superficially viewed as having similar
properties to a lever machine, although the use of software provides some quite different
properties. Following the passage of the Help America Vote Act 2002 [58], polling places
were mandated to be equipped with at least one DRE machine each in order to provide
usable voting systems for blind and/or disabled voters.
In a typical vote casting process using DRE machines in the US, a voter enters a polling
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station and authenticates themself to a polling clerk. Once authenticated, the voter is typ-
ically provided with a smart card which the voter inserts into a DRE machine in order to
begin voting. The information written to the smart card may be used to configure the DRE
machine when presenting choices to the voter, in circumstances where voters with different
eligibility for voting are using the same system [77].
The DRE machine presents the voter with the election choices in which they are eligible
to participate, typically on a touch screen monitor. The voter selects choices by pressing
buttons on the screen which are labelled for their selection. DRE machines permit consider-
able flexibility in how election choices are presented to a voter. Typically, DREs machines
prevent voters from casting over-votes (selecting more than the permitted options for an
election) and warn the voter prior to permitting them to cast an under-vote (not selecting
the maximum possible choices for an election). Further, DRE machines may be equipped
to permit voters with physical disabilities to vote without (privacy violating) assistance.
DRE machines store electronic records of individual votes, rather than an aggregate as
stored by lever machines. However, the voter is not able to observe the accurate storage
of their vote in the same manner as placing a paper ballot in a secure ballot box. At the
close of poll, the machines report a tally of votes, which are communicated to a central
tallying location either via modem, an oral report from a polling clerk monitoring the DRE
machine, or on electronic storage media physically transported to the counting location.
DRE machines may thus be vulnerable to violation of the accuracy of the tally at any
point between vote casting and tallying. Procedural techniques to verify the integrity of
software employed by DRE machines are the most common technique for ensuring the
accuracy of voting tallies [49], although the task of guaranteeing the behaviour of software
artifacts is considered to be intractable [141] and the difficulty is only increased if the
binary instructions (rather than uncompiled source code) must be inspected. Ensuring that
provided source code (where available) is a faithful representation of the compiled binary
is a separate problem [140], although more recent results suggest that this problem may be
manageable [144]. The use of Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (advocated by Mercuri
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[91] and Dill [34] for example) has been proposed to remedy the lack of transparency of
DRE machines. However, such add-ons risk eliminating the usability properties of DRE
machines discussed above, since a disabled voter may require assistance to interpret the
‘voter verifiable’ paper ballot.
India and Brazil have also recently begun employing DRE machines for the conduct of
public elections. In particular, Indian DRE machines reflect the requirements of the Indian
voting context:
• the DRE machines are considerably simpler than those used for the US, reflecting
the far fewer elections conducted simultaneously.
• robust design allow the DRE to be transported across India during the election period
so that they can be re-used in several constituencies.
• the DRE machines are equipped with fail safe mechanisms which allow them to be
quickly deactivated in the event of an attack on a polling station by partisan activists.
• the devices reflect the lower literacy rates of Indian voters, with candidates identi-
fied by small logos next to buttons on the DRE machine interface, rather than using
complex touch screens [5].
Figure 2.11 illustrates two examples of DRE machines employed in US and Indian public
elections respectively.
DRE devices are also employed in several legislative voting contexts, including the Scottish
Parliament, the Israeli Knesset and the US Senate. DREs used in these contexts are only
required to accept yes/no votes on motions placed before the legislature and are required to
record the association between votes and voters.
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(a) The Accuvote TS DRE machine manufac-
tured by Diebold for use in public elections in
the United States. The DRE is equipped with a
smart card reader for voter authentication and a
touch screen interface. The interface can display
multiple elections simultaneously [33].
(b) The DRE machine and control unit employed
for Indian parliamentary elections in 2004, man-
ufactured by Bharat Electronics Limited and
Electronic Corporation of India Ltd. Candidates
are identified by logos labelling each button on
the voting interface. The control device includes
tamper resistance features to resist vote stuffing
[66].
Figure 2.11: Examples of Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting machines.
2.6.6 Remote Electronic Voting Systems
Despite the later predominance of of cryptography in the design of remote (and later polling
place) voting schemes, initial approaches to remote electronic voting lacked cryptography
as a mechanism for ensuring secrecy and accuracy properties and employed the telephone
network to provide a vote communication channel [104]. Modern interest in remote elec-
tronic voting systems began with proposals for cryptographic voting schemes as discussed
in Section 2.5.
A typical remote electronic voting system envisages the use of the Internet or similar net-
work for communication. A setup consists of one or more voting system servers and a
larger number of client systems, all of which are able to undertake cryptographic compu-
tations on a realistic time scale. Some remote voting schemes envisage client devices with
considerably less computational power in order to provide greater mobility of voting [117].
A typical remote voting scheme employs one or more server applications implementing
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election system functionality and a pollster software artifact which must be distributed to
all voters. The voters install the artifact on their client personal computer (PC). To cast
a vote, the voter informs the pollster of their choice in the election and the pollster then
interacts with the vote server in order to cast a vote on the voter’s behalf. Depending upon
the implemented scheme, the pollster may also obtain proof of the success or failure of vote
casting and report the result to the voter.
Remote voting systems are commonly vulnerable to the same violations of secrecy require-
ments as postal voting using paper ballots. Certain systems however, may limit some of the
attacks on voter secrecy by preventing massive coercion [74].
The accuracy of remote electronic voting schemes is typically dependent upon the cor-
rectness of implementation of the pollster artifact and the honesty with which the pollster
reports success or failure to the voter. As has been noted, designs of cryptographic schemes
refer to the act of ‘voter verification’ of a vote casting process [88], whereas in fact the voter
merely observes the results of verification presented by the pollster. From the perspective
of the cryptographic scheme, the pollster is the voter. Such cryptographic schemes and
their implemented systems are thus better described as “pollster verifiable”.
One proposed mechanism is the use of multiple system vendors for a single cryptographic
scheme. In such circumstances, a voter is able to choose from a range of client software
implementations which may interact with remote election authorities in an agreed manner.
Further, the voter may be able to choose different vendors for different operations (voting
and checking for example). Unfortunately, this proposal does not satisfy the concern that
a voter must understand the operations that are being performed on their behalf if they
are to determine whether they have been cheated or not, or alternatively, trust some third
party’s investigation. Using cryptographic schemes, a non-expert voter cannot be satisfied
for themselves that their vote has been counted correctly.
In terms of usability properties, REV systems are typically similar to DRE systems, since
their user interfaces are configurable to the needs and abilities of voters. The user interface
may provide the same constraints on vote casting as DRE machines in order to prevent
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spoiled or inaccurate votes (with respect to voter intentions) being cast. Careful implemen-
tation of an REV system user interface should also permit specialist information technology
access devices to interoperate with the pollster artifact. Pollster applications designed for
other voting devices such as Personal Data Appliances (PDA) and mobile phones may be
less flexible in terms of the presentation of choices, since the layout of options is con-
strained by the screen size and functionality of the device’s user interface.
The US military recently attempted to provide overseas personnel with a remote electronic
voting system for the 2004 Presidential Election. The project was cancelled due to gen-
eral concerns with regard to Internet security raised by researchers requested to comment
on the system [69]. Critics of the report, however, noted that the SERVE system would
have replaced existing systems such as postal voting, or sending votes by fax to a elec-
tion administrator [118]. Such existing systems were either difficult to operate within the
time constraints of an election, or were demonstrably less secure than the proposed SERVE
system.
2.6.7 Summary of Voting Systems and Technologies
The preceding section has discussed the various technologies typically employed in the
implementation of voting schemes together with (where appropriate) the procedures with
which they are commonly associated. The discussion provides details of the technology’s
properties with respect to secrecy, accuracy and usability requirements.
2.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a framework within which the various research efforts into vot-
ing systems (across numerous disciplines) may be presented and compared. Whilst nu-
merous studies have presented frameworks for technologies [2, 53], cryptographic voting
schemes [16, 135] and the deployment of voting systems in particular contexts [91, 134],
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this work is novel since it presents an overview of the various efforts into voting systems,
together with an explanation as to how they interact. At the most abstract level, the no-
tion of a voting context is introduced with several common classes of voting contexts por-
trayed. Voting contexts provide a series of requirements to be captured by a requirements
model and standards which in turn define the necessary properties to be achieved by voting
schemes. Finally, voting schemes are implemented using a collection of voting technolo-
gies (paper ballot, personal computer, dedicated DRE machine etc.) and procedures (voter
authentication and paper ballot counting, for example). In the proceeding chapters, the
framework presented is used to investigate the potential for deploying alternative voting
systems which achieve the requirements of the United Kingdom’s public voting context.
Chapter 3
Requirements for UK Public Elections
Overview
The preceding chapter presented a survey of the existing research efforts in the field of
voting systems, structured as a hierarchical framework. This chapter discusses a set of re-
quirements for the UK public voting context, establishing criteria against which alternative
voting systems for that context can be evaluated.
3.1 Introduction
A common approach to defining requirements for voting systems is to seek a global list of
properties which a voting scheme (which is then implemented by a system) must achieve,
for example Gritzalis [53]. In some cases, functional requirements may be derived from
these [65]. Typically, such approaches assume that new voting systems will be employed
in a public election context, for which the requirements are broadly similar. Initially, high
level statements as to the requirements for a voting system are identified. These may be ex-
tracted from International Treaties on the agreed conduct for public elections, for example
[17]. Birch and Watt have gone as far as to suggest that particular voting systems which
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employ electronic technologies or permit vote casting in a remote context are inherently in
conflict with the high level requirements expressed in international treaties and law [10].
However, this global approach is typically in conflict with the diverse requirements for vot-
ing systems in different contexts, as discussed in the previous chapter. A global statement
of requirements for public elections will have difficulty in coping with particular require-
ments in specifc contexts, such as the variety of electoral systems employed and the impact
the choice of electoral system has on the privacy of a voter.
In this chapter, an investigation of requirements is conducted for a voting system for the UK
public election context only. As will be realised as the chapter proceeds, the requirements
for this context are complex. The chapter will produce a statement of requirements for
a new voting system which seeks to fulfill the UK government’s goal of improving the
experience and convenience of voting, in addition to the requirements applied to existing
voting systems. Given the UK government’s desire to enable ‘multi-channel’ elections, an
initial requirement of a new voting system is that it must operates alongside the existing
UK voting systems.
Public elections in the United Kingdom (UK) are regulated by Acts of Parliament, pre-
dominantly Representation of the People Acts, for example [120, 121, 122], although acts
relevant to electoral registration are passed under other guises, for example [44, 112]. Par-
liamentary acts specify electoral rules and the powers that government ministers may em-
ploy in the administration of elections. Ministers powers include the ability to vary rules in
order to conduct pilots of new technologies [122].
A particular feature of the UK contexts is that there is no requirement to authenticate voters
when they attend a polling station or request a postal ballot for voting (except in Northern
Ireland). To compensate for the lack of authentication, the UK requires instead that voting
systems implement a vote tracing mechanism. The mechanism permits illegally cast votes
to be removed from a collection of votes when identified so that the tally can then be
re-calculated [121]. Whilst this approach to requirements has been criticised, notably by
Jackson [68], the UK government indicated that it intends future electronic voting systems
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to also implement this requirement [18]. As such, many technologies which strictly enforce
voting privacy may be unsuitable for UK elections, if they are required to operate alongside
existing systems.
3.2 Convenience Requirements
In addition to the legal constraints on the adoption of new voting systems in the United
Kingdom, the Government has proposed the use of new voting systems as a means of im-
proving the convenience and the experience of participating in UK public elections. The
Government and the independent Electoral Commission have proposed employing alter-
native voting systems as a means of improving participation in UK public elections; for
some recent elections turnout has dropped below 20% [132]. Whilst the UK government
acknowledges that multiple factors are responsible for a decline in turnout to elections, the
increased inconvenience of participating in voting on polling day (by attending a polling
station) is considered to be of significance. The postal voting system has already been mod-
ified to increase the convenience of voting and the UK Government is investigating further
alternative channels which permit votes to be cast out with a polling station.
R1: The voting system must allow a vote to be cast from an unsupervised location.
In order for a new voting system to increase convenience it should not require a large
number of steps in order to cast a vote. Large complex sequences of interactions are likely
to deter voters from completing a transaction. Both of the existing voting systems in the
UK require just two interactions on behalf of a voter (once registered) - a request for a
ballot paper and the act of vote casting.
R2: The voting system must minimize the number of interactions required to cast a
vote.
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A particular difficulty of implementing new voting systems is the potential for disenfran-
chisement of portions of the electorate because the voting system requires the use of in-
terfaces with particular devices (a touch screen terminal, for example). Voters who cannot
use the particular interface require assistance in the polling station, thus violating privacy
requirements. A mitigation strategy proposed by the charity Scope and the Royal Society
for the Blind is that multiple channels are offered for vote casting, in order that all voters
are able to utilise at least one channel [133]. This is in contrast to the strategy adopted for
US public elections in which attempts are made to ensure that a single voting system can
be employed by all voters without assistance. This suggests that a voting scheme should
operate consistently over multiple voting channels.
R3: The voting system must allow vote casting to occur via a range of channels in
order to increase accessibility for a range of voters.
Coupled with the previous requirement is the need to ensure that the range of channels
employed for vote casting are affordable for voters. Norris notes that the direct cost of
participation is a factor in determining whether a voter will participate in an election [103].
If multiple channels are to be employed for voting then the channels must be affordable for
voters in order to avoid disenfranchisement.
R4: The voting system must not require a voter to possess special purpose equipment
in order to cast a vote.
The above discussion describes significant requirements applicable to the implementation
of new voting systems only. In order to motivate the adoption of further voting channels,
new voting systems must be demonstrated to fulfill requirements beyond those of existing
voting systems (polling station or postal voting). The adoption of new voting systems is
unlikely to occur unless a substantial benefit can be demonstrated. Further to the above
requirements, a new voting system must also fulfill the requirements of existing voting
systems in terms of accommodating electoral systems and fulfilling secrecy and accuracy
requirements. Each of these categories of requirements are discussed below.
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3.3 Electoral System
Elections in the UK are conducted using a variety of electoral systems. Elections to the
Westminster parliament are conducted using SMSP, with one election for each constituency
[84]. Elections to the European Parliament since 1999 are conducted using the closed list
system. Elections to the Holyrood Parliament in Scotland and the Welsh assembly employ
a mixed simple plurality and closed list system, in which the representatives of political
parties elected on the list system is influenced by the election of representatives for con-
stituencies [125]. Elections to the Stormont assembly in Northern Ireland and local elec-
tions in Scotland and Northern Ireland use (STV). Local elections in England are conducted
using a multi-member simple plurality system. The diversification of electoral systems is
a relatively recent phenomenon and is one motivation for the investigation of new voting
systems (electronic counting, for example) which would automate some of the new tasks
[145, pp4]. Voting systems implemented for public elections in the UK will likely need to
be suitable for each of these contexts in order to avoid unnecessary duplication.
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the UK currently employs five electoral sys-
tems; referenda, SP, Closed List, STV and mixed-member. Given the types of electoral
systems employed, several factors which would need to be considered in other voting con-
texts are not relevant here and so the requirements model assumes their absence:
• All electoral systems consist of only one round of voting. Consideration does not
need to be made for transitions between successive rounds of voting.
• All voters participating in a election do so under a single franchise.
• All votes are of equal weighting, therefore weighting of votes or options does not
need to be considered.
The diversity of electoral systems employed in the UK context requires a voting system to
accommodate several types of proposal.
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The referenda, SP, Closed List and STV electoral systems employed in the UK utilise two
types of proposal: unordered and ordered i out of j selection of options.
3.3.1 Unordered Selection of Options
Referenda, SP, Closed List require a voter to select i unordered options out of j options on
a proposal, where j is the number of available options and i is the maximum number of
options that may be selected by a voter.
A proposal of this form may be denoted as:
– For Referenda, exactly two option descriptions are specified as “accept” or “reject”.
– For SP electoral systems each option description is of the form:
{< candidate >, < party >}
– For Closed List electoral systems each option description is of the form:
{< party >, {< candidate1 >, < candidate2 >, ..., < candidateSj >}}
Where Sj denotes the number of candidates in the list.
A vote constructed from an unordered proposal is dependent on the option descriptions
specified by the proposal and by the maximum number of options which may be selected.
A vote is denoted as a collection of unordered selections from the available option descrip-
tions on the proposal.
R5: A voting system must permit voters to express an unordered selection of options
within some maximum as a vote in a Referendum SP or Closed List electoral
system.
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3.3.2 Ordered Selection of Options
An ordered selection of options is defined as i ordered options out of j options on a proposal
where j is the number of available options and i is the maximum number of options that
may be selected by a voter. The model of the ordered proposal type is identical to that for
an unordered proposal except:
– the set of selections from a proposal must be treated as an ordered list of selections.
– For STV the maximum number of selections is equal to the number of options on a
proposal for an execution of the electoral system.
– For the alternative vote electoral system used in the UK to elect the Mayor of London,
a voter may select up to two options.
R6: A voting system must allow a voter to express a vote as an ordered selection of
options within some maximum defined by the electoral system.
3.3.3 Mixed Member
In addition to the electoral systems which employ a single proposal type, the mixed-
member electoral system requires that a voter be provided with two proposals, one for
use in an SP electoral system tally function and the other for use in a Closed List electoral
system, the result of which is affected by the results of several SP elections.
R7: A voting system must allow a voter to express two votes in a mixed member
electoral system, as two unordered votes.
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3.4 Secrecy Requirements
The introduction to this chapter noted the particular secrecy requirements which apply to
the UK public election context. Due to weaknesses in the existing voting system infras-
tructure with regard to accuracy, the UK does not provide for absolute privacy of votes,
in contrast to most other election contexts. This section discusses the particular secrecy
requirements of the UK public election context.
3.4.1 Threat Model
The UK public election voting context implicitly employs two threat models for the voting
systems employed. In both threat models, an attacker is assumed whose goal is to learn the
association between a vote and a voter. The attacker requires this information to conduct
other attacks, for example, vote buying or voter coercion, in which an attacker is able to
improve the share of votes cast for a desired option. For polling station voting systems,
the voter is assumed to be in collusion with the attacker, that is the voter will attempt to
collaborate with the attacker to demonstrate their choice of option in order to gain some
advantage. The paper ballot/polling station voting system is thus constructed with con-
sideration to this threat, the system being designed such that the attacker cannot observe
the voter’s actions with the polling station and the voter cannot prove their choices to the
attacker afterwards.
Conversely, a second threat model is employed for secrecy requirements of the postal vot-
ing system in which the voter is assumed to accept some responsibility for the privacy of
voting. For remote voting systems, the voter is assumed to not co-operate with an attacker
in order for a reasonable threat model for the voting system to be constructed. This more
relaxed threat model is necessary since a voter employing a remote voting system is able
to trivially violate privacy requirements by voting in the presence of the attacker. In order
to fulfill other requirements of voting systems, convenience and mobility for example, the
more relaxed definition of privacy may be employed in which it is assumed that the voter
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simulates the conditions of the polling station during vote casting. In other voting contexts,
in which the behaviour of the voter may not be assumed the polling station model may be
the only appropriate threat model to adopt.
Section 3.2 discussed the motivation requirements of the voting system, that is, the need
for the system to provide greater convenience and mobility for voting than the existing
voting system employing paper ballots in polling stations or cast via the postal system. The
implication for the voting system is that remote voting is anticipated as a solution to the
motivation requirements and as such the remote voting threat model should be employed
for the voting system investigated here.
Two particular aspects of secrecy are of interest for UK public elections - the association
between votes and voter (voter privacy) and the secrecy of the result or partial result of an
election prior to the end of voting.
3.4.2 Voter Privacy
As noted previously, a voting system which enhances convenience for voters must also
operate alongside the existing UK electoral infrastructure and voting systems in order not
to inconvenience voters who prefer existing voting systems. The existing infrastructure
provides for only weak authentication of voters both during registration and later prior to
voting. As such, the existing UK voting system employs a vote tracing mechanism, which
under exceptional circumstances allows a vote to be associated with a voter by an election
authority. The association is permissible when it is demonstrable that the identity used to
cast the vote was fraudulent and as such the vote is invalid.
R8: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to associate a vote
with a voter except when authorised by an election court judge, in parallel to
the existing UK voting system.
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The definition adopted is similar to that of the CESG security study statement of require-
ments [19]. The requirement excludes anonymity as a property of a potential voting system,
since a requirement of UK public election voting systems is that a list of participating votes
is published (the marked roll).
3.4.3 Tally Secrecy
A requirement of the UK public election context is that the aggregate of votes (tallies) are
not published prior to the close of voting with the intention that those casting their votes
later are not influenced by votes cast earlier during the election in their choices. For the
UK, with multiple voting systems being employed to collect votes, all systems are required
to prevent early disclosure of results. The following requirements of voting systems for the
UK context are made:
R9: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the value of
a vote prior to the end of voting.
R10: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the aggre-
gate or partial aggregate of votes prior to the end of voting.
The requirements do not restrict observers learning the aggregate of votes once voting is
complete and indeed, observers are not prevented from learning the value of individual
votes provided that the association between votes and voters remains secret.
3.5 Accuracy Requirements
Section 2.3.1 discusses the scope of accuracy requirements for voting contexts. This work
adopts the approach of Schneier in that ensuring accuracy in voting systems is considered
as an end-to-end problem of the voting system, from voter intention to tallying of results.
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The requirements for accuracy in the UK public election context with respect to existing
voting systems are discussed below.
An initial requirement of accuracy is to ensure that votes are cast by eligible voters only.
This requirement must be compatible with the existing UK voting system. The requirement
therefore does not ensure that votes are cast only by eligible voters securely authenticated
in some manner. Rather, that if votes are cast fraudulently and the fraud is detected, the
invalid votes may be removed from the collection of cast votes and the tally recomputed.
R11: The voting system must permit a vote to be traced to a voter identity in condi-
tions comparable to the existing UK voting system.
Related to the previous requirement, it is required that the list of voter identities used to
participate in the election should be verifiable by both the owners of the identities and
external observers. This does not violate the secrecy properties of the UK public election
context which require voting privacy rather than voter anonymity.
R12: A list of voters participating in an election must be published after the an-
nouncement of results.
There is potential in the near future for the above requirement to be modified such that a
list of participating voters is updated and published during vote casting. Discussion of this
proposal have occurred in reports published by the Electoral Commission [43].
In order to ensure accuracy a voting system must record the intentions of a voter. This
implies that the voter is able to verify in some manner that the voting system has functioned
correctly in this respect. The two requirements to fulfill this purpose are:
R13: The voting system must accurately record the intentions of the voter, where
those intentions are legal.
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R14: The voting system should permit voters to confirm their choice at some point
prior to final commitment to the vote.
The existing UK voting system permits visual inspection of paper ballots for those voters
without visual impairments.
Once votes are collected, they must be stored such that modification is prevented prior to
tallying. This requirement is necessary in the UK context because votes are not tallied as
collected.
R15: The voting system must store all votes cast without modification prior to tally-
ing.
Finally, the tally of votes must be accurate with respect to the store of votes cast.
R16: The tally of votes must be accurate with respect to votes stored.
3.6 Summary of UK Requirements
This chapter has surveyed the requirements for a voting scheme for the UK public election
context in terms of the electoral systems which a scheme must accommodate, the secrecy
requirements with respect to each electoral system, and the accuracy requirements with
respect to each step of the voting process as modelled in Section 2.3.1. Further, a discussion
is provided of the usability and acceptability requirements of the context, most notably the
need for any new scheme and system to operate within the context of the existing UK public
election infrastructure.
In summary, the requirements for the UK public election context are as follows:
R1: The voting system must allow a vote to be cast from an unsupervised location.
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R2: The voting system must minimize the number of interactions required to cast a
vote.
R3: The voting system must allow vote casting to occur via a range of channels in
order to increase accessibility for a range of voters.
R4: The voting system must not require a voter to possess special purpose equipment
in order to cast a vote.
R5: A voting system must permit voters to express an unordered selection of options
within some maximum as a vote in a Referendum SP or Closed List electoral
system.
R6: A voting system must allow a voter to express a vote as an ordered selection of
options within some maximum defined by the electoral system.
R7: A voting system must allow a voter to express two votes in a mixed member
electoral system, as two unordered votes.
R8: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to associate a vote
with a voter except when authorised by an election court judge, in parallel to
the existing UK voting system.
R9: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the value of
a vote prior to the end of voting.
R10: An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the aggre-
gate or partial aggregate of votes prior to the end of voting.
R11: The voting system must permit a vote to be traced to a voter identity in condi-
tions comparable to the existing UK voting system.
R12: A list of voters participating in an election must be published after the an-
nouncement of results.
R13: The voting system must accurately record the intentions of the voter, where
those intentions are legal.
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R14: The voting system should permit voters to confirm their choice at some point
prior to final commitment to the vote.
R15: The voting system must store all votes cast without modification prior to tally-
ing.
R16: The tally of votes must be accurate with respect to votes stored.
In the next chapter of this thesis, a class of pollsterless voting schemes is investigated with
respect to their common properties fulfilling the usability and acceptability requirements
of the UK context. The chapter also notes the flaws in existing proposed pollsterless vot-
ing schemes with respect to secrecy and accuracy which need to be corrected before the
identified requirements are fulfilled.
Chapter 4
Pollsterless Remote Electronic Voting
Overview
This chapter describes voting schemes which adhere to the pollsterless property and dis-
cusses the benefits of employing pollsterless schemes for public elections. Two particular
schemes are described, with the useful properties and flaws of both discussed. The chapter
concludes by noting the potential for pollsterless schemes for public election if a suitable
scheme could be identified which observes the properties of both the Malkhi et al and
CESG schemes.
4.1 Properties of Pollsterless Schemes
The term pollster in reference to electronic voting schemes, was first noted by Malkhi et al
by referring to the software and/or hardware artifact that participates in a voting protocol
on behalf of the human voter [85]. The pollster is necessary to perform the cryptographic
operations that are typical of most remote voting schemes which the human user is in-
capable of performing for themselves. Separately, Rivest has noted that from a protocol
perspective, the pollster is the voter in remote cryptographic voting schemes, rather than
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Figure 4.1: Pollster and pollsterless electronic voting schemes. Figure 4.1(a) illustrates schemes which
employ a software artifact to conduct cryptographic computations on behalf of the voter. The voter
submits a choice to the pollster which interacts with the election authority on behalf of the voter. Once
the interaction is complete, the pollster indicates to the voter whether voting was successful or other-
wise. Figure 4.1(b) illustrates a pollsterless scheme in which the voter performs computations directly,
whilst the pollster relays messages between the voter and the election authority.
the user [88], comparing electronic voting via a computer to the practice of proxy voting
using paper ballots. As such, the human voter is required to trust the pollster to record
their wishes accurately and operate correctly on their behalf during the execution of the
protocol. If given suitably detailed instructions, many voters may well be able to perform
the necessary computations given time, However, such an approach would be unlikely to
improve convenience for the voter.
Conversely, pollsterless voting schemes are designed to dispense with the need for the
software artifact to perform computations entirely, through the use of computations for the
client that are sufficiently simple that they can be completed by the voter directly. Figure
4.1 illustrates the difference between schemes which employ a pollster to perform compu-
tations and communication and pollsterless schemes where the voter interacts directly with
a communication channel. Pollsterless schemes have several useful properties:
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• The protocol can be executed on a variety of simple networked electronic devices.
Cryptographic voting schemes assume the voter either possesses a dedicated hard-
ware software artifact (provided by an election authority, for example) or a personal
laptop or desktop personal computer on which special purpose software is executed
in order to cast a vote. Pollsterless schemes may be implemented using a variety of
devices for vote casting which lack the capability of performing cryptographic oper-
ations. Such devices range from relatively powerful mobile phones communicating
via SMS text messaging, to the use of touch tone telephony in the home.
Although pollsterless voting schemes remove the role of interpreting a voting pro-
tocol from the software intermediary to the voter, this does not necessarily mean
that more sophisticated devices may be employed to improve usability or to ad-
dress highly specific needs of particular voters. Indeed, the use of pollsterless voting
schemes has the potential to allow more sophisticated devices to be used to improve
usability for voters compared with cryptographic schemes. A far greater range of
interfaces may be added to the scheme that do not perform any intelligent computa-
tion on messages received, but instead enhance the message understandability for the
voter.
• Verification of the correct execution of the voting protocol can be performed directly
without the need to assume the correct operation of the cryptographic pollster, if the
protocol is designed to be voter verifiable. As discussed in Section 2.5, a common
feature incorporated in cryptographic voting schemes is that the voter is able to in-
dependently verify that their own vote has been counted. However, as noted above,
the human voter does not directly participate in cryptographic voting schemes, rather
they relate their preferences to the pollster which acts on their behalf. Such schemes
are thus better described as pollster verifiable, since the pollster will verify the cor-
rect execution of the protocol and then report back the result to the voter. The voter
is therefore required to trust that the pollster software is itself operating correctly and
reporting back honestly. This situation is particularly problematic where the poll-
ster software is provided by the same vendor or organisation that implements the
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election authority. A possible mode of attack on the system is for the pollster to be
implemented to not report back errors. For pollsterless verifiable schemes, the voter
directly verifies that the scheme’s protocol has executed correctly without the need
to trust the correct operation of software that may not operate in their interests. A
counter argument to this problem is to advocate open protocols for voting systems in
order to permit a range of client pollsters to be implemented and offered to voters.
Although open protocols and public inspection of source code is to be encouraged,
this approach does not mitigate the risk that a voter will be offered a corrupted poll-
ster to operate on their behalf by an attacker.
• The limited capabilities required of the client voting device has the potential for im-
proving the anonymity of a pollsterless scheme. Voters are not required to use devices
associated with themselves for voting, instead using any suitable communication de-
vice from their own geographic location.
The advantages of pollsterless voting schemes (flexibility and mobility of voting channels
together with the removal of a voter’s dependency on the correct operation of software pro-
vided by the vendor), suggest that such schemes present considerable potential advantages
over conventional cryptographic schemes. The schemes are of particular interest to the UK
public election context, where the UK government wishes to increase turnout by improving
the convenience of participation. However, the ability to leverage the potential advantages
is dependent on the precise details of the schemes and also of their implementation.
Two proposed pollsterless electronic voting schemes are presented below. An overview is
provided for the motivation of each scheme; that is the context for which the scheme is pro-
posed, together with the mechanism by which votes are cast and aggregated. A discussion
is then presented on the properties and associated flaws of the two schemes. The discus-
sion illustrates the design considerations which influence the class of pollsterless voting
schemes presented in the next chapter.
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4.2 Malkhi et al’s Scheme
Malkhi et al, who first proposed the notion of pollsterless voting schemes, suggested the
use of advanced check vectors as a computational basis for their implementation. The
technique employs the use of two two vectors V and B each held by a different participant,
per secret s, known by both, for which V B = s. One participant may prove to the other
that it knows s by revealing the vector it possesses.
An outline of the scheme is provided below, although the original paper is recommended
for a fuller description [85]. The scheme proceeds in the three phases common for voting
schemes; initiation, voting and tallying. The system assumes the prior establishment of
secure, anonymous channels between voters and the election authorities.
The following definitions are introduced:
• The protocol participants: Dealer, Intermediary, and a Receiver. The Dealer is re-
sponsible for initialising the election by distributing credentials consisting of pairs
of check vectors for each option. The Intermediaries act as voters by casting votes
using credentials. Finally, the Receiver act as a Tallier of cast votes.
• A security parameter b, which specifies the lengths of Vectors employed in the pro-
tocol.
• A set of s meanings, denoted S, one for each candidate in an election. Let n denote
the number of choices in the election.
• Pairs of voting vectors V0 and V1 both with meaning s, in which s refers to a voter’s
choice. Each voter is issued with a pair of vectors for each option available for the
proposal.
• Pairs of check vectors, denoted B0 and B1.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the three phases of the protocol between the Dealer, Intermediary and
Receiver.
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4.2.1 Initiation
The Dealer delivers sets of pairs of vectors, ∀1≤k≤n{Vk,0, Vk,1}, to each intermediary to-
gether with n secret meanings s (one for each vector pair). The Dealer also sends sets of
pairs of check vectors ∀1≤k≤n{Bk,0, Bk,1} to the Receiver, together with n secret meanings
s (one for each vector pair).
The work also provided the details of a scheme by which the setup may be conducted via
an anonymous multi-party computation (AMPC), in which m dealers each only know an
additive share of each of the coordinates of a generated vector V . The m dealers collaborate
in the AMPC to simulate initiation as in the single dealer case, except that a single dealer
cannot know the value of a complete V value.
4.2.2 Pre-Voting Verification
Prior to the voting phase, the voter sends one of their voting vectors (chosen at random from
the set of pairs of vectors for the election) to the Receiver. The Receiver then returns to
the voter the Check Vector of the neighbouring vector to that sent. The voter then confirms
that the product of the neighbouring vector and the check vector is equal to s. The revealed
voting vector is then invalid for voting. The purpose of this check is to confirm that the
Receiver is the appropriate entity to send a real vote vector to.
4.2.3 Voting and Tallying
In order to cast a vote, the Intermediary (the Voter) sends a Vector V to a Receiver (the
Tallier). The Receiver computes V B = s, using the appropriate B vector for the received
V vector.
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Protocol Initiation:
Dealer Intermediate Receiveri
V , |V | ≥ b + 1
s ∈ S
∀1≤k≤n{Vk,0, Vk,1, s}
-
∀1≤k≤n{Bk,0, Bk,1, s}
-
Pre-Voting Verification:
Intermediate Receiveri
Vk,j
-
Vk,jBk,j = s?
Bk,((j+1)mod2)
ﬀ
Vk,((j+1)mod 2)Bk,((j+1)mod 2) = s?
Voting (assuming for same candidate as tested during verification):
Intermediate Receiveri
Vk,j
-
Vk,((j+1)mod 2)Bk,((j+1)mod 2) = s?
Figure 4.2: Initiation, pre-voting verification and voting of the Malkhi et al pollsterless scheme. A
Dealer distributes vectors to Intermediates (Voters) and to a Receiver (the Tallier). The Intermediate
may perform pre-voting verification using the spare credentials provided by the Dealer. Finally, the
voter votes using the unused voting vector provided by the Dealer for desired secret s.
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4.2.4 Comment
Whilst the scheme reduces the computational load for voters, there is still a considerable
amount of computation for the voter to perform in order to verify that a vote has been
correctly tallied. Commentary on the scheme within the published paper notes that the voter
is required to perform a considerable amount of manual computation, even with the aid of
a pocket calculator and that further refinements would be required prior to the scheme’s
practical use. In addition, the scheme cannot be argued to be truly voter verifiable, since
the mechanism described provides a mechanism for the voter to determine authenticate the
remote Tallier, but not to ensure that the Tallier is not corrupt.
Disputes, disruptions or delays may arise when voters are unable to perform the vector
computation accurately, even though the correct check vector has been received. Pieters
has suggested (based on pilots of another voting scheme implementation) that voter veri-
fication activity that result in a voter incorrectly perceiving an election authority as having
cheated can reduce voter confidence in the result [110]. In this sense, voter verifiable voting
schemes may in fact reduce voter confidence in the result of an election, if the verification
process is complex and prone to error. The high occurrence of false positives during er-
ror detection suggests to external observers that the system is under sustained attack or is
attempting to cheat at least a proportion of voters.
4.3 The CESG Study Scheme
In 2002, the then Communications and Electronics Security Group (now simply CESG)1,
published a security study of electronic voting, commissioned by the Office of the e-Envoy
[18]. The initial study comprised a survey of existing works in electronic voting, a security
requirements documents for electronic voting employed for public elections held in the
UK and a proposed security mechanism for vote casting over multiple channels. Given
the significance of this scheme proposed for UK elections, the main aspects are discussed
1The commerical arm of the UK Government’s electronic monitoring agency GCHQ.
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here, together with the corresponding flaws from the perspective of requirements for voting
systems in the UK context. An overview of the scheme allows for comparison to be made
with the modified CESG (mCESG) scheme presented in Chapter 5.
4.3.1 Voting Credentials
Generation of voting credentials is implied rather than well specified in the original CESG
security study, although the structure of the credentials is detailed. The study does refer to
the use of secure one-way hash functions for the purpose of generating voting credential
values. Such one-way functions are of the form:
fk : p → c
where a publicly known function f is parameterised by a secret key k and applied to a
plain text value p, resulting in a ciphertext c. The study suggests the use of a keyed cryto-
graphic hash function to generate credentials. It is not clear from this choice whether the
scheme is intended to use different key values for the generation of the various values of
the voting credential, although this is assumed in the following description. An alternative
approach not adopted in the study would be to use purely random values for the generation
of credential values, in order to provide for unconditional secrecy.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the voting credentials envisaged for the CESG scheme. The creden-
tials consist of a conventional polling card, currently delivered to all registered voters for
UK elections. The polling card contains information on polling station location and the
time and date at which the station will be open for voting. The polling cards are used to
assist identification ,but not authentication, of voters in the polling station. In addition to
the usual information, the polling card is supplemented by electronic voting credentials,
consisting of a Voter ID (VID) value, a list of candidate identifiers, a corresponding list of
Personal Candidate Identification (PCIN) values and a corresponding set of Expected Re-
sponse ID (RID) values. To produce the credentials, an unpublished Candidate ID (CID)
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Figure 4.3: Voting credentials delivered to the voter in the CESG scheme, taken from [18]. The added
voting credentials consist of a Voter ID (VID); a set of candidates; a set of corresponding Personal
Candidate Identification Numbers (PCIN) and a corresponding set of Expected Response IDs (RID).
value is generated once from the candidate’s description.
For each credential, the VID value is generated using the voter’s name and address as input
data. Each PCIN value is generated from the corresponding CID and the voter’s generated
VID value. Each RID value is generated using the VID:PCIN concatenation as input data:
fk(candidate) → CID
fk(voter) → VID
fk(VID:CID) → PCIN
fk(VID:PCIN) → RID
Credentials are assumed to be delivered to voters via a secure channel, with the example
of printing the credentials on secure payroll stationary and delivered by post given in the
study. Alternative channels may be the use of secure email integrated with a Public Key
Infrastructure.
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4.3.2 Vote Casting
The voter is able to begin vote casting using any available channel once the voting creden-
tials arrive. To cast a vote, the voter sends a message consisting of their VID value and
the PCIN value of their chosen candidate. Assuming the voter sends a correct message, an
RID value is returned to them via the same channel as the vote message. The RID value
is then compared to the RID of their chosen candidate to confirm that the vote has been
received by the Election System. For example, consider that the voter chooses to vote for
Alice using the credentials illustrated in Figure 4.3. To cast a vote, the voter composes the
SMS message:
Voter : 012345678901234563344→ Election System
and sends this to a Gateway number indicated on the credentials. The Election System then
generates the RID value that corresponds to this vote in the same way as for the voting
credentials and sends this back to the voter:
Election System : 000999→ Voter
The voter then confirms that the correct RID value has been computed and received. Note
that this step is necessary to ensure that the vote, likely sent on an insecure channel, is not
intercepted or modified prior to receipt by the Election System. When this response step
does not occur, or the RID values do not match, the voter contacts the Election System to
cancel the interaction and is required to vote in a polling station instead. Note the implica-
tion of this fall–back measure is that the CESG scheme is intended to complement rather
than replace the existing paper ballot/polling station voting system for UK elections.
4.3.3 Election System Architecture
Figure 4.4, extracted from the original security study document, illustrates the Election
System envisaged for the scheme [18, pp. 54]. The system comprises a set of distinct inter-
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Figure 4.4: Architecture of the Election System proposed by CESG for vote collection and tabulation
[18]. The diagram indicates the path of a vote from the voter, via a gateway to the Election System
domain.
nal modules performing dedicated functions. Votes are collected from a series of hosting
gateways representing voting channels (Internet, SMS or digital television for example)
and forwarded to the Election System itself. To process votes, the Election System mod-
ules need the same secret key k used to generate the voting credentials. Whilst the study
does not specify a participant responsible for generating credentials, it is implicit that since
the Election System uses the key to process votes, the Election System is also responsible
for generating credentials.
Votes are initially processed by an Authenticator, which, given a VID:PCIN ballot message,
determines that for the VID substring of the ballot message was generated for a voter in the
current election. If the ballot message is authenticated, an RID is generated for the whole
ballot message using the same function as for the generation of credentials:
fk(VID:PCIN) → RID
and the RID is passed with the VID to the Validator module. If the vote is not authenticated,
then an error message is generated and transmitted to the voter. The Validator determines
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whether the RID value is valid for the provided VID value. If this is the case, the whole
ballot message stored by the Authenticator and the generated RID value is passed to the
Box module which acts as an electronic ballot box. If the RID generated is not valid, an
error message is generated and transmitted to the voter.
On the close of poll, the Box module sends the contained vote message VID:PCIN and
RID values to the Marker and Tallier modules. The Tallier recovers the anonymising CID
values from the VID:PCIN concatenation. Given that the PCIN is the result of applying
the one-way secret hash function to a concatenation of VID:CID values, this description
implies that either the Tallier possesses a look–up table for obtaining CID values for corre-
sponding PCIN values; or that for each vote, the Tallier applies the hash function to each
VID:CID concatenation until the correct PCIN results. In either case, the Tallier then pro-
duces a tally of occurrences for each CID value and passes these to the Matcher module.
The Matcher performs an association between anonymous CID values and candidate de-
scriptions in order to obtain the tallies for each candidate. Again, the method by which
the Matcher recovers the candidate descriptions is unclear, but the architecture implies that
the Matcher is either originally responsible for the generation of the CID values, or that
the association between CID and candidate description is provided to the Matcher by some
external entity during the matching phase.
Simultaneously to the tallying process, the Marker module recovers voter identities from
the VID values passed to it from the Box module. This list of voter identities is a re-
quirement of the UK voting context in order for candidates to check that voters were not
personated during the election.
4.3.4 Discussion
The scheme proposed by CESG was released for consultation as part of a wider study
of the requirements for electronic voting for UK public elections. Whilst the consulta-
tion responses guardedly welcomed the requirements proposed, the scheme received a sub-
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stantial amount of general criticism without identifying specific flaws in the scheme itself
[46, 50, 93]. The responses also tended to concentrate their criticisms on the general notion
of remote electronic voting itself, from a social perspective of maintaining polling station
attendance, for example. Whilst these criticisms are valid, they are unfortunate in that the
authors of the scheme are not provided with specific instances of flaws correctable through
modification of the scheme itself.
Separately, a more detailed study of the scheme identified specific flaws and proposed
corrections [138] resulting in the mCESG scheme described in Chapter 5. The flaws in the
CESG scheme identified are described here to justify the significant adaptations made in
the mCESG scheme.
4.3.4.1 Monolithic Election System
Figure 4.4 illustrates the architecture of the election architecture envisaged for the CESG
scheme. In the diagram the functionality of the architecture is divided into distinct modules
as described in Section 4.3.3, with the implied intention that each module only stores the
necessary information to perform its task. However, the description of credential genera-
tion and ballot message handling in the study suggests that the credentials are generated by
the Election System itself, implying that all modules have access to the voting credential
information. Whilst the design of the Election System may modularise functionality, the
separation of possession of information is not enforced. From the voter’s perspective the
Election System is a single monolithic structure regardless of the internal division of re-
sponsibility. This monolithic, necessarily trusted, architecture presents several possibilities
for attack should the system become corrupted.
• Since the Election System knows the association between all voter identities, VID
values, candidate descriptions, CID values and the relevant VID:PCIN ballot mes-
sages, a corrupt Election System is able to leak to an attacker the association between
participating voters and cast votes. The privacy of a vote is dependent on the security
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of a single domain.
• The practice of adding (stuffing) extra paper ballots to a ballot box in a polling station
by insiders in collusion with particular candidates, allows results to be altered. A
corrupt CESG Election System with possession of all the voting credentials of all the
voters is able to add extra ballot messages using the credentials of those voters who do
not participate in the election. Detection of such a practice would rely on inspection
of the marked roll by voters who had not participated in the election, although such
voters would have no evidence with which to demonstrate they had not cast the votes
recorded on their behalf.
• As well as using the credentials of existing voters who do not participate in the elec-
tion, an Election System which has control of the registration of voters may also add
extra identities to the register and generate credentials for these ‘fictitious’ voters.
This form of attack has already occurred in the UK in relation to the registration of
non-existent voters for postal votes, and the use of the CESG system would automate
this process for a corrupt election system.
The composition of multiple functions of the voting process into the single Election Sys-
tem domain consequently provides attackers with a single point of failure to be targeted.
Voters are required to trust that the Election System both processes votes honestly and also
maintains the secrecy of the votes that are cast.
4.3.4.2 Lack of Verifiability
A goal of the CESG scheme is to provide reassurance to the voter that their vote has been
collected by the Election System. Whilst the protocol achieves this through the use of
RID values sent to voters, there is no reassurance that the Election System then accurately
processes the received votes by accurately translating the received VID:PCIN combinations
into the correct candidate description. The RID values confirm only that the ballot message
has not been intercepted by a third party.
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The lack of vote verifiability introduces two further vulnerabilities for the CESG scheme.
• Most significantly, the voter cannot prove to either the Election System or an inde-
pendent third party that they did not send a ballot message representing a particular
vote to the Election System, or that they cast a vote at all. Further, the voter is unable
to detect whether the Election System is behaving correctly or not, since the vote
cast is not identifiable in the aggregation of results published by the Tallier module
at the end of an election. This prevents the voter from usefully using the RID value
received from the Election System, for example, to correct deliberate errors made by
a corrupt Election System participating in ballot box stuffing.
• Similarly, an Election System cannot convincingly refute allegations that it received
but did not process ballot messages sent by a malicious voter. This permits the mali-
cious voter to undermine confidence in the result of an election by alleging that it cast
a vote, received an RID from the Election System (which the voter is able to fake us-
ing the voting credentials) but was not entered on the marked roll list of participating
voters. The CESG scheme is therefore vulnerable to manipulation by either corrupt
voters or a corrupt Election System.
A common approach of cryptographic electronic voting schemes is to replace the reassur-
ance obtained from the public counting of paper ballots with mathematical mechanisms
that demonstrate to a voter that their vote has been included in the tally. As described,
the CESG scheme does not provide this mechanism and as such the voter is dependent on
the correct operation of the Election System, whilst the system is vulnerable to spurious
allegations of corruption.
4.3.4.3 Electoral System Limitations
A feature of the CESG scheme is that it is intended for elections as conducted in England
and Wales prior to 2002. As a consequence, the scheme does not address the added com-
plexities of communicating a vote to an Election System using an ordinal electoral system
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such as Single Transferable Vote, where voters are obliged to rank their candidates in or-
der of preference, rather than indicate a single choice. A naive implementation of CESG
for ranked votes would require a different PCIN value for each possible combination and
ranking of candidates, resulting in
n∑
k=0
n!
(n− k)!
potentially different values (all permutations of all subsets of candidates). Therefore, the
CESG scheme is unsuitable for use in its original form in elections where ordinal electoral
systems are employed. In the United Kingdom, this would include elections to the Stormont
Assembly in Northern Ireland and to Unitary Authorities in Scotland from 2007.
4.3.5 Local Authority Pilots
During the 2002 and 2003 local elections in the UK, the CESG scheme was used by several
vendors as the security mechanism for a variety of provided voting channels [42]. The use
of the scheme was not mandatory, but was recommended by the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister’s (ODPM) statement of requirement for the project [56]. Future pilots
which had been planned for 2006 [105] in England and Wales are currently on hold due
to government uncertainty regarding the benefits and costs of new voting channels [55].
The discrepancies concerning pilots of postal voting at local elections in 2004 may have
influenced the government’s decision to cancel all pilots [87], at least for the 2006 elections.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed desirable properties of pollsterless voting schemes. Pollsterless
schemes, which dispense with the need for a client software artifact to act on a voter’s
behalf (a pollster) are advantageous because simpler technologies may be employed for
vote casting. In addition, if the scheme allows a voter to verify the presence of their vote
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in a tally, then verification occurs without the need to trust the pollster to obey a voter’s
intentions. The two schemes described thus far achieve some of the desirable properties
of pollsterless schemes. The Malkhi et al schemes provides verifiability, but the voter
is required to perform vector calculations. The CESG scheme provides a simple voting
mechanism, but which is however non-verifiable. A solution to this circumstance would be
a pollsterless voting scheme which united the desirable properties of the Malkhi et al and
CESG schemes.
Chapter 5
The mCESG Pollsterless Remote
Electronic Voting Scheme
Overview
In Chapter 4 the notion of pollsterless remote electronic voting schemes was introduced.
Existing approaches to pollsterless schemes were discussed along with identified flaws. In
this chapter, the CESG scheme is formalised in order to provide a basis for modification
and adaptation. A novel scheme is presented which corrects the flaws of the CESG pollster-
less scheme by providing for voter verifiability and improvement to the protection of voter
secrecy. The proposed scheme (modified CESG, or mCESG) retains the desirable proper-
ties of mobility and channel independence. Several adaptations of the mCESG scheme are
also presented to illustrate its flexibility for implementation in a variety of voting contexts
and that mCESG in fact represents a class of pollsterless voting schemes.
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5.1 Introduction
The mCESG scheme is a novel remote voting scheme derived from a security mechanism
for electronic voting proposed by the UK government’s Communications and Electronics
Security Group (CESG), the commercial arm of the GCHQ agency. The mCESG scheme
provides additional desirable properties for UK elections not present in the original scheme,
whilst retaining advantageous pollsterless properties.
The first section of this chapter provides a formalisation of the CESG scheme outlined in
Section 4.3. As noted, the CESG scheme is under specified in terms of mechanisms for
distributing voting credentials, with the implicit assumption in the original CESG Security
Study that credentials are generated by a single domain, albeit using similar practices to
those for distributing bank card credentials [18]. The formalisation provides a basis for
correcting the flaws described in Section 4.3.4.
Following the formalisation, the basic version of the new scheme is described in two parts.
In Section 5.3, the modifications to the scheme are presented from a voter experience per-
spective; that is the process of casting and verifying a vote by the voter is described. This
provides an intuitive explanation of the verification process. In Section 5.4, the scheme
is presented from a protocol perspective; that is the interactions between the voter and
a distributed election authority architecture. The flexibility of the basic scheme is then
demonstrated through a range of adaptations, illustrating that mCESG represents a new
class of novel voting schemes.
5.2 Formalisation
This section describes the communication that occurs between the modules of the Election
System and voters in order for initiation, vote casting and vote tallying to take place. Com-
munication is assumed to occur via secure channels between the modules of the Election
System. A secure one-way channel is assumed to exist from the Election System to the
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voter during initiation, whilst further communication between voters and the Election Sys-
tem during voting and tallying is assumed to occur via un-secure channels with messages
assumed to be vulnerable to interception and modification.
5.2.1 Notation
Prior to formalising the description of mCESG, a brief description of the notation to be
used is necessary. In the proceeding sections, credential values are denoted as capitalised
acronyms (CID, VID, PCIN, RID) when referring to values as they appear on a voting
credential. Credential values are referred to from a protocol perspective they are denoted
as lower case italicised acronyms (cid, vid, pcin, rid). Crytographic keys are denoted as
Klab, where lab is the label for the key. Value types are denoted as type writer font labels
(String). Length parameters are denoted as lenlab, where lab is the label for the particular
length value.
5.2.2 Initiation
Figure 4.4, taken from the original CESG security system, illustrates the Election System
as several modules with specific roles. The study does not however, specify the process
responsible for generating credentials. In this formalisation, a single additional module
Setup is assumed to be responsible for credential generation. To initialise the other mod-
ules of the election system Setup requires the following parameters:
• m candidates each with a unique candName:String
• n voters each with a unique voterName:String
• secret government voter identification number generator key Kvid
• secret government candidate identification number generator key Kcid
• secret government personal candidate identification number generator key Kpcin
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• secret government return identity generator key Krid
• the number of digits lenvid of a vid value
• the number of digits lenpcin of a pcin value
• the number of digits lenrid of a rid value
• the number of digits lencid of a cid value
The Setup module executes several functions to generate arrays of credential information.
The CESG study proposed the use of a secure cryptographic 1-way hash function in order
to generate voting credentials. Each credential value is thus generated using the following
function (with the precise cryptographic algorithm left deliberately unspecified).
• genHMAC( input:byte[], lenoutput:int, Kinput:byte[] ):int
Computes a HMAC value for the specified input using the specified key.
Arrays of credentials are then generated by the Setup module, using the following func-
tions. In each case, the form of the array, the array identifier and the function (with argu-
ments and type) are specified.
• let cid1≤ij≤nm = CID
genCIDs( candNames:String[m], lencid:int, Kcid:byte[] ):int[]
Computes a unique candidate identity number for each String of candNames.
• let pcincid1≤ij≤nm = PCIN-CID
permCIDs( CID:int[m], n:int ):int[n][m]
Computes n permutations of the m candidate identity number values.
• let vid1≤i≤n = VID
genVIDs( voterNames:String[], lenvid:int, Kvid:byte[] ):int[]
Computes a unique voter identity number for each String of voterNames.
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• let pcin 1 ≤ ij ≤ nm = PCIN
genPCINs( VID:int[n], CID:int[n][m], lenpcin:int, Kpcin:byte[]
):int[n][m]
Computes the non-unique personal candidate identity numbers between a candidate
and a voter, such that
genHMAC(vidi + cidij , lenpcin, Kpcin) = pcinij
• let rid 1 ≤ ij ≤ nm = RID.
genRIDs( VID:int[n], PCIN:int[n][m], lenrid:int, Krid:byte[]
):int[][]
Computes the non-unique return identity numbers between candidates and voters.
Using the above function definitions, generation and distribution of credentials proceeds as
in Figure 5.1. Setup generates an array of n vid values, and nm cid, pcin and rid values.
The VID array and key used for generating rid values is sent to the Authenticator module
for authenticating votes and generating rid values to be sent the V alidator. The VID and
RID arrays are sent to the Validator module for checking the validity of and rid value for
a given vid. The VID and PCIN-CID arrays are sent to the Tallier, so that anonymous
tallying of votes may be undertaken. Finally, the association between candidates and CID
values and between voters and VID values is sent to the Matcher and Marker modules re-
spectively so that candidates may be matched with CID values to produce a non-anonymous
tally, and that a marked roll can be produced.
The diagram also illustrates initiation for a single voter. For all voters 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the ith
voter is sent as voting credentials, the ith vid value and the i1...im pcin and rid values.
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Voteri Authenticator Validator Tallier Matcher Marker Election Setup
CID := genCIDs(candNames, KCID)
VID := genVIDs(voterNames, KV ID)
PCIN := genPCINs(VID, CID, KPCIN )
RID := genRIDs(VID, PCIN, Krid)
{vidi , pcini1...ij , ridi1...ij , candNames}
ﬀ
VID, KRIDﬀ
{ VID, RID}
ﬀ
{ VID, PCIN-CID, PCIN }
ﬀ
{ CID , candNames}
ﬀ
{ VID, voterNames}
ﬀ
Figure 5.1: Initiation phase of the CESG Scheme. The figure illustrates interaction between the module
of the Election System and a single voter. The ElectionSetup module uses four functions to generate
arrays of hashed message authentication codes (HMACs) based on initiation parameters. These arrays
are then distributed amongst the remaining processes of the domain in order for them to perform
their specified tasks (authentication, validation) etc. Voteri receives values vidi, pcini1...ij and ridi1...ij
from the arrays VID, PCIN and RID respectively, together with candNames to provide a set of voting
credentials.
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5.2.3 Vote Casting
As described in the previous section, the Authenticator has received the VID array and
KRID from the Setup module whilst the Validator has received the VID and RID arrays.
In addition, the following function are specified for the Authenticator in order to process
votes sent by voters.
• genRID( vid:int, pcin:int, Krid:byte[], lenrid:int ):int
Computes a non-unique return identity number between a candidate and a voter.
As for the functions used by the Setup module, genRID is constructed using the generic
genHMAC function such that:
• genHMAC( vidi : pcinij , lenrid, Krid ):int
Vote casting proceeds as illustrated in Figure 5.2, formalising the description provided in
the original study [18] and in Section 4.3.2. The protocol has three termination points,
either when vote casting is successful, when an incorrect vid value is received, or when an
incorrect rid value is generated for the vid:pcin value received. Note that the protocol does
not have a separate termination state for when a voter receives an incorrect rid value for
the vid:pcin sent to the Election System, since remedying this failure was left out of the
scheme in the original security study [18].
To cast a vote, the ith voter who chooses the jth candidate on their credential sends a
concatenation vidx:pciny to a Gateway module. The Gateway forwards the vote to the
Authenticator, which checks whether the vidx value sent is contained in the set of vid
values (vidx = vidi). If this is not the case, an error message is returned to the voter
indicating they have entered their vid value incorrectly. If the vidx value is within the VID
array, the Authenticator computes ridy =genRID(vidx:pciny) and sends this and the vid
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Voteri Gateway Authenticator Validator Ballot Box
{vidx : pciny}
-
{vidx : pciny}
-
vidx =6 vidi ∈VID
vidx , err-messﬀ
vidx , err-messﬀ
vidx = vidi ∈ VID
genRID(vidi , pciny, KRID)
{vidi, ridy}
-
ridy ∈6 ridi1...im
vidi, err-messﬀ
vidi, err-messﬀ
vidi , err-messﬀ
ridy ∈ ridi1...im
vidi, Valﬀ
{vidi, pciny, ridy}
-
{ridy}
ﬀ
VID := {vid ∈VID| vid =6 vidi}
{ridy}
ﬀ
ridy = ridij
Figure 5.2: The voting phase of the CESG scheme. Successful execution of the vote casting protocol
is illustrated in black, reaching termination and a vote is successfully collected. Faint messages in the
protocol indicate early protocol termination sequences if the {vid : pcin} combination does not contain
a legal vid, or does not compute a legal rid.
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value to the Validator. The Validator then confirms that the ridy value is valid for voter i
(ridy = ridi,j) . If the ridy value is not valid, an error message is returned to the voter
via the Authenticator. If the ridi,j value is valid, the Authenticator is notified, which then
removes the vidi value from the VID array and sends the ridy value back to the voter. The
vidi, pcini,j and ridi,j tuple is then sent to the ballot box for storage prior to tallying. The
voter confirms that ridy = ridi,j on their voting credentials.
5.2.4 Tallying
Once the deadline for voting has been reached, the tallying protocol is initiated. Recall that
the Tallier is provided with the VID, PCIN-CID and PCIN arrays during initiation in order
to compute a tally for each cid value. The Matcher module is provided with the CID and
candNames array such that a tally for each candName can be computed using the tally for
cid values computed by the Tallier. Finally, the Marker is provided with the voterNames
and VID array in order to produce a marked roll of participating voters.
As for initiation and voting, several functions are defined to describe the behaviour of the
modules of the Election System during tallying. For tallying, a function is specified for the
Tallier, Matcher and Marker modules respectively, given p votes cast:
• tally( votes:int:int[p] VID:int[n], PCIN:int[n][m],
PCIN-CID:int[n][m] ):{int, int}[m]
For each vid : pcin combination received, the corresponding cid is obtained from
cidpcin array and its tally incremented. The function outputs the tally for each cid.
• match( tallies:{int, int}[p], CID:int[], candNames:String[]
):{String, int}[]
Replaces each cid in the tally with the corresponding candName, revealing the
result of the election.
• mark( vid1...p:int[p], register:{int,String}[n] ):String[]
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Marker Matcher Tallier Ballot Box
{vid : pcin}1...p
ﬀ
tally({vid : pcin}1...p,
VID,PCIN, CIDPCIN)
{cid, t}1...m
ﬀ
match( {cid, t}1...m,
CID, candNames)
vid1...p
ﬀ
mark(vid1...p , VID, voterNames)
Figure 5.3: Tallying phase of the CESG scheme. The figure illustrates the sequence of messages and
computation during the tallying and marking processes at the end of the election. The output of the
tallying protocol is a list of candidate names with a corresponding tally (the election returns) and a list
of voter names(the marked roll).
Outputs a list of voterNames corresponding to the recieved list of vids that were
used to cast votes.
.
In contrast to the functions specified for initiation and tallying, the functions used for tally-
ing are purely look-up functions, using parameters provided during initiation by the Setup
module and votes cast during voting to produce a tally for each candidate and a marked roll
of participating voters.
The protocol proceeds as per Figure 5.3. The BallotBox module sends the Tallier the p
length array of vid:pcin tuples received during voting. The Tallier computes:
{cid, t}1...m = tally(vid : pcin1...p,VID,PCIN,PCIN−CID)
and sends the resulting array to the Matcher. The matcher then computes the final tally by
matching the cid values in the tally to the candNames:
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{candName, t}1...m} = match({cid, t}1...m,CID, candNames)
to produce a tally for the election. Separately, the Marker computes the marked roll:
{voterName}1...p} = mark({{vid}1...p,CID, voterNames)
5.2.5 Summary of Formalisation
The preceding sections formalised the CESG scheme described in [18] as a cryptographic
protocol. An additional Setup module was inserted into the Election System in order
to provide a mechanism for accepting input parameters and initialising the system. The
description formalised the modules of the Election System as discrete processes with a
specified functionality and described the messages that passed between modules during the
three phases of initiation, voting and tallying. The formal description provides a context
for describing corrections to the CESG scheme to provide desirable properties, including
vote verifiability and vote-voter non-association by the Election System.
5.3 Vote Verification
In this section a correction to the CESG scheme (mCESG) is described which provides for
voter verifiability by committing the Election System to a receipt for a vote via a universally
readable broadcast channel - secure electronic bulletin board.
5.3.1 Motivation
As noted in Section 4.3.4, the CESG scheme lacks both voter verifiability and undeniability.
Voter verifiability and undeniability are considered useful substitutes for voting schemes
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implemented using electronic media used for a public election context, since such voting
systems are considered less transparent, and thus more vulnerable to abuse, than paper
based systems. A voter verifiable voting scheme permits a voter to determine whether their
vote has been counted in a tally of cast votes. Similarly, an undeniable scheme permits an
election organiser to demonstrate that they did not receive a particular vote, or at least they
did not attempt to convince the voter that a vote had been successfully included in the tally
without this being the case. Schemes that lack undeniability are vulnerable to attacks on
voter confidence in the result produced, since voters may claim unrefutably that their votes
(which were in fact not cast) were illegally removed from the tally.
The CESG scheme is not voter verifiable since the rid value received by a voter indicates
only that the Election System has correctly received their vote, not that the Election System
will process the received vote accurately. Conversely, the CESG Election System cannot
demonstrate that it did not receive a vote, return the correct rid value and then not include
the vote in the tally, since the Election System can only demonstrate to the voter that it
received their vote, and not that the vote was counted.
Given the other desirable pollsterless features of the CESG scheme, and it’s otherwise suit-
ability for UK public elections, it would be desirable to demonstrate a correction to the
CESG scheme that incorporates voter verifiability and undeniability. The sections below
describe a scheme which forces the Election System to publicly commit to voter’s choices
without revealing the association between votes and voters, or revealing a partial tally dur-
ing the voting phases.
5.3.2 The Publisher
In order to adapt the CESG scheme to provide for voter verifiability and un-deniability,
some mechanism must be employed that irrevocably commits the Election System to a
vote in a manner which the voter can verify. To achieve this, a new Publisher module is
added to the Election System. The publisher behaves in a similar manner to a secure elec-
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tronic bulletin board, a common cryptographic construct. The publisher can be considered
as an interface to a universally readable broadcast channel, to which messages may be writ-
ten by processes with the appropriate capability. The Election System is provided with the
additional capability of writing information to the Publisher, which is then universally ac-
cessible by voters, external observers and the Election System itself. The Election System
is assumed to not have the capability of removing information written to the Publisher.
5.3.3 Verifying a Vote
Figure 5.4 illustrates the vote checking procedure from the perspective of the voter. Vote
casting is identical to that in the original CESG scheme. However, the genRID() function
is now modified such that:
• genRID( vid:int, pcin:int, Krid:byte[], lenrid:int ):int
Computes a unique return identity number between a candidate and a voter.
I.e, the function now generates a unique rid value for each vid:pcin combination input
argument for all credentials. Thus the rid value forms a unique association between a voter
and a choice of candidate, in a similar manner to a vid:pcin concatenation.
As before, voters are provided with a set of voting credentials consisting of a Voter Iden-
tification number (vid) and a set of Personal Candidate Identification Number (pcin) and
(relabeled) Receipt Identification numbers (rid), one each for each candidate. To cast a
vote, a voter prepares a message consisting of their own vid number and the pcin number
of their chosen candidate. This message is then sent via an available channel (such as an
SMS message) to the Election System for processing.
Given a valid vid:pcin combination, an rid value is published on a publicly accessible
bulletin board as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The voter may then determine that the correct
rid has been published for the vote they have cast. The election system sends a message
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RID
642312
712583
076894
636639
796793
…
Candidate
642312
712583
076894
636639
796793
…
Dinner Party
TeaParty
…
Dinner Party
Tea Party
Dinner Party
Close of Poll
RID
Figure 5.4: The mCESG secure, universally readable bulletin board. The lists of receipt numbers
and votes committed to by the Vendor’s Publisher module during the two phases of verification. In
the first phase of verification, the voter confirms that the correct rid value occurs in the list under
Receipt Number, prior to the close of poll. In the second phase of verification, the voter confirms that
the correct candidate is published next to the rid value for their vote. The gray dotted boxes indicate
the location of Alice’s vote in the list.
to the voter indicating that their vote has been successfully processed, although the voter
should consider this message to be informative only and not proof of receipt.
If the Election System publishes the wrong rid value for the voter’s choice, the voter must
contact the Election System via some other channel in order to have the incorrect rid value
removed and cast a second vote, potentially via some other mechanism. The voter may
take this action at any point until the end of voting. Conversely, the Election System may
publish no rid value at all for a cast vote. In the circumstances where no relevant rid value
is published after some latency period, the voter should re-attempt to cast their vote. If
repeated attempts at vote casting do not result in a (correct or otherwise) rid value being
published, the voter should assume that their vote is not reaching the Election System and
should revert to the strategy described for a wrong rid value being published. Note that
since voting is assumed to occur over insecure channels (as per the pollsterless property)
the scheme’s design deliberately accepts the potential for votes to be intercepted, say in
a Denial of Service attack, but not to be interpreted or modified by an eaves-dropping
attacker.
Assuming the correct rid value is published, the Election System is now committed to the
rid choice of the voter publicly in a manner which the Election System cannot later de-
commit from. However, at this stage, the Election System is not committed to processing
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the voter’s choice accurately. To effect this second commitment, once the close of poll has
been reached, the Election System publishes the association between rid and candidates for
each vote. This does not reveal the association between votes and voters, since the voting
credentials are assumed to be a secret possessed only by the voter. At this stage, a voter
can confirm that their vote has been processed accurately (i.e. that the correct candidate is
associated with their rid) but not that the rid itself is correct, since this would violate the
undeniability property.
The mCESG scheme thus achieves voter verifiability by publicly committing the Election
System to a voter’s choice that the voter can confirm with respect to their voting credentials.
The credentials thus constitute a receipt with which a voter may request the Election System
change the candidate name associated with a rid value on the bulletin board. The scheme
preserves the secrecy of vote to voter association under the assumption that a voter does
not reveal their credentials to a third party. Adaptations to the mCESG scheme which
address the problem of vote buying or voter coercion with receipts are discussed in Sections
5.5.4 and 5.5.5. The scheme achieves undeniability by providing a voter with the ability
to correct an incorrectly processed vote during voting without revealing the association
between votes and voters. If the voter does not correct an rid value prior to tallying, the
rid value is considered an accurate record of a voter’s choice.
5.4 Revised Architecture
Although the modified system described in Section 5.3 is now both verifiable and undeni-
able, a single process, ElectionSetup, is still used to generate and distribute the credentials
for casting and processing of votes. Such a design is vulnerable because (a) the process
represents a single point of external attack and (b) voters must trust a single process not to
violate the privacy of voting.
In addition, the use of the rid value as a unique secret shared between the Election System
and the voter, requires that the association between an rid value and a voter should not
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Figure 5.5: The distributed domains of the mCESG Election Authority. The monolithic structure of
the CESG election system is divided into four autonomous domains. A Registration Officer domain is
responsible for voter identities. A Returning Officer domain is responsible for candidate identities. A
Vendor domain is responsible for generating voting credentials. An Electoral Commission is responsi-
ble for delivering the security card component of the voting credentials. The domain infrastructure is
designed with respect to the existing UK voting system to minimise re-design of surrounding processes.
be known by any one process of the Election System. This requirement is complicated
because if the rid value is to be delivered to the voter, then the delivering process must
know the identity of the voter whilst at the same time possessing rid value material.
Figure 5.5 illustrate the redesign Election System, dividing it into four autonomous do-
mains collectively known as the mCESG Election Authority. The design provides for
increased protection for anonymity than the single ElectionSetup process in the original
CESG voting system. In the revised scheme the Election Authority domain is divided into
four domains, each under the control of an independent organisation. The Registration
Officer domain is responsible for processing of voter information. The Returning Officer
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domain is responsible for the storage of candidate information. The Vendor domain is re-
sponsible for generation of credentials for voting, collecting votes and publishing values to
the secure bulletin board. The Electoral Commission domain provides a delivery function
to prevent any one domain learning the association between rid values and a voter.
5.4.1 Initiation
The generation of credentials proceeds as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The key component of
the process is the separation of the computation and delivery functions between different
domains, preventing the domain that generates the rid values from knowing the identity of
the voter to whom they will be delivered. This protects the anonymity of the voter based
upon the assumption of non-collusion across domains. Communication between domains
occurs via secure, authenticated channels.
The initiation parameters of the single monlithic Setup module of the CESG scheme is
distributed as follows.
• The n voterName strings and vid generation key Kvid and length parameter lenvid.
are initiation parameters of the Registration Officer domain.
• The m candidateName strings and cid generation key Kcid and length parameters
(lencid are initiation parameters of the Returning Officer domain.
• The pcin and rid generation keys (Kpcin, Krid) and length parameters (lenpcin, lenrid)
are initiation parameters of the Vendor domain.
Further the functionality of the single monolithic Setup module is distributed such that:
• genVID() is a function of the Registration Officer domain.
• genCID() is a function of the Returning Officer domain.
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Name
p(Candidates)
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2nd ½ ridi, , 1 i, j...rid
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Figure 5.6: Initiation phase of the mCESG scheme. The figure illustrates the four domains of the
Election Authority collaborating in order to produce a complete set of voting credentials. The Regis-
tration Officer domain generates a vid value for the ith voter and passes this to the Vendor domain.
The Returning Officer domain generates a permutation of candidate and passes this to theRegistra-
tion Officer. The Returning Officer also passes a set of cid values to the Vendor domain. The Vendor
domain uses the cid and vid values to generate a set of pcin and rid values. Each of these two sets of
values are divided into two sets of substrings which are delivered to the Registration Officer and the
Electoral Commission who forward the credentials to the voter.
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• genPCIN() and genRID() are functions of the Returning Officer domain.
To generate credentials, the Registration Officer generates a new Voter Identity value (vid)
and passes the the new value to the Vendor. The Registration Officer also notifies the Re-
turning Officer that a new voter has requested credentials. The Returning Officer generates
a new set of Candidate Identity values (cid) for the Vendor. The Vendor then computes a set
of Personal Candidate Identity values (pcin) and Receipt Identity values rid, one for each
candidate. The Vendor then divides each pcin and rid value in the set into two sub-strings.
The division of values is denoted on Figure 5.6 as:
pcin1...lenpcin/2
pcinlenpcin/2+1...lenpcin
rid1...lenrid/2
ridlenrid/2+1...lenrid
The first sub-string of each value is sent back to the Registration Officer, whilst the sec-
ond sub-string of each value is sent to the Electoral Commission. The Registration Officer
passes the voter identity to the Electoral Commission. The Registration Officer then for-
wards the vid value and pcin and rid sub-strings to the voter. The Electoral Commission
forwards the pcin and rid sub-strings it possesses to the voter. The initiation mechanism
prevents any one domain from learning sufficient credential information to know the asso-
ciation between a vote and a voter.
To perform the generation of credentials, the specification of genCID() must be modified to
ensure that a different set of cid values are generated for every voter. This is combined with
a new function for the Returning Officer domain, which permutates the order of candidates:
• permCandNames( candNames:String[m] ): String[m]
Generates a random permutation of the candNames array.
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POLLING CARD
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Candidate
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16
67
60
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Numbers
583
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701
Voter Name:
Voter Number:
AliceJONES
4547 1290 3738 4571
42
24
12
712
835
932
SECURITY CARD
Candidates
Tea Party
Birthday Party
Dinner Party
Figure 5.7: The completed voting credentials for a single voter in the mCESG scheme. The extra
credential information consists of a voter number; a set of personal candidate numbers and associated
response numbers for each candidate nominated in the election. The Polling Card is supplied to the
voter by the Registration Officer domain. The Security Card is provided by the Electoral Commission
domain.
An additional benefit of the re-design is that the voting system is resistant to intelligent
ballot stuffing by the ElectionAuthority, again under the assumption of non-collusion. In
order to perform ballot stuffing, a process needs to know a vid : pcin combination, whilst
to be intelligent, the process must know which candidate corresponds to which pcin value.
Although it is notable that the Vendor domains may commit blind ballot stuffing it cannot
by itself commit intelligent ballot stuffing.
The effect of these modifications to the Returning Officer domain is to prevent a single
voter from colluding with the Vendor to commit intelligent ballot stuffing. Without the
modification, a single set of voting credentials could be used to match candidate names
with the corresponding cid values.
A consequence of the revised scheme’s initiation is that the voter receives their voting cre-
dentials as two separate messages. The revised mCESG scheme retains the assumption of
the CESG scheme that voting credentials will be printed on secure stationary and sent to
the voter using the postal system, under the assumption that this constitutes a secure, unde-
niable channel. The compiled credentials envisaged for the mCESG scheme are illustrated
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in Figure 5.7. The credentials are divided into a polling card and a security card. As noted
in Section 4.3, the polling card is a document already sent to voters participating in elec-
tions within the UK public elections context. The mechanism of splitting the credentials
into two components could be explained to voters in the context of receiving credit cards
and PINs via two separate messages in the post. The familiarity of security practices has
been suggested by Randell et al to be important in establishing trust in a voting mechanism
[114].
5.4.2 Voting and rid Checking
Vote casting proceeds as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The voter chooses a candidate and sends a
vid:pcin message to the Vendor via a Gateway domain as per CESG. the Vendor domain’s
generator module looks-up the corresponding rid value and sends this to the Publisher
module, which writes the rid value to the universally readable broadcast channel (i.e. a
secure bulletin board). In order to disrupt timing attacks, in which an external attacker
observes the rid which is published subsequent to each vid:pcin value received by the
Vendor, the Publisher writes rid values to the bulletin board in randomly permuted batches.
The voter receives the list of current rid values published from the bulletin board channel
and confirms that the list contains the rid corresponding to their choice.
Note that at this stage the Vendor remains isolated from both the voter identities and the
candidate identities, stored by the Registration Officer and Returning Officer domains re-
spectively.
5.4.3 Tallying and Vote Checking
The production of a tally requires collaboration between the Vendor and Returning Offi-
cer domains, since in the mCESG initiation, the vote collection and candidate identities
are stored in autonomous domains. The distribution of this function between the two do-
mains prevents an early tally being published, in circumstances where one of the domains
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Figure 5.8: Voting and checking phase of the mCESG scheme. The voter sends a vid:pcin message to
the Vendor. The Vendor domain’s generator module looks-up the corresponding rid value and sends
this to the Publisher module, which writes rid values to the bulletin board in randomly permuted
batches. The voter receives the list of current rid values published from the bulletin board channel and
confirms that the list contains the rid corresponding to their choice.
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is corrupt.
Tallying proceeds as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The RID generator module converts all pub-
lished rid values into their cid form, by look-up of the values provided during initiation.
The cid values are then sent to the Returning Officer, who produces a list of candidate
names corresponding to the cid values through a similar look-up process of generated val-
ues. This array of candidate names is then returned to the Vendor, which forward the list
to the Publisher module. The list of candidate names is then published alongside the list of
rid values already written to the bulletin board. The voter accesses the list of rid values and
candidate identities and determines whether the candidate identity published corresponds
with the candidate on their voting credentials next to the rid value as published on the
bulletin board.
5.5 Adaptations
The previous section discussed a modification of the CESG scheme to provide for the desir-
able properties of voter verifiability, undeniability and anonymous credential generation in
order to prevent the association between votes and voters being revealed. With the modified
(mCESG) scheme described, several further adaptations are possible which demonstrate
the considerable flexibility of the scheme. The adaptations are presented separately from
the mCESG scheme, since they also add extra complexity, or restrictions on the scheme’s
functionality which may not be desirable in certain voting contexts, such that they will not
be used. This section illustrates that the mCESG scheme is configurable to different voting
contexts, where different requirements for voting scheme properties prevail.
5.5.1 Multi-member Electoral Systems
A limitation of the mCESG scheme thus far described is that the voter is only able to
indicate a choice for a single candidate from a proposal. This limits the range of electoral
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Figure 5.9: Tallying phase of the mCESG scheme. At the end of voting, the Vendor domain sends
a list of cid values for the votes cast during the voting phase to the Returning Officer domain. The
Returning Officer returns a corresponding list of candidate names to the Vendor domain. The voter
can then determine whether the correct candidate is published next to their rid value and that the tally
of results reflects the list of candidate names published.
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systems for which implementations of the scheme can be used. In particular, multi-member
simple plurality schemes are not accommodated.
A simple generalisation of the scheme to facilitate multi-option votes would be to permit
votes to indicate multiple choices for a single vid. Vote message construction can be altered
so that several candidates can be indicated by including all their pcin values:
vidi : pcinj : pcink...
However, this approach is problematic, since an external observer of an unprotected chan-
nel down which vote messages are sent may be able to alter voting messages by removing
pcin values. The benefits of this attack are limited, since the attacker is unable to determine
which candidate they are removing from the message. Similarly, if the voter checks the bul-
letin board to determine the correct rid values have been published, they will discover the
vote message has not been received and processed correctly by the Vendor domain. How-
ever, the attack is still disrupting, since the voter may perceive that the Vendor domain is
attempting to cheat them. As an additional protection for the vote during communciation to
the Vendor domain, the voter is provided with an extra set of credential values - Check Sum
Numbers (CSNs) which the voter appends to the vote message. The Check Sum Numbers
are generated and distributed by the Vendor domain on the polling card half of the voting
credentials as illustrated in Figure 5.10.
For an election in which Alice Jones would use the credentials illustrated, to cast a vote for
the Tea Party’s two candidates, she would send the message:
4547129037384571︸ ︷︷ ︸
VID
1642︸︷︷︸
Candidate 1
9130︸︷︷︸
Candidate 2
8965︸︷︷︸
CSN
If the vote message is received correctly, the voter will view the rid values for both can-
didates displayed on the bulletin board as for the basic scheme. This adaptation does not
permit ordinal votes to be cast where the voter may rank candidates. The next section
describes an ordinal adaptation to the mCESG scheme voting credentials.
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SECURITY CARD
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Candidate 1 Tea Party
Birthday Party
Dinner Party
Candidate 2 Tea Party
Candidate 3
Candidate 4 Birthday Party
Candidate 5
Candidate 6 Dinner Party
Figure 5.10: mCESG scheme voting credentials for the Multi Member Simple Plurality electoral sys-
tem adaptation. The Voting credentials are modified to permit ordinal (ranked) voting for electoral
systems such as Single Transferable Vote (STV). The credentials are modifed from Figure 5.7 to in-
clude check sum numbers, which enable a voter to indicate how many choices they have selected .
5.5.2 Ordinal Electoral Systems
Ordinal electoral systems introduce additional complexity for a voter, since they are re-
quired to rank the candidates in order of preference, rather than select the most preferred
alone. The original mCESG does not manage this complexity well, since a voter would
need to be presented with a PCIN value for every possible permutation of candidates on
their voting credential in order to prevent information leakage from the vote during com-
munication. In this section, an adaption of the mCESG scheme to ordinal electoral systems
is presented. The adaption does not increasing the size of the voting credential provided to
the voter.
To permit ranked votes, the voting credentials are modified as illustrated in Figure 5.11.
Preference numbers (PNs) are incorporated into the PCINs and the RIDs on the voting
credentials. PNs consist of random digits associated with each possible rank a voter may
wish to associate with a candidate. The preference codes are inserted at a random location
for each voter in order to prevent their identification during transmission. In Figure 5.11
the preference codes for PCINs are inserted at index one, whilst the preference codes for
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835{5 , 0, 2}72
932{3 , 7, 9}01
Voter Name:
Voter Number:
Alice JONES
4547 1290 3738 4571
SECURITY CARD
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3: 1209
Figure 5.11: mCESG scheme voting credentials for the ordinal electoral system adaptation. The
Voting credentials are modified to permit ordinal (ranked) voting for electoral systems such as Single
Transferable Vote (STV). The credentials are modifed from Figure 5.7 to include preference codes
which indicate the preference to be associated with a particular candidate.
the RIDs are inserted at index three. As for the multi-member scheme described in the
previous section, Check Sum Numbers are used to indicate how many candidates for the
voter has selected.
To cast a vote, the voter sends a message similar to that described in Section 5.3. However,
the voter must choose a rank for each candidate voted for, by choosing exactly one pref-
erence code. For example, should the voter, Alice, wish to vote for the Birthday Party as
first preference and the Dinner Party for second preference, they would send the following
message:
4547129037384571︸ ︷︷ ︸
VN
6
1st︷︸︸︷
7 24︸ ︷︷ ︸
Birthday
6
2nd︷︸︸︷
8 12︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dinner
8965︸︷︷︸
2 candidates
During the first phase of the verification process, the voter would expect to see the RIDs
for each candidate they voted for as before, but also containing the correct RIDs. From the
example above, the voter would expect:
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835{5}72 932{7}01
on the bulletin board. During the second phase of verification, the candidate associated
with each rank of the vote is published in association with the RID, for example:
835{5}72 932{7}01 1st: Birthday Party 2nd: Dinner Party
Note that the construction of the adapted voting credentials does not require any re-configuration
of the Election Authority. The extra information may be added by the Vendor to the anony-
mous Candidate Numbers supplied by the Returning Officer.
5.5.3 Two Step Vote Casting
A common feature of voting systems is to separate voter authentication and vote casting,
particularly for public election contexts, where the electorate is particularly large. An ad-
vantage of this separation is often that the process of ensuring vote secrecy (in some form)
is easier to manage. The separation is often formalized in schemes which incorporate au-
thentication mechanisms, for example [51].
Several studies typically associated with public elections have suggested that authentication
is a necessarily discrete step in the voting process, Ikonomopoulos for example [65]. A
consequence of the common separation is a voter expectation that all schemes will follow
this mechanism. This may not in fact always be true and is dependent upon the voting
schemes design and the manner in which it fulfills secrecy and accuracy requirements for
a given voting context. Several authors have noted that if a system is to be accepted by
users, it should meet pre-conceptions as to its functionality, whilst elsewhere it has been
suggested that this condition applies to voting systems as well [14, 25, 114]. That is,
new voting systems which incorporate familiar functionality from previous technologies or
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Figure 5.12: The two step adaptation of the mCESG scheme illustrating interaction between the voter
and the Vendor domain of the Election System. The voter sends the vid value only to the Vendor,
which responds with a tok nonce for the voter. The voter then appends the pcin value of their chosen
candidate to the tok and sends the complete message to the Vendor for processing.
procedures are more likely to be accepted by voters than systems which require unexpected
usage.
For the mCESG scheme, authentication and voting occur in a single step, which may prove
unexpected and therefore unacceptable to voters. During demonstrations of the scheme, a
common voter mistake was to attempt to send their VID value to the Vendor before entering
a PCIN to complete the message (see Chapter 6). To cope with possible user acceptability
concerns with the mCESG scheme, it is possible to adapt the vote casting mechanism in
such a way as to provide for a two step authentication and vote casting mechanism. 1
Figure 5.12 illustrates the scheme adaptation with respect to interaction between the voter
and the Vendor domain of the Election Authority. The voter sends the vid value only to the
Vendor, which responds with a token tok nonce for the voter. The voter then appends the
pcin value of their chosen candidate to tok and sends the complete message to the Vendor
for processing. To construct the token, the Vendor generates an additional key KTOK and
uses additional function employing the generic genHMAC() function:
• genToken( vid:int, Ktoken:byte[], lentoken:int ):int
Computes a unique token for the two step mCESG adaption.
1This adaptation to the mCESG scheme was suggested by James McKinna, but is included here because
of it’s relevance to the topics of the thesis. The formalisation of the adaptation is the author’s own.
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A consequence of the two-step adaptation is that whilst the security of the scheme is un-
affected, the complexity (from a voter’s perspective) is increased, but the scheme may be
more acceptable to voter’s with pre-conceptions as to the schemes functionality.
5.5.4 Receipt Free Scheme 1
A valid criticism of the mCESG scheme is that it provides a receipt to voters. The voting
credential is assumed to be a secret held by the voter who is responsible for its security.
As such, voters are potentially vulnerable to being coerced into revealing their vote. To
prevent this attack, many other voting schemes are designed to be receipt–free [8]. Receipt
free, voter verifiable, voting schemes provide voters with the ability to convince themselves
only that their vote has been counted honestly based on messages received from an Election
Authority. In receipt free schemes, the voter is unable to transfer the proof that their vote
has been counted in a certain way to a third party (e.g. an attacker).
The goal of the adaptation described here is to replicate the notion of receipt–freeness in
practice in current UK systems. Any modification to the mCESG scheme must still provide
re-assurance to voters that their votes have been correctly counted.
For simplicity, the receipt–free adaption is described with respect to the original mCESG
scheme, although combination of receipt–freeness with the ordinal electoral system varia-
tion is feasible. The key to the receipt–free scheme is to separate the association between
voters and chosen candidates in the response schemes. To achieve this, a voter is assigned
a single, unique Personal Response ID (PRID) on their voting credential. Each candidate
on the voting credential is assigned a smaller, non–unique Candidate Response ID (CRID).
Figure 5.13 illustrates the modified voting credential. Note that the responsibility for gen-
eration and delivery of both new types of response number may still be split between the
various domains of the Election Authority.
The procedure for casting a vote is the same as in the original mCESG scheme – the voter
sends a message of the form VID:PCIN. Figure 5.14 illustrates the receipt–free verification
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Figure 5.13: Receipt free voting credentials. Note the RID values of the original credentials illustrated
in Figure 5.7 are now explicitly divided into a single Voter RID and a set of Candidate RIDs.
procedure, which is now split into three phases. Prior to the close of poll, the voter is only
able to observe their PRID on the bulletin board. This commits the Election Authority
to acknowledging receipt of votes without at this stage publicly committing to the voter’s
choices. At this stage, any voter may demonstrate to another participant that they have
taken part in the election, but not how they voted. This is comparable to the current UK
voting system, where the identities of participants in an election are published after the
close of poll in a marked roll [121, Sch. 1 R. 57].
After the close of poll, the second verification phase occurs. In the isolated presence of
polling officials, the nominated candidates in the election and their agents the Election Au-
thority reveals the one–one association between PRIDs, CRIDs and candidate identities.
This process commits the Election Authority to the associations to the candidates, but not
publicly. If desirable, a trusted participant in the election process (the Electoral Commis-
sion, for example) could receive an escrowed copy of the associations to prevent the Vendor
and Returning Officer changing the associations later.
Having observed the complete set of associations, the candidates are now permitted to
select a small number to be published on the bulletin board. Initially, only the association
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Figure 5.14: The transitions that occur in the published list of response numbers during the phases of
verification in the receipt–free adaption of the mCESG scheme.
between the chosen personal RIDs and candidate CRIDs is published. A period of time is
then permitted for voters to re–check the bulletin board and, if published, confirm that the
association between their PRIDs and CRIDs is correct. This is similar to the initial phase
of the original mCESG scheme, except that only a sub–set of voters, selected blindly by
the candidates, are able to verify that the correct association was made for their vote.
Assuming no objections are raised to the published associations, verification proceeds to
the final phase for the election. The Election Authority publishes the association between
all candidate response numbers and candidates. The sub–set of voters who were permitted
to verify the association between their RN and their candidate RN may also now verify the
association with their chosen candidate. The Election Authority cannot cheat at this stage
since it has already committed to the complete one–one associations to the candidates prior
to the selection of votes to be verified. This approach may be considered an example of a
cut and choose protocol and is similar to the parallel testing approach advocated for use in
the United States and Ireland, where random electronic voting machines are removed from
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active polling on polling day and tested for accuracy alongside the remaining machines
[80, 134].
5.5.4.1 Selecting the Security Parameter
The significant parameter for the receipt–free voting scheme is the proportion of voters
who are able to verify their vote in the tally. Keeping this proportion small limits the
number of voters for whom the scheme is not receipt free (those who are able to verify
their vote), whilst if the parameter is too small, the probability of the Election Authority
cheating undetectably increases.
Denote t as the number of voters permitted to verify their vote out of V voters, such that
t ≤ V . Assuming all permitted t voters follow the verification procedure and that the
Election Authority attempts to change n votes, the probability of detection may be defined
as:
pd = 1−
n−1∏
i=0
(
1−
t
V − i
)
For small n, small t and large V this may be approximated to
pd = 1− (1− t/V )
n
By example, consider a typical UK parliamentary election where 50,000 votes are cast
and where an Election Authority will attempt to change sufficient votes to overcome the
majority of the legitimate victor. As few as t = 1000 verifiers, would be required to act
as verifiers to provide a high probability of detecting cheating when the number of mis–
assigned votes was greater than 200. This would provide a random coercible population of
just 2% of the electorate for an attacker. The value of t could be chosen at the start of the
verification process, in agreement between the candidates and election officials.
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5.5.5 Polling Station Scheme
Section 5.5.4 described an adaptation to the mCESG scheme which provides a receipt free
voter verifiable vote checking mechanism for most voters. In some contexts, however,
providing a receipt-free voting scheme for all voters such as in certain public elections con-
texts where remote unsupervised voting is not permitted, is considered a more significant
requirement than providing a convenient remote voting system to enable higher participa-
tion.
In such circumstances, the mCESG scheme may be adapted to incorporate vote casting
in a supervised polling station environment. The use of a polling station with the scheme
provides a period of time in which secret information may be transferred from the Vendor
domain to a voter which is not visible to an external observer. The secret information may
be used by the voter to confirm that the Vendor domain has correctly processed their vote
without being able to prove the secret information to an external observer, since no receipt
with the secret from the Vendor domain is provided to the voter.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the setup for the polling station adaption of the mCESG scheme.
The voter enters the supervised voting environment, i.e. a polling station, and authenticates
themselves. The voter is provided with credentials of the same form as the mCESG scheme
and enters the booth from where they are able to observe a presentation of the contents of
the bulletin board. The voter votes in the same manner using the provided voting device
(Step 1). The Vendor domain receives the vote via an anonymous channel and forwards
the rid to the bulletin board, where the voter observes it from within the polling booth. If
the voter is satisfied that the correct rid has been published, they exit the polling booth,
deposit the credentials in a ballot box and exit the polling station. Later, the voter confirms
that the correct candidate name has been published next to the rid value they previously
viewed. If an incorrect rid value has been published, the voter may make a complaint to
the Vendor domain, requesting that their voting credentials be recovered from the ballot
box for inspection.
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Figure 5.15: Polling station adaptation of the mCESG scheme. The voter enters the supervised envi-
ronment, aquires their voting credentials and casts a vote on the voting device (1). The voting devices
sends the vid : pcin vote to the Vendor domain (2), which posts the rid value for the vote on a bulletin
board visible within the polling station (3). The voter checks that the correct rid value has been posted
on the bulletin board (4) and then deposits the voting credentials in a secure container (5). The voter
then leaves the polling station. Later, the voter can check that the correct candidate has been posted on
the bulletin board for the rid value of their vote (7,8). However, unlike the original mCESG scheme,
the voter cannot use the voting credentials to convince an attacker that the rid on the bulletin board is
for their vote.
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For some voting contexts, it may be considered desirable to separate the credential infor-
mation from the voter’s identity, prior to providing the voter with the credential document,
if the security of the ballot box is uncertain. This process, whilst not preventing correction
of an rid-candidate association on the bulletin board, protects the anonymity of the voter.
This process also does not prevent the voter requesting a correction to the bulletin board
via a proxy in order to protect their anonymity.
The use of a polling station for vote casting reduces the convenience of the mCESG scheme
in order to provide a receipt free vote verification mechanism. The use of the polling station
scheme may be necessary in contexts where the threat of voter coercion or vote buying is
considered greater than the potential for low participation due to inconvenience of attending
a polling station. A potential compromise between the original scheme and the polling sta-
tion adaption would be to provide both remote channels and polling station environments
over which vote casting may be undertaken. This compromise may be effective in circum-
stances where otherwise coerced voters are able to take advantage of the additional security
of the supervised environment. The precise choice of receipt free scheme will depend on
the requirements of the voting context in which the scheme operates.
5.5.6 Receipt Free Scheme 2
Section 5.5.4 describes an adaptation of the mCESG scheme which is receipt free for most
voters, leveraging the involvement of candidates in the checking procedure. The adaptation
is problematic since voters do not know prior to tallying whether they will need to check
their votes for correctness. Similarly, Section 5.5.5 describes a polling station adaptation
to the mCESG scheme which provides receipt freeness to all voters, at the cost of not
providing the useful properties (mobility, convenience) of a remote voting scheme. This
section discusses an adaptation to the mCESG scheme which provides a pollsterless remote
voting scheme which is receipt free. The disadvantage of the scheme to be presented is that
voters are required to vote n times in order to be assured with probability 1-1/2n that their
vote has been counted accurately.
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The intuition for the scheme adaptation is that voters engage in a multi-round cut and
choose protocol with the Vendor domain. The cut and choose protocol commits the Vendor
domain to either cheating the voter or processing their vote honestly, before the Vendor
learns if the voter wishes to decommit from and then check the value which the Vendor
has committed to. The Vendor is committed to the value not revealed to the Voter by
interactions with other, autonomous domains of the Election Authority. The last vote cast
by the voter (and not subsequently decommitted from) is taken as the voter’s choice.
The receipt free scheme adaptation described below thus takes its inspiration in particular
from the Neff cut and choose techniques and the Preˆt a` Voter scheme’s use of permutation
of candidates described in Section 2.5.4. The adaptation applies the cryptographic cut and
choose techniques of those schemes to the basic mCESG scheme.
The adaptation to the scheme does still retain the pollsterless property of the basic mCESG
scheme. However, voters are required to be able compute Chinese addition2 of one time
pads and encrypted rid values in order to be able to identify their rid on the bulletin board
when the Election Authority decommits from it. This requirement is greater than the es-
sentially computationless (from the voter perspective) mCESG scheme, but less than that
for conventional cryptographic protocols or the Malkhi et al scheme.
5.5.6.1 Voting Credentials
The voter receives a set of credentials as illustrated in Figure 5.16. The credentials are
similar to those for the basic mCESG scheme. However, rather than receiving a single
PCIN and RID value for each candidate, the voter receives N pairs of these values for each
candidate.
Voting is similar to that for the basic mCESG scheme. The voter chooses a candidate and
sends their VID number and one PCIN value for that candidate to the Vendor Domain.
2Additions of values are not carried to the left-ward column of digits.
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POLLING CARD
PCIN
16
91
67
...
84
60
72
…
89
36
18
...
RID
583
409
572
…
163
701
761
…
450
328
674
…
Voter Name:
VID
AliceJONES
4547 1290 3738 4571
42
30
24
…
15
12
27
…
50
12
94
…
712
147
835
…
480
932
127
…
492
671
109
…
SECURITY CARD
Candidates
Tea Party
Birthday Party
Dinner Party
Figure 5.16: Voting credentials of the cut and choose receipt free adaptation of the mCESG scheme.
The voter is supplied with N pairs of PCIN and RID credentials per candidate.
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Figure 5.17: Initiation of the cut and choose mCESG scheme adaptation. The domains of the mCESG
scheme interact to produce on the bulletin board a one time pad encrypted rid value, a set of m-1
encrypted values and a permutation of candidates against the rid and random values.
5.5.6.2 Vote Processing
To process vid : pcin messages received in the adaptation of the mCESG scheme, the Elec-
tion Authority incorporates two further domains denoted One Time Pad (OTP) Generator
and One Time Pad Escrow. Figure 5.17 illustrates the processing of vote messages by the
re-organised domains, omitting the Registration Officer, whose role is unchanged. Vote
processing is then as follows.
1. When a vote message is received the Vendor domain, the corresponding rid value is
calculated.
2. A set m − 1 random values of length lenrid is selected. The calculated rid value
from step 1 is appended to the set and the new set is then denoted rid′1...m. The set
is then randomly permuted and sent to the OTP generator. The result is that the OTP
Generator is unable to determine which member of rid′1...m is a genuine rid value.
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3. The Vendor domain sends a set of cid values to the Returning Officer, such that if the
voter used the kth pcin value generated for the voting credentials, then the kth cid
value generated for each of the candidates is passed to the Returning Officer. The
unused kth voting credentials are now invalid for further vote casting. The Returning
Officer thus does not know which cid value an rid value has been generated for.
4. The OTP Generator informs the Returning Officer which position on the bulletin
board to write details into.
5. The OTP Generator generates a one time pad otp values and xors these against each
rid′ value. The OTP Generator writes the resulting cipher texts to the bulletin board.
6. The OTP Generator sends the otp values to the OTP Escrow, but not the position on
the Bulletin Board for which they were used.
7. The Returning Officer offsets the list of candidate identities by a random value o1
and writes both this value and the permuted candidate identities to the bulletin board
in the lth location specified by the OTP Generator.
8. The Vendor domain announces it has received a new vote message for a particular vid
value and sends the current count of vote messages for that vid value to the bulletin
board. This prevents the Vendor domain ‘hoarding’ vote messages to see if the voter
will decommit votes.
At this stage in the protocol, the voter has registered a vote on the bulletin board, with their
receipt number for the vote encrypted under a one time pad and hidden in a permutation of
invalid receipts and votes. Figure 5.18 illustrates the state of the vote list area of the bulletin
board after the voter first casts a vote, assuming that the voter has used the credentials to
cast a vote for the Birthday party using the 1st pcin value.
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Offset = 1
otp ⊕ otp⊕ rid′ ⊕ rid′ = Candidate
⊕ 601474 ⊕ = Tea Party
⊕ 129023 ⊕ = Birthday Party
⊕ 376740 ⊕ = Dinner Party
Figure 5.18: State of the bulletin board after vote casting in the cut and choose adaptation of the
mCESG scheme. The diagram illustrates the lth entry on the bulletin board after the Election Author-
ity commits to a vote cast by a voter using the credentials illustrated in Figure 5.16.
5.5.6.3 Decommittment and Checking
Prior to the close of poll, the voter may choose to decommit from a previously cast vote,
confirm that the domains of the Election Authority did not attempt to cheat them and com-
mit to a new vote message. To do this the voter waits until their previous vote was ac-
knowledged (by the increase in vote count for their vid) and sends a new vote message
to the Vendor domain. The Vendor domain then requests that the OTP Generator indicate
which position on the bulletin board stored the previous vote. The OTP does this and writes
the otp values to the Bulletin Board. The voter is then able to decrypt each of the otp⊕ rid′
values, identify the genuine rid and determines that the correct candidate is offset by the
amount published by the Returning Officer from the rid value. The new vote message can
then be processed as normal. Figure 5.19 illustrates the state of the Bulletin Board after the
voter decommits from the vote recorded on the bulletin board in Figure 5.18.
5.5.6.4 Tallying
Following the end of voting, the choice of each voter needs to extracted from the bulletin
board without either violating the receipt freeness property of the scheme or permitting the
domains of the Election Authority to decommit from voter’s choice (and thus violate the
accuracy of the final tally). Figure 5.20 illustrates the interaction between the domains to
yield the votes cast. For each committed vote at the end of tallying, the Vendor domain
indicates the position of the genuine rid value. The OTP Generator then indicates the
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Offset = 1
otp ⊕ otp⊕ rid′ ⊕ = rid′ Canddidate
568909 ⊕ 601474 ⊕ = 169373 Tea Party
126798 ⊕ 129023 ⊕ = 245711 Birthday Party
756803 ⊕ 376740 ⊕ = 480163 Dinner Party
Figure 5.19: State of the bulletin board after a vote is decommitted in the cut and choose adaptation
of the mCESG scheme. The diagram illustrates the lth entry on the bulletin board after the Election
Authority decommits to a vote cast by a voter using the credentials illustrated in Figure 5.16.
location of the vote on the bulletin board. The OTP Escrow decrypts the non-genuine rid
values for the vote to demonstrate to the Vendor domain that the OTP Generator has not
attempted to cheat. The genuine rid value remains encrypted under it’s otp value to prevent
the voting credentials being employed as a receipt.
5.5.6.5 Summary
The scheme described above demonstrates the incorporation of techniques employed for
cryptographic voting schemes into a remote pollsterless voting scheme in order to yield
a receipt free adaptation. However, the scheme adaptation does imply some considerable
extra complexity for the voter. The voter is required to undertake multiple rounds of voting
to gain confidence that their vote is being recorded accurately. In addition, the voter must
be able to perform chinese addition in order to identify their vote on the bulletin board. It is
noted that pollsterless schemes are intended to limit the computation required of the voter.
However, the adaptation described here reflects both the flexibility of the basic mCESG
scheme, together with the compromises that must be acknowledged when selecting to use
particular adaptations.
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Figure 5.20: Tallying phase of the cut and choose adaptation to the mCESG scheme. The Vendor
domain commits to the location of rid values within uncommitted vote records on the bulletin board.
The OTP Generator also commits to a location for each vote the Vendor has now committed to. The
OTP Escrow reveals the random values for each vote to demonstrate to the Vendor domain that it has
not been cheated by the OTP Generator.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a novel class of pollsterless remote voting schemes by substan-
tially modifying and correcting a flawed existing scheme. The mCESG scheme retains
useful pollsterless properties of the CESG scheme whilst introducing extra useful proper-
ties including voter verifiability and undeniability. Further, the monolithic Setup module
of the CESG scheme formalisation was re-designed to provide protection of the associa-
tion between voters and votes within an Election Authority functionality distributed across
autonomous domains. A range of further adaptations to the basic mCESG scheme were
presented illustrating that mCESG represents a novel class of pollsterless remote voting
schemes.
Chapter 6
Evaluation of the mCESG Scheme
Overview
This chapter presents an evaluation of the mCESG scheme discussed in the previous chap-
ter. To present an evaluation of the mCESG scheme, a prototype of the basic mCESG
scheme is implemented. The implementation decisions describe in Section 6.2 illustrate
the distinction between a voting scheme and a voting system as discussed in the frame-
work proposed in Section 2.2. The evaluation considers the mCESG scheme using several
approaches including an evaluation of the scheme with respect to requirements discussed
in Chapter 3, a threat analysis of the scheme from a system implementation perspective,
similar to the analyses of ‘hybrid’ schemes discussed in [75, 124] and a user acceptance
study of the scheme employing videotaped activity scenario directed focus groups.
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described the mCESG pollsterless remote voting class of schemes
as a correction to the flawed CESG scheme [18]. Whilst the CESG scheme incorporated
desirable properties of pollsterless REV schemes, the mCESG scheme provides voter ver-
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ifiability and a distribution of setup parameters across autonomous domains. This chapter
is divided into sections as itemized below, providing an evaluation of the mCESG scheme
as proposed in the previous chapter. This chapter comprises several aspects:
• An implementation of the basic mCESG scheme as a demonstrable system. The im-
plementation is necessary in order to conduct a user-acceptance study and an analysis
of the scheme from a system perspective.
• An evaluation of the mCESG schemes with respect to the requirements described in
Chapter 3.
• A user acceptance study using videotaped scenarios and focus group response elic-
itation similar to Little et al [82]. The user acceptance study also notes informal
observations of user actions during live demonstrations of the system as a precursor
to further user acceptance evaluation.
• A threat analysis of the CESG scheme in terms of potential for collusion between
autonomous domains of the Election Authority.
The work presented here is not intended to provide a complete formal evaluation of the
mCESG scheme’s suitability for implementation in the UK public election context. Rather,
the evaluations presented are exploratory, illustrating known aspects of the UK require-
ments context which the schemes satisfy and identifying potential issues that must be con-
sidered in future adaptations to the mCESG scheme prior to implementation.
6.2 Prototype mCESG Scheme Implementation
This section describes the development of a prototype implementation of the mCESG poll-
sterless remote voting scheme as a remote electronic voting system. An initial step in the
evaluation process of the mCESG scheme was to develop a voting system which could be
employed for the various evaluation exercises and in particular, the user acceptance study.
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The prototype was developed in Java, since this language provides convenient support for
interactions within the Election Authority and between the voter and the election authority
and is a common choice for software development projects. There were several implemen-
tation issues to be considered with respect to the prototype mCESG system which impact
the evaluation studies described in later sections of this chapter. The design considerations
are discussed below.
6.2.1 Election Authority Implementation
Ideally, the four domains of the election authority should be implemented by independent
development teams in order to mitigate the risk of inter-domain collusion which violates
the purposes of task separation. However, for the practical purpose of implementing a
prototype architecture for each domain, a single implementation is sufficient. Initially, a
generic election authority domain was implemented to conduct the secure (permissible)
communication between domains. Secure communication was implemented using the Se-
cure Socket Layer implementation provided in the javax.net.ssl package of the Java
language SDK. Message handling was left un-specified in the generic domain implementa-
tion. Each domain of the election authority implemented specific message handling func-
tionality for that domain’s purpose. In order to communicate, domains were required to
mutually authenticate. Thus prior to an execution of the system, each domain needed to be
provided with the public key certificate of the domains to which it will send and receive
messages. This operation was deliberately left as a manual operation such that certificates
will be exchanged via courier or similar prior to initiation of communication.
The Registration Officer, Returning Officer and Vendor domains are required to generate
voting credential values using one-way hash functions. To implement this functionality, a
utility generator module which accepted arbitrary strings and generated hashes represented
as integer strings of required length was implemented. Generation of credential values
was implemented using the javax.crypto framework of the standard Java SDK. The
credential generation function was implemented independent of cryptographic hash algo-
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Figure 6.1: Gateway and Vendor domain interaction of the prototype mCESG system. A gateway
listener harvests votes from individual gateways.
rithm. The MD5 message digest algorithm was employed during development and testing,
although since MD5 is not a keyed algorithm this choice would not be appropriate for an
implementation of the scheme employed for live elections.
6.2.2 Provision of Available Voting Channels
To demonstrate the pollsterless property of the mCESG voting scheme, the Vendor domain
was implemented to collect votes from arbitary gateways. The particular gateways used to
collect votes could be specified during system configuration without modifying the Ven-
dor domain implementation. Figure 6.1 illustrates the architecture adopted for the Vendor
domain. The vendor initiates a gateway listener module with which available gateways
register.
The gateways implemented for the prototype were:
• A TCP socket listener. This gateway was most useful for early testing of the Vendor
domain functionality, since provision of a Socket gateway for demonstrations would
require voters to interact with the socket listener. To simulate large scale voting, a
VoteBot module was also implemented to collect credentials generated by the election
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authority and cast random votes on their behalf. The VoteBot interacted with socket
gateway in order to send votes back to the Vendor domain.
• Email - a simple POP server.
• Bluetooth serial port - A gateway which listened for serial connections on a port
used by a bluetooth adaptor on the gateway node. The gateway forwards received
messages to the socket gateway described above. The gateway was useful for live
demonstrations of the mCESG prototype system. A client user interface was imple-
mented for a PDA which simulated the functionality of a mobile phone interface.
The client user interface was implemented using the SuperWaba SDK [59].
• SMS messaging - implemented using Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
for a Nokia PCIMIA GSM phone card developed for the GLOSS project at the Uni-
versity of St Andrews[32]. Text messages could be sent to the gateway node via the
phone card from any SMS enabled mobile phone.
The Vendor domain interacts with the gateways via the listener module, which in turn in-
teracts with each type of gateway through a standardised interface. Thus, from the perspec-
tive of the Election Authority, the underlying channels through which votes are collected is
transparent.
6.2.3 Credential Generation and Delivery Format
The implementation of the mCESG scheme required the choice of a secure, authenticated
channel for communication of the voting credentials to a voter from the domains responsi-
ble for delivery. The system was designed to permit re-configuration of secure credential
channels without modification to the mCESG scheme. Channel implementation was un-
dertaken such that the same channel type could be used by either domain responsible for
credential delivery. Three channels were chosen for implementation, only one of which
constituted a secure authenticated channel:
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Figure 6.2: Secure stationary mock-up of the mCESG voting credentials. The credentials are printed to
card and then modified to convey the impression of secure stationary, similar to that used for payrolls.
The security card is modifed to give the appearance of a plastic card.
VoteBot delivery channel: This was implemented to send credentials to the VoteBot node
implemented to simulate a large number of voters. The channel was implemented us-
ing TCP sockets and enabled testing of the prototype against a large number of votes
cast without employing a larger number of testers. The VoteBot received votes from
the delivery channel and after a random delay period, cast a random vote constructed
from the credentials.
Email delivery channel This was used to conduct convenient demonstration elections with-
out excess waste of printed credentials. The email delivery channel is appropriate for
use in elections where security of credentials is less important than convenience in
order to facilitate participation. Voters were required to provide email addresses dur-
ing registration if this configuration was to be usable. Such a setup is useful for
demonstration elections, for example, like election of class representatives within
a university. The email delivery medium could be coupled with the email voting
channel described in Section 6.2.2
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(a) During Vote Casting (b) After Tallying
Figure 6.3: The mCESG prototype implementation bulletin board. The figure illustrates the bulletin
board as used during demonstrations both during vote casting and after tallying.
A printed delivery medium This was used for demonstration of the scheme during live
demonstrations where the security of the delivery channel needed to be emphasised.
The printed credentials were then modified to give the appearance of payroll sta-
tionary. Figure 6.2 illustrates the mocked-up credentials used in the user acceptance
study.
Recall that the prototype system was implemented for evaluation purposes. For the user
acceptance study described in Section 6.4 and for live demonstrations, the printed delivery
format provided usable props which conveyed the purpose of the credential delivery in a
secure, authenticated form.
6.2.4 Bulletin Board
To implement the bulletin board of the mCESG scheme, a simple web-page generator was
employed. The web-page listing all votes cast during the election was placed in a univer-
sally readable location on the node hosting the Vendor domain.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the bulletin board web page employed for the demonstrations of the
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scheme. When the election authority generates the list of votes cast after tallying, each
row of the tally on the web-page is colour coded by the candidate represented, allowing a
manual tally of votes to be computed more easily.
6.2.5 Hardware Configuration
Two configurations of the mCESG prototype implementation were developed. An initial
configuration of the system employed a single node to host all four domains of the election
authority and a single gateway. The gateway chosen listened for serial port connections
over which a PDA connected to the PC via Bluetooth. A software client on the PDA repre-
sented a mobile phone interface to simulate employing SMS messaging to cast a vote. The
single platform configuration allowed convenient development, testing and demonstration
of the system.
A second configuration of the mCESG prototype system was developed using five nodes to
host each of the four election authority domains and two gateways. In the second configu-
ration, two gateways were hosted on a single node, providing both an SMS and an SMTP
gateway. As per the design of the mCESG scheme the two gateway hosts forwarded mes-
sages to the Vendor domain separately. Since the domains of the election authority were
now operated on separate hosts, a procedure for transferring the public key certificates for
each domain was implemented.
Note that the prototype implementation was not modified between deployment in the two
alternative configurations. The configurations were also dynamic, such that additional gate-
ways could be initiated on further nodes without modification of the system itself. Con-
figuration of the Vendor would be modified to accommodate the additional gateway. The
configuration exploits the flexibility of the mCESG scheme design.
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6.3 Requirements Analysis
The purpose of this Section is to evaluate the mCESG scheme and its adaptations with
respect to the requirements discussed in Chapter 3 for the UK public election context.
The Section discusses the extent to which the prototype system fulfills the requirements
identified in Chapter 3.
1. The voting system must allow a vote to be cast from an unsupervised location.
The prototype implementation of the mCESG scheme demonstrates that voting may
be undertaken from remote locations, using simple networked devices.
2. The voting system must minimise the number of interactions required to cast a
vote.
To cast a vote, the voter must interact with the election authority once. The two step
adaptation to the scheme introduces an extra interaction such that a voter requests
voting credentials, authenticates and then casts a vote in order that the experience of
voting is comparable to that in the existing UK voting system. To verify a vote, the
voter must interact with the Vendor domain of the mCESG scheme two further times.
3. The voting system must allow vote casting to occur via a range of channels in
order to increase accessibility by a range of votes.
The prototype implementation of the mCESG scheme demonstrates that votes may
be cast over multiple channels. The channels implemented are SMS, email, Blue-
tooth serial port (for simulation of SMS) and TCP socket (for testing purposes).
Demonstrations of voting were conducted using a PDA device communicating over
Bluetooth, whilst the user acceptance study used an SMS channel for voting.
4. The voting system must not require a voter to possess special purpose equipment
in order to cast a vote.
The simple protocol of the scheme permits votes to be cast over a range of channels.
Votes may be cast using a mobile phone equipped with SMS messaging, or from an
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email account. No special purpose equipment are required for this purpose.
5. A voting system must permit voters to express an unordered selection of options,
within some maximum, as a vote in a Referendum SP or Closed List electoral
system.
The basic mCESG scheme permits a single option to be selected as a preference.
The adaptation to the scheme described in Section 5.5.1 permits a voter to express a
vote as several options selected from a proposal. The size of the vote is linear in the
number of options selected.
6. A voting system shall allow a voter to express a vote as an ordered selection of
options within some maximum defined by the electoral system.
The adaptation to the basic mCESG scheme described in Section 5.5.2 permits a
voter to express a vote as several ordered options selected from a proposal. The size
of the vote is linear in the number of options selected.
7. A voting system shall allow a voter to express two votes in a mixed member
electoral system, as two unordered votes.
Provision of credentials for the two separate SP votes as implemented in the basic
mCESG scheme may be employed to accommodate a mixed member electoral sys-
tem. The credentials may still be delivered as for the one SP electoral system.
8. An external observer of the voting system must not be able to associate a vote
with a voter except when authorised by an election court judge, in parallel to
the existing UK voting system.
The secrecy requirements described in Section 3.4 adopts the threat model associated
with postal voting for the UK context, that is, a voter will not cooperate with an
attacker in order to demonstrate how they voted. The mCESG scheme fulfills this
requirement, in that, providing that the voter does not share their credentials with
an attacker, the attacker will not be able to learn the choice a voter makes. The
credentials remain a secret shared between the voter and collectively the domains of
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the Election Authority. This property holds even if the voter’s vote is intercepted
during communication to the Election Authority, as opposed to the existing postal
voting system.
9. An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the value of
a vote prior to the end of voting.
This requirement refers to the inability of an external observer to learn a partial on-
going tally of results prior to the end of voting. If an observer could learn partial
results, voters who had not yet participated may be influenced differently from vot-
ers who have already cast their vote. The mCESG scheme maintains the storage of
votes and the candidate identities they correspond to separately until after tallying.
The tallying operation itself requires cooperation between the Vendor and Return-
ing Officer domains, such that a partial tally of results cannot be revealed without
collusion between these domains during tallying.
10. An external observer of the voting system must not be able to learn the aggregate
or partial aggregate of votes prior to the end of voting.
The fulfillment of this requirement follows from the previous. Further, since all
candidate identity values stored by the vendor are unique, the Vendor is not able to
produce an anonymous tally without the collusion of the Registration Officer. An
anonymous tally is of use to an attacker since results from successive elections may
change only marginally, enabling an observer with access to a partial tally to associate
each tally with a particular candidate.
11. The voting system must permit a vote to be traced to a voter identity under
parallel circumstances to the existing UK voting system.
Under normal operation a vote cannot be associated with a voter because voter iden-
tities are stored by the Registration Officer domain and not used for the processing of
votes. However, in circumstances where the Vendor cooperates with the Registration
Officer, a vote cast using a particular set of credentials may be identified and removed
from the bulletin board of the mCESG scheme. In circumstances where several votes
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are identified as being cast fraudulently, votes may be removed anonymously (if de-
sirable) from the bulletin board, since the Returning Officer may indicate to the Ven-
dor the VID values of votes to be removed, rather than the identities of the voters
themselves.
12. A list of voters participating in an election must be published after the an-
nouncement of results.
The mCESG scheme specifies that the Vendor domain provide the Registration Of-
ficer domain with a list of VID values of votes cast. The corresponding identities of
voters are then published by the Returning Officer, without linking individual votes
to voters.
13. The voting system must accurately record the choice intentions of the voter.
The prototype implementation of the mCESG voting scheme does not permit voters
to spoil their votes, that is record a vote which is not valid for a candidate. The
scheme does provide a voter with the ability to cast an incorrect vote by sending
the wrong candidate number to the Election Authority. The scheme does however
provide voters with the opportunity to check that the correct receipt value for their
candidate has been published prior to votes being tallied.
14. The voting system must permit voters to confirm their choice at some point prior
to final committment to the vote.
The scheme does however provide voters with the opportunity to check that the cor-
rect receipt value for their candidate has been published and later that the correct
candidate is published next to that receipt value after vote casting is complete.
15. The voting system must store all votes cast without modification prior to tally-
ing.
The accurate storage of votes prior to tallying is dependent upon the implementation
of the secure bulletin board assumed for the mCESG scheme as a secure authenti-
cated broadcast channel. If the bulletin board is not secure then the Vendor domain
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is able to publish and then revoke receipt values prior to tallying. The prototype im-
plementation of the voting scheme itself does not implement the bulletin board in
a secure manner. However, Section 7.2.1 discusses how the bulletin board may be
implemented in a distributed manner within the existing UK voting system infras-
tructure to prevent revocation by the Vendor.
16. The tally of votes must be accurate with respect to votes stored.
The mCESG scheme publishes the values of individual votes permitting external
observers to verify the accuracy of the corresponding tally with respect to the rules
of the relevant electoral system.
6.4 User Acceptance Study
This section describes a user acceptance study conducted as part of the evaluation of the
mCESG prototype system. The study was undertaken in conjunction with psychologists
at the University of Northumbria’s Psychological Aspects of Communications Technology
(PACT) laboratory. Design of the videotaped scenario described in Section 6.4.3 was un-
dertaken by the author, whilst the organisation of focus groups and analysis of results was
provided by psychologists at the PACT laboratory. The author also participated in the cate-
gorisation of focus group participants and the conduct of focus groups themselves under the
supervision of psychologists at the PACT laboratory. As this thesis has discussed and this
study illustrates, the investigation of voting systems requires interdisciplinary expertise.
6.4.1 Motivation
A substantial amount of work has been undertaken into user-perceptions of remote elec-
tronic voting (REV) systems. A study for the UK Office of the e-Envoy investigated user
perceptions towards electronic voting systems in general, noting that introducing new tech-
nologies into democratic structures met with only modest enthusiasm, the use of electronic
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voting was seen as more relevant than electronic participation systems [27]. In addition the
study found anecdotal evidence to suggest that voters were more interested in e-voting once
the various channels had been discussed. Oostveen investigated voter’s understanding of
the security properties of voting systems [108]. The study noted that voters are willing to
accept statements from voting client pollsters that their vote has been successfully collected
without requiring demonstrable evidence to support the statement [108, 109].
The study of the mCESG scheme presented here is believed to be novel, since there has not
been a published study that investigates voters’ acceptance of pollsterless voting scheme
which permit highly mobile voting (voting can take place on any connected device and
in any public location) and also permits voters to confirm that their vote has correctly
contributed to a tally of votes. In addition, we are not aware of previous uses of scenario-
directed focus groups for evaluation of voting schemes, although ‘think aloud’ techniques
[143] have been employed to evaluate the interfaces of DRE machines [6].
Whilst the desirability of receipt-freeness has been asserted as a desirable property for
cryptographic voting schemes, that desirability has not been tested, and it is noteworthy
that the existing UK remote voting system, postal voting, permits a voter to construct a
receipt for their vote (by photocopying the paper ballot, or transferring the paper ballot to
an attacker) and the system is used satisfactorily and regularly for UK public elections.1
The study presented here investigated whether the voter is able to understand why the
information presented to them constitutes evidence that their vote has been counted and also
whether the provision of evidence is considered valuable by voters. The study therefore
constitutes an exploratory evaluation which establishes qualitative results based on the
responses of participants, rather than a validation evaluation, which would place a greater
emphasis on quantitative data.
1Disputes have arisen from the use of postal voting in the UK, including Hackney in 1998 and Birmingham
in 2004 [87]
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6.4.2 Demonstration
As a preliminary exercise before conducting the full user acceptance study, the mCESG
prototype implementation was employed in live demonstrations. The exercise provided
an opportunity to identify issues that would be raised in the scenario directed focus group
exercises described below.
The mCESG prototype was configured to the single node version described in the previous
section, using the Bluetooth connected PDA to simulate mobile phone SMS telephony
functionality. The bulletin board was displayed on an overhead projector in a laboratory,
such that users could cast a vote and observe the results in one location. The VoteBot
module of the prototype was employed to simulate a larger number of voters for each user.
The demonstration occurred over two days, the first day to members of the School of Com-
puter Science at the University of St Andrews and the second to members of the public
invited to the School for an open day. Users were provided with a brief explanation of
the motivation for the system, emphasising the inconvenience of attending a polling sta-
tion, and an explanation of how to vote. Each user was provided with a mocked up, pre-
assembled voting credential and invited to use the PDA to cast a vote. The bulletin board
displayed on the projector could then be monitored for checking purposes. The users were
free to discuss the voting system with demonstrators.
One particular phenomenon from the live demonstrations was the tendency of users to
attempt to send their VID value to the election authority by itself, rather than concatenated
to a PCIN value. The explanation for this behaviour is that a user in the UK voting context
expects voting to be a two-step process, with authentication followed by choice expression.
The motivation for the two-step adaptation to the mCESG scheme described in Section
5.5.3 is now clear. An aspect of this potential for two step voting is that the number of
interactions to vote increases, that is the complexity increases from the voter’s perspective,
although the adaptation aids usability.
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6.4.3 Study Design
The user acceptance study was undertaken within a broader investigation by the PACT Lab-
oratory of psychological aspects of online privacy and trust. The study employed video-
taped scenarios in order to direct focus group discussion to elicit responses.
The initial objective of the study was to develop a videotaped scenario which captures the
issues described in the previous section with respect to the prototype mCESG system as
implemented. To begin this process a storyboard consisting of three scenes divided into
thirteen images and captions was developed. The three scenes illustrate three phases of
an election in the UK from a voter’s perspective - registration, vote casting and tallying.
The registration phase is unrelated to the prototype mCESG system itself, but is included
to provide the focus groups with a complete scenario. The registration phase illustrates the
voter filling her personal details (name, address etc) into a web-form. The second, vote
casting scene, covers the voter receiving and compiling voting credentials as described
in Section 6.2 and the casting of a vote using SMS messaging on a mobile phone as the
communication channel in a public location. The voter also uses a computer located in an
office to complete the first vote checking phase during this scene. The final scene of the
scenario illustrates the online vote tallying and checking procedure. Appendix A illustrates
the storyboard that was developed for the mCESG scenario.
Once the storyboard had been finalised, a script for the scenario was generated, describing
the voter’s behaviour and actions during the three scenes. The script was then passed to
a media production company, which reduced the volume in order to complete the three
scenes within a shorter period of time. The revised, summarised script was then approved
before being filmed by the production company employing professional actors.
The procedure for initiation and conduct of the focus groups is as described in [83] and
summarised here for completeness. 304 participants from the Newcastle upon Tyne region
were divided into 38 focus groups (ranging in size from 4 to 12 people). Participants were
categorised in terms of:
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• Age
• Gender
• Disability
• Level of educational achievement
• Technical stance (technically knowledgeable and also attitude towards technology
use).
Participants were allocated to focus groups as a result of this categorisation in order to
encourage discussion. Prior to attending the focus group, participants were provided with
information as to the project’s objectives.
Each focus group session lasted ninety minutes and covered four different scenarios (e-
voting, shopping, health and finance), of which the e-voting scenario was first. The sce-
narios were shown to the focus group first, followed by a discussion on each of the topics,
directed by a moderator who was a member of the PACT laboratory. Each focus group
was tape recorded and the ensuing conversations later transcribed. The transcripts then
underwent qualitative analysis and open coded, identifying several categories of opinion.
6.4.4 Results
Table 6.1 summarises focus group responses to the videotaped scenario which they viewed.
The focus groups were aggregated into three classifications by the PACT psychologists -
non-technical experience, technical experience and a separate disabled group. The non-
technical and technical groups were further sub-divided according to level of education
(low and high) reached. The categories listed for responses are grouped in terms of social
trust/security and privacy issues.
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6.4.4.1 Social Issues
Exclusion Refers to the potential for some societal groups to be unable to use the voting
system.
Social Interaction The desirability of communal properties of polling station voting sys-
tems.
Social/Moral consequences. Whether the mCESG system would trivialise voting or re-
duce sense of responsibility for the democratic process.
Convenience Whether the scheme permits voters ‘with busy lives’ to participate in voting.
Encourage young voters Whether the participants thought the viewed system would im-
prove participation amongst younger voters.
Mobility The advantage of not having to attend a polling station to vote, which is related
to convenience.
Motivation Whether the voting system viewed by participants would reduce the likelihood
of participation, which is related to the question of social/moral consequences.
6.4.4.2 Trust
Security That the system does not appear secure, and therefore reduces trust.
Verification Whether the ability to verify a vote as having been counted was appreciated
and trusted.
6.4.4.3 Privacy Concerns
Informational Refers to whether participants were comfortable with personal information
and voting intention being processed electronically.
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Topic
Technical Non-Technical Disabled
ParticipantsLow High Low High
Social Issues
Exclusion - - - - -
Social Interaction - - - - -
Social/Moral Values - - -
Convenience + + + +
Encourage young voters + + +
Mobility + + + + +
Motivation - - -
Trust
Security - - - - -
Verification - -/+ + -/+
Privacy Concerns
Informational - - - - -
Physical - - - - -
Tracking/Anonymity - - - - -
Table 6.1: Results of the mCESG user acceptance study. The table categories positive and negative re-
actions to videotaped scenario of the mCESG scheme from focus groups. Focus groups are categorised
according to technical experience and level of educational achievement, as well as including separate
information on a group of disabled participants. Reactions are grouped by social, trust and privacy
issues. A ‘+’ indicates the focus group gave a positive response on a category. A ‘-’ indicates that the
group gave a negative response on a category. ‘+/-’ indicates that both positive and negative issues were
discussed by the group. No symbol indicates that a topic was not raised by a group.
Physical Whether voting in public locations was a concern in terms of privacy, which is
related to the desirability of mobility and convenience.
Tracking/Anonymity Refers to concerns as to whether a voter’s choices could be tracked
via an electronic voting system.
The results illustrate a mixture of reactions to the scenario, from positive, to mixed and
negative, with some groups not raising some of the issues at all. As discussed in the de-
sign of the study, the conversation between participants was not heavily constrained by the
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discussion moderator. As such, the recurrence of themes across groups is in itself, inter-
esting, since this suggests the system raises similar issues from all participants. The video-
taped scenario elicited positive responses primarily for the usability aspects of the voting
scheme, notably the mobility and convenience, although all focus groups noted concern
about whether some groups would be excluded from voting by the system. This perhaps
reflects the fact that the scenario did not suggest that multiple voting channels were envis-
aged, of which mobile phone voting was just one. Participants also raised concerns about
the ‘behind the scenes’ processing of personal information and the security of the infras-
tructure. The occurrence of these topics is interesting, since the scenario did not discuss
directly how voter information was handled to ensure privacy and security, but instead fo-
cused on usability and verifiability aspects. The concerns raised by the participants suggest
that the implementation of voting schemes will need to be accompanied by explanation as
to the reasons voters should accept voting systems as secure.
In addition to the responses categorised as positive and negative, several other topics were
raised with respect to the voting system which can be considered to be assertions as to
the desirable properties for a voting system, rather than a specific comment on the system
proposed
Transparency The inner workings of the voting system should be demonstrable, it shouldn’t
be possible to mask inner workings. This was a desire raised by the high-education/
technical focus group.
(De-)Centralisation The control of the voting system should be de-centralised to prevent
abuse. The raising of this issue suggests an intuitive public understanding of depend-
ability issues and the importance of distributing trust.
Control and choice An issue raised by several focus groups was the importance of users
retaining control of the right to choose who to vote for. The discussion of this is-
sue amongst focus groups is interesting from the perspective of pollster/pollsterless
voting schemes. As discussed in Chapter 4, pollsterless, verifiable voting schemes
permit a voter to determine (if the voter understands the verification mechanism)
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directly that their choice has been reflected by a voting system. Conversely, crypto-
graphic voting schemes require the voter to give their choice to a pollster which votes
on their behalf, and thus the voter does not directly retain control of their choice. The
discussion of this issue in the context of a pollsterless voting scheme, therefore sug-
gests potential for future research on the topic of vote verifiability and voter trust.
6.4.5 Summary
The user acceptance study presented in the preceding section was undertaken to explore
responses to the mCESG scheme prototype implementation and also investigate voter atti-
tudes to the use of a vote verification mechanism for pollsterless voting schemes. provided
results which suggested both positive and negative responses to the videotaped scenario
viewed by participants. Participants expressed serious concerns about the security of elec-
tronic storage of personal information, including political choices. Conversely, the results
of this exploratory study suggest the participants appreciate the potential for a convenient
and mobile voting systems. Most interestingly, the study provides evidence that the ability
to verify that a vote has been counted is both understood and appreciated.
6.5 Threat Analysis
This section discusses some potential threats to the mCESG prototype system, resulting
from both the design of the scheme itself and also the implementation choices discussed in
Section 6.2.
6.5.1 Domain Collusion Analysis
Table 6.2 summarises the potential for attacks should two domains choose to collude with
one another. The table also includes blind vote stuffing, a possible attack should the Vendor
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domain alone choose to behave maliciously. The types of attack possible under collusion
for an attacker in control of two domains are described below, together with the steps in
the vote casting process which is attacked, as discussed in Section 2.3.1 and illustrated in
Figure 2.3.
False Voter Registration The attacker is able to use the initiation procedure to generate
credentials for non-franchised voter identities. The attack occurs on the Initiation
phase of the accuracy model described in Section 2.3.1. The attack is made more
difficult to perform in the prototype implementation since a list of participating voters
is published for review. The list permits checks to be made on the eligibility of voters
to participate in the election.
Blind Vote Stuffing The attacker is able to cast extra votes but is not able to tell who the
extra votes were cast for. This is an attack on Vote Casting. The attack is unreliable
since:
• A large number of stuffed votes will need to be cast, raising the possibility of
detection.
• The attack provides all candidates with an equal opportunity of winning, as-
suming stuffed votes are cast uniformly for all candidates.
• The lack of anonymity in the scheme enables voters to challenge when votes
have been cast on their behalf.
Intelligent Vote Stuffing The attacker is able to cast extra votes and is able to determine
the candidate being voted for. This is an attack on Vote Casting. The attacker uses
credentials of non-participating voters to add extra votes to the final tally. The attack
is more powerful than the Blind Vote Stuffing, since the attacker may target votes on
their preferred candidate. However, unless the attack is combined with Early Tally
Leak, the attacker does not know how many extra votes to cast.
Early Tally Leak The attacker is able to obtain an on-going tally of results. This is a
violation of secrecy in the UK public election context, rather than accuracy.
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Registration
Officer
Returning
Officer
Vendor Electoral
Commission
Registration
Officer
Register extra
voters
None VS,
Intelligent
BBS
VS,
Intelligent
BBS
Returning
Officer
None Intelligent
BBS
Leak early
tally
None
Vendor Blind BBS None
Electoral
Commis-
sion
None
Table 6.2: The table illustrates potential attacks that may occur under circumstances where one do-
main or two domains of the Election Authority choose to collude to perform an attack. The table
denotes blind ballot box stuffing (Blind BBS) where an attacker is able to cast extra votes, but not
know who those votes are cast for; violate secrecy (VS) where an attacker is able to determine the
voter ↔ rid ↔ candidate association; and intelligent ballot box stufffing (Intelligent BBS) in which an
attacker is able to cast votes whilst knowing the value of those votes.
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Voter Privacy Violation Permits an attacker to determine the choice of candidate a voter
made.
The CESG election authority was deliberately distributed into autonomous domains in or-
der to prevent the attacks discussed above from occurring. With the exception of Blind Vote
Stuffing and False Voter Registration, the attacks described require the collusion of two do-
mains in order to operate and the limitations of the no-collusion attacks are described above.
The distributed domain approach yields better properties than the monolithic Election Au-
thority proposed for the CESG scheme, since collusion is required for the more serious
attacks.
It may be noted that collusion between the Vendor and any other domain in the election
authority is a particular source of vulnerabilities. Section 7.2 in the next chapter examines
potential adaptations to the Vendor domain in order to mitigate this potential threat.
6.5.2 Denial of Service
The mCESG prototype implementation is vulnerable to both internal and external Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks. A DoS attack prevents some service operating, typically through
the prevention of access to some necessary resource. The target and consequences of a DoS
attack varies in the mCESG prototype implementation. This section describes the potential
attacks.
Internal DoS attacks refer to domains of the election authority which do not function as
intended. Internal DoS may occur during:
Initiation During initiation, all the domains collude in order to generate and deliver voting
credentials. The current implementation is dependent on all the domains operating
in order for initiation to be successful.
Vote casting The Vendor domain may choose to ignore vid : pcin values received via the
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gateway, although unless collusion occurs with the Returning Officer domain, the
attacker is not able to determine whether it is refusing useful votes or not.
Tallying The Vendor domain or the Returning Officer domain may refuse to collaborate to
produce the final tally of results.
Alternatively, DoS attacks may originate out with the election authority, either through in-
terception of voting credentials, if the secure, authenticated assumptions of the delivery
channel are violated; or during Vote Casting, through the prevention of vote transmission
via advertised channels. An attacker may either flood voting channels with a large number
of incorrect vote values, or alternatively damage the infrastructure on which voting chan-
nels may depend. Section 7.2 discusses the potential for adapting the basic mCESG scheme
to improve resistance to DoS attacks.
6.5.3 Voting Channels
The implicit design assumption of the vote casting channels is that a voter’s identity cannot
be extrapolated from the channel on which they cast a vote. However, the reliability of the
assumption depends on either:
• the gateway implementations functioning honestly and not colluding with the vendor
domain by providing traffic information associated with a vote which may identify
a voter such as email address, or mobile phone number. This risk is mitigated by
the use of simple devices (enabled by the pollsterless scheme), since voters are not
required to use devices associated with themselves in order to vote.
• the proportion of voters using channels with which they are not normally associ-
ated. Voters who choose to vote via SMS, may use another mobile phone; votes cast
via email may be sent from temporary email accounts set up by the voter for that
purpose only or use an anonymous remailer to send the email; votes cast using touch
tone telephony is performed on a public kiosk telephone, rather than the voter’s home
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or office phone. This ability to use virtually any networked device to vote is associ-
ated with the pollsterless property of the mCESG scheme, rather than the underlying
implementation.
Whilst educational efforts might be used to encourage voters to use a range of potential
devices to cast a vote, a direct alternative may be to modify the operation of the Gateway
Handler such that it operates outwith the Vendor domain and as an anonymous channel.
6.5.4 Credential Delivery
For the mCESG scheme, the secure, authenticated channel between the election authority
delivery domains and the voter is necessary to ensure that the voter’s vote remains private
and that an external attacker is unable to cast a vote on the voter’s behalf. If the properties
of the delivery channel are violated, an attacker may choose to either allow the voter to
vote, in order to surreptiously learn their choice, or alternatively cast a vote on the voter’s
behalf.
Although the division of credential delivery into two tasks is primarily intended to prevent
vote stuffing and privacy violations by the election authority, an additional benefit is that
an external attacker is required to violate the properties of two delivery channels in order
to obtain access to the voter’s credentials.
The use of tamper-evident stationary for credential delivery provides a reasonable imple-
mentation of a non-electronic secure, authenticated delivery channel, since the voter may
detect that the privacy of their credentials has been violated and request fresh credentials or
else, resort to a polling station voting system. The use of less secure delivery channels may
be appropriate where the inconvenience or expense of employing secure payroll stationary
is unjustified. We note the common use of email to deliver usernames and passwords to
users for non-security critical accounts, for example.
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6.5.5 Bulletin Board Implementation
The bulletin board implemented for the prototype mCESG system, is rather primitive, since
it lacks mechanisms to prevent the Vendor from retracting rid values once published. Note
that this is a vulnerability of the implementation, rather than the scheme, since the scheme
assumes the presence of a secure bulletin board as a universal broadcast channel in common
with a range of existing cryptographic voting schemes.
6.6 Summary
In order to evaluate the mCESG scheme it was necessary to construct a demonstrable pro-
totype implementation, the features of which are discussed in Section 6.2. The evaluation
of the mCESG scheme provides a formal consideration of the schemes suitability for use
in the UK public election context; a threat analysis of collusions between domains within
the election authority and a user acceptance study incorporating both live demonstrations
and a focus group study using videotaped scenarios. The various evaluations raise further
issues for study which are discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 7
Future Research Directions
Overview
The preceding chapters formalised, adapted, implemented and evaluated the mCESG scheme
as a prototype voting system. This chapter examines some future research possibilities that
arise from the evaluation of the mCESG prototype system.
7.1 Introduction
As the framework and context survey described in Chapter 2 illustrate, the field of voting
systems is necessarily diverse, with on-going work investigating the requirements, voting
schemes and implemented systems for a multitude of contexts. The contribution of this
work has been an exposition of a new, pollsterless class of remote voting schemes, together
with a prototype electronic voting system implementation, within the discussed framework.
Pollsterless remote voting schemes are a relatively new and publicly untested approach
to achieving the requirements of the public election context. Pollsterless schemes which
provide voter verifiability have not been employed for elections in the United Kingdom.
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The sections of this chapter are structured as follows. In Section 7.2 the limitations of
the mCESG scheme and implementation identified in Chapter 6 are reviewed and possible
improvements to the scheme are proposed. Section 7.3 discusses the prospect of conducting
pilots for various contexts using the mCESG REV scheme. The nature of the proposed
future work is necessarily speculative, however, the proposed topic areas do provide a
feasible outline for a substantial research agenda.
7.2 Further Adaptations to the mCESG Scheme and Im-
plementation
Chapter 6 identified several limitations of the mCESG scheme and prototype implementa-
tion. To remedy such limitations, either the mCESG scheme must be extended through the
incorporation of an adaptation further to those described in Section 5.5, or else the imple-
mentation decisions made for the prototype system must be re-evaluated for suitability and
other potential candidates investigated.
When proposing further adaptations to the mCESG scheme, consideration must be made
of the consequences of the adaptation for the fundamental pollsterless properties of the
scheme (verifiability and mobility), together with an examination of the potential conflict
between multiple adaptations being incorporated into the scheme simultaneously. Whilst
several individual adaptations were investigated in Section 5.5, the prospect of combining,
say, the receipt free and ordinal adaptation was not investigated. Whilst the ease of adap-
tation of the mCESG scheme demonstrates its considerable flexibility and thus potential
suitability for a diversity of contexts the potential conflict between multiple adaptations is
uninvestigated and represents by itself a considerable research topic of interest
This section examines three potential adaptations to the mCESG scheme which remedy
limitations identified in the system evaluation in Chapter 6. In Section 7.2.1, a proposal for
implementation of the secure bulletin board without employing extensive cryptography is
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proposed. In Section 7.2.2 a consideration is made of the prospect of re-implementing the
Vendor domain in a manner which mitigates the potential for collusion between domains
as discussed in Section 6.5.1. Finally, Section 7.2.3 examines a strategy for mitigating the
potential for external denial of service attacks affecting high risk voting contexts.
7.2.1 Distributed Bulletin Board
A limitation of the mCESG implementation identified in Chapter 6 is the primitive imple-
mentation of the bulletin board. The formalisation mCESG scheme assumes the availability
of the bulletin board as a universally accessible, secure broadcast channel, such that mes-
sages written to the bulletin board are accessible by all participants in an election. The use
of such a artifact prevents the Vendor domain attempting to later deny messages it wrote to
the board, the rid values and candidate identities. However the precise form of the bulletin
board is left unspecified in the formalisation.
An implementation of the bulletin board for the prototype mCESG system employs a web-
page server for the role. The prototype is an unsatisfactory implementation of the scheme,
since the Vendor domain is able to edit the web page published as desired. The web page
publishing mechanism serves only as a suitable demonstration medium for the bulletin
board, whilst a more secure approach is required for any pilots of the mCESG scheme.
To improve the mCESG scheme it is proposed that an implementation of the bulletin board
be specified as a component of the scheme. The bulletin board could be implemented with-
out cryptographic techniques employed to ensure the accuracy of the board, since the bul-
letin board is only required to commit to rid values which the Vendor domain publishes.
As such, it is proposed that several autonomous domains out with the election authority
monitor the values published by the election authority. The domains could represent me-
dia organisations which currently provide a similar informal role in the UK public election
context by relaying results of elections as they are announced. Alternatively, the Vendor
domain could be required to establish secure channels to several domains nominated by
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candidates or other interested parties in the election. Each domain could maintain a list of
rid values it has observed. Further, selected domains could conduct further communica-
tion between each other to check for discrepancies between sets of rid values provided to
different domains. Voters may choose to check the presence of their rid value on a set of
the domains which they trust such as sympathetic parties or trusted media outlets.
7.2.2 Distributed Domain Implementation
The collusion analysis described in Section 6.5.1 noted the potential for vulnerabilities to
emerge in the mCESG scheme should the Vendor domain in particular become corrupted
and co-opt one other domain in the election authority to participate in an attack. Further,
the Vendor domain is particularly capable of performing an internal denial of service attack,
either during initiation, vote casting or the tallying phase of the mCESG scheme. Under
such circumstances the mCESG election authority reverts to the properties of the flawed,
monolithic architecture proposed for the CESG scheme.
The design of the election authority in the mCESG scheme is a deliberate attempt to model
the infrastructure of elections in the UK, the context for which the scheme is designed. The
scheme deliberately does not attempt to incorporate a security parameter in terms of the
number of corrupt election authorities required to violate secrecy or the accuracy of tally,
as is the approach of a number of cryptographic schemes [9, 71, 94]. Such an approach
requires the availability of sufficient independent organisations to host the domains, whilst
the mCESG scheme is designed to operate in parallel with the UK’s existing public election
voting system. Each domain in the mCESG scheme has a corresponding organisation able
to host it and each domain is labelled to indicate the appropriate host.
However, the Vendor domain of the election authority is the anomaly to the motivation
described above, since the UK infrastructure does not prevent the possibility of multiple
Vendor domains being implemented within the election authority. Such an approach might
have two potential advantages if only a subset of functioning Vendor domains are required
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to operate, as:
• multiple Vendor domains provides a parameter for the difficulty of performing a
successful internal DoS attack from the Vendor domain in terms of the proportion of
Vendors that must be corrupted in order to prevent correct voting credentials reaching
a voter. An election organiser is able to utilise the services of sufficient k Vendor
domains to prevent the DoS attack from successfully operating.
• an attacker would need to corrupt some sub-set of the Vendor domains in order to
conduct vote stuffing attacks.
The first advantage of employing multiple Vendor domains may be obtained through the
use of multiple identical Vendors. The set of Vendor domains must agree on a common key
set for the generation of credentials, for example using a key agreement protocol [90]. The
initiating domains of the election authority, Registration and Returning Officer, pass initia-
tion values to all k Vendor domains. Each Vendor computes the values required of them and
returns these to the delivery domains, the Registration Officer and Electoral Commission.
The problem of identifying correct output values if some domains differ is then equivalent
to the Byzantine Generals problem [79].
To obtain the second advantage of employing multiple Vendors to prevent vote stuffing
attacks, it is necessary to divide up the responsibility of Vendors between credgen-Vendors
which compute credential values and publishers-Vendors which interact with the bulletin
board to publish credentials. In this scenario, gateways forward voting credentials to all
k credential generators. Each credential generator produces an rid value for the received
vote and forwards the value to the publisher-Vendors. The publisher Vendors agree, again
using Byzantine general techniques, when a credential has been received from sufficient
credgen-Vendors to be published. Figure 7.1 illustrates the combination of two approaches
described here for distributing the role of the Vendor domain.
Potentially, employing multiple domains might also be useful to prevent violations of vote
secrecy, as distribution of Vendor domains reduce the potential for intelligent vote stuffing
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Figure 7.1: Distributed Vendor domain architecture. The diagrams illustrate credential generation
and the collection of votes in the revised mCESG scheme. The single Vendor domain of the mCESG
scheme is distributed into k credgen-vendors and k publisher-vendors domains. During credential
generation, the initiating domains pass input values to all vendor domains, which in turn send outputs
to the delivery domains. In the event of a discrepency, the delivery domains then adopt a policy to
decide which received credentials to employ. During vote casting the gateways which collect votes,
forward voting values to each of the k credgen-vendor domains, which in turn pass rid values to all of
the k publisher-vendor domains. The publisher domains then employ Byzantine General strategies to
decide when sufficient credgen-vendors have announced receipt of a particular vote before publishing
that receipt.
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attacks, from within the Vendor domain. However, such an adaptation would require the
use of more complex cryptographic techniques such that no single Vendor domain obtains
the complete set of voter credentials for any one voter. This might be achieved using
secure multi-party computation techniques similar to that adopted in [85], for example,
although an implication of this approach is that a voter may be required to assemble a
voting credential from n > 2 rather than at present 2 components and as such may be
impractical.
7.2.3 Distributed Election Scheme
The threat analysis conducted in Section 6.5.2 noted that the mCESG scheme is vulnerable
to DoS attacks, both internal attacks originating from malfunctioning or malicious domains
of the election authority, or from external attacks which disable available voting channels,
through excessive network load, for example. The previous section discusses adaptations
to the mCESG scheme which reduce the opportunity for internal DoS attack to originate
from the Vendor domain. The threat analysis notes how the deployment of multiple voting
channels reduces the potential for conducting external DoS attacks, since an attacker needs
to disable multiple channels deployed across multiple platforms in order for the attack to
prevent all attacks from successfully operating.
An alternative strategy for mitigating the consequences of DoS attacks is outlined in this
section. So far, the mCESG scheme has envisaged a single election authority for the con-
duct of a given election. That is, the responsibility for registration of voters, nomination
of candidates, processing of votes and generation of the final tally of votes is all conducted
by a single set of domains, albeit domains distributed amongst autonomous organisations.
This approach to deployment provides a single target for an attacker to focus on.
A common strategy to mitigate the consequence of external DoS attacks is to distribute
replicas of a service’s functionality such that even if a sub-set of services are attacked, the
overall service remains largely unaffected. For public elections employing paper ballots
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and polling stations, the replication occurs on a hierarchical geographic basis, where an
attacker must close a large number of polling stations in order for the attack to have a
serious consequence for the result of an election. In such circumstances, some contexts,
for example in some areas of the United States, a voter may cast a vote at a polling station
to which they have not been formally assigned. This replication strategy is modelled in
several cryptographic schemes, either hierarchically, or through multiple replicated voting
services, most notably [9, 71, 117].
A useful adaption for the mCESG scheme, then, would enable multiple election authorities
to be deployed for an election, with a discrete partition of the electorate formally assigned
to each election authority. Such a setup would require policies and mechanisms to govern:
• the release of partial tallies from election authorities. It may be either desirable or
undesirable for a single election authority to reveal the partial tally on the total tally
for which it is responsible. Publishing a partial tally may be undesirable because
it provides evidence to an external observers of the preferences of a particular set
of voters (potentially violating secrecy). Conversely, publishing partial tallies may
be considered desirable in other contexts in order to provide re-assurance as to the
accuracy of a complete tally.
• the transfer of vid : pcin between domains, where a voter accidentally or intention-
ally uses a voting channel assigned to another election authority. Mechanisms for
transferring or buffering votes of election authorities whose service is temporarily
reduced would further improve the robustness of the mCESG scheme to withstand
DoS attacks.
7.3 Pilot Elections
One of the most curious phenomenon of published voting schemes is the lack of live trials
of the schemes in pilots. Although schemes have been trialed in some limited contexts,
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including the CESG scheme employed for public election pilots in the UK [45]; pilots
conducted in Europe via the True-Vote project [107, 109]; and the Sensus scheme (based
on blind signatures) implemented and piloted for use in student organisation office bearer
elections [28, 29, 30], the use of formally specified voting schemes for public elections
is relatively uninvestigated, despite the plethora of schemes proposed. Conversely, voting
systems which employ technology not based on explicit voting schemes with demonstrable
properties enjoy widespread use for voting in a variety of contexts, sometimes controver-
sially [64, 77, 131].
This section outlines a proposal for studying the mCESG scheme during live pilots to pro-
vide both guidance for future adaptations and also to provide experience of conducting
research into pilots employing cryptographic schemes where permissible.
7.3.1 Research Questions
The conduct of new voting scheme pilots within a research context requires sound research
questions. The following questions for investigation are proposed here, either with respect
to the mCESG scheme, but with wider applicability to cryptographic voting schemes and
their implementations.
Usability
1. What considerations for voter access and input error rate should be made when im-
plementing remote voting schemes?
2. Would a two step voting scheme prove more acceptable to voters, that is authentica-
tion followed by vote casting rather than a one step process?
3. What character sets and lengths of text strings are acceptable and less error prone
than others?
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4. Do specific vote casting technologies, such as SMS/Internet, have an impact on the
usability of a voting scheme?
Acceptability
1. Is the provision of a vote checking mechanism sufficient to ensure that voters trust
the system to count their votes and that their own personal vote remains secret?
2. What proportion of a target electorate will wish to validate their vote by means of an
electronic bulletin board? What are the influences on a voter’s willingness to validate
their vote?
The first usability research question provides a more extensive assessment of the mCESG
scheme than has been conducted here, with implications for future proposals for voting
schemes. The mCESG scheme itself specifies a simple user interface which accepts strings
of input characters from the user, without any further processing. However, the scheme
does not preclude the use of more complex interfaces to support input for voters with par-
ticular disabilities where necessary, or to reduce potential for incorrect vote entry. Factors
addressing data entry error-rates have been investigated [136, 137], however voting, partic-
ularly in public elections provides a new context which may have an impact on usability.
The second question is designed to investigate the usefulness of the two-step voting adapta-
tion proposed in Section 5.5.3, which was intended to accommodate the “mistake” made by
voters during live demonstrations described in Section 6.4.2. The third usability question
considers the possibility of increasing the character set for voting credential values. Whilst
the use of an increased character set may partially limit the available voting channels (touch
tone telephony channels may be unusable for alpha-numeric character sets, for example), a
larger range provides greater security of voting credentials, by increasing the difficulty of
guessing a credential value, without the need to increase the length of the credential values.
The proposed investigation of acceptability extends that conducted for the mCESG scheme
described in Section 6.4. Whilst the scenario directed focus group methodology provides
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some results as to the usefulness of providing voters with re-assurance as to the accuracy of
a tally of votes, the conduct of a pilot would provide evidence for the basis of a live election.
Further, a pilot would enable the examination not only of whether voters understand the
checking mechanism, but also the proportion of voters likely to participate in checking the
vote. This would provide an estimate of an election authoritie’s likelihood of detection in
the event of malfunction or deliberate corruption.
7.3.2 Target Context
A difficulty of conducting research into the suitability of voting schemes whilst simultane-
ously operating a pilot is that the researcher has an ethical responsibility to ensure that the
results of the pilot election are obtainable, regardless of whether the implementation of a
particular scheme was deemed to have failed in the context of the research. Voters cannot
be used as “guinea pigs” for poorly designed or implemented voting schemes. The con-
flict between conducting a “pilot” using a live election and the demand for “nothing to go
wrong” by election administrators is particularly acute in the conduct of public elections,
particularly in circumstances where the control of government may change as a result of
mistakes attributable to a voting system.
In addition to the high “conversion” risks, mistakes or perceived failures of new voting
systems may encourage election administrators to refuse to host pilots in future, mak-
ing examination of the impact of new voting systems over successive elections difficult
to measure. In the UK, for example, pilots equivalent to those conducted using new voting
systems in 2002 and 2003 were cancelled for 2006 because of a perceived lack of impact
on turnout, despite only limited testing of the pilots and a lack of experience of the new
systems by the electorate [42]. Similarly in the US, critics of DRE machine based systems
argue that such devices increase residual rate votes, that is the proportion of votes cast for a
particular race compared to the total votes cast at one time, compared with optical scan or
paper ballot based system, citing evidence in presidential elections between 1988 and 2000
[2]. Conversely, opponents cite evidence that DRE machines had lower residual rates than
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other systems in the 2000 election, suggesting that the US electorate were becoming more
experienced with DRE machines [11]. 1
To avoid the difficulties described above, it is proposed that a voting context is selected for
conducting pilots that has similar, if not identical, requirements to the UK public election
context, for which it will be possible to conduct pilots using the same electorate more
frequently. An ideal candidate for such a pilot study would be the election of student
representatives, since such a context provides:
• A similar requirements context to UK public elections in terms of secrecy and accu-
racy requirements.
• Reduced costs of deployment, both in terms of time and finance.
• Frequent election cycles for the same electorate - often once or twice a year, permit-
ting an identification of trends in voting system usage.
• A lower “conversion” risk threshold.
It is not argued here that the results of elections conducted to choose student representatives
are not important, however it is argued that the consequences of a failure of the voting sys-
tem are less severe than for an election conducted to choose a public representative such as
a Member of Parliament. Further the contrast between the attributes of a student population
and the electorate in the public election context must be considered when evaluating results
from a study.
7.4 Summary of Future Work
This chapter has discussed future possible extensions to the research work described in this
thesis. The flexibility of the mCESG scheme gives rise to the potential for a number of
1The author of the study noted that it was partially funded by a voting systems vendor that produces both
DRE and optical scan based systems.
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adaptations to compensate for the limitations identified in Chapter 6. This chapter also pro-
vides an outline motivation for the conduct of pilots using the implementations of proposed
voting schemes and justifies the use of student organisation elections to conduct these pi-
lots, at least when employing early implementations of new voting schemes. The final
chapter of this thesis reviews the work described in the previous chapters and discusses the
potential for new voting schemes in the future.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
Overview
The preceding chapters have described a framework for understanding the relationship
between the various diverse research efforts in the field of electronic voting and demon-
strated the framework through the description of a novel remote electronic voting scheme,
mCESG. This chapter reviews the work so far described and re-examines the thesis hy-
pothesis explained in Chapter 1. The chapter concludes by re-iterating the significance of
context when designing or selecting voting systems for deployment.
8.1 Review of Chapters
This section reviews the individual contributions of the preceding chapters of this thesis:
Chapter 1: Introduction The topic of interaction between voting and voting technology
was introduced, particularly with respect to the role of computer science in voting technol-
ogy. The motivation and contributions of this thesis were explained together with the core
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hypothesis describing the significance of context when evaluating voting systems and the
suitability of pollsterless schemes for implementation in the UK context.
Chapter 2: Voting and Technology The interaction between voting and technology was
elaborated, providing an illustrative history of technological use in public elections. The
chapter introduced a layered framework for integrating the various research efforts into
voting systems, distinguishing between contexts, requirements, schemes and systems. The
chapter provides a survey of the various research efforts, again in terms of contexts, re-
quirements, schemes and systems to illustrate the suitability of the voting framework for
integrating research efforts.
Chapter 3: Requirements for UK Public Elections The UK public election context
specific requirements for voting systems was described in terms of motivational require-
ments; the electoral systems to be accommodated and the secrecy and accuracy require-
ments specified by electoral law. The chapter notes that a new voting system is required
to both improve the convenience of voting and fulfill the existing requirements of voting
systems in order to motivate change.
Chapter 4: Pollsterless Remote Electronic Voting Schemes The notion of pollsterless
remote voting schemes was introduced. The origins of the term and the advantageous
properties of pollsterless schemes with respect to the requirements of UK public elections
were described. The chapter described two pollsterless schemes (Malkhi et al and CESG)
noting the advantages and flaws of both approaches.
Chapter 5: The mCESG Pollsterless Remote Electronic Voting Scheme The notion
of pollsterless voting schemes was developed by demonstrating that the flaws of the CESG
scheme (monolithicity, lack of voter verifiability) could be corrected without loss of the ad-
vantageous properties of the scheme (mobility, simplicity). The chapter demonstrated the
flexibility of the mCESG scheme by detailing several adaptations to fulfill alternative re-
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quirements of the UK context. The range of adaptations available for the scheme illustrated
that mCESG represents a class of pollsterless remote voting schemes.
Chapter 6: Evaluation of mCESG Scheme This chapter reviewed the novel pollsterless
remote voting scheme mCESG through several methodologies: an analysis of the mCESG
scheme with respect to the requirements for UK public elections described in Chapter 3;
threat analysis, including a collusion analysis; and a user acceptance study employing sce-
nario directed focus groups.
Chapter 7: Future Research Directions The potential for further research employing
the mCESG scheme was demonstrated, both through outlines of further adaptations to cor-
rect the limitations discussed in Chapter 7 and also the motivation and target context for
conducting pilot elections with the scheme.
8.2 Assessment of Contribution
The contribution of this thesis to the field of voting systems in general and voting schemes
in particular are as follows:
• A novel class of pollsterless remote voting schemes, mCESG which permits votes to
be cast via any simple networked device. The specification of the scheme demon-
strates that it is voter verifiable and mobile. Additionally, the scheme specification
includes a number of adaptations which demonstrates its flexibility with respect to
different voting contexts requirements.
• A layered framework into which the various diverse research efforts into voting sys-
tems may be understood. In particular, the approach separates voting schemes from
the systems which implement them, permitting requirements to be established against
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voting contexts, but evaluated against voting schemes, rather than the far more com-
plex voting systems which implement them. The task of implementation then be-
comes one of ensuring correctness with respect to an abstract voting scheme.
• A discussion of the requirements for the UK public election context, with respect to
the requirements expressed by CESG and the UK’s electoral law as a model against
which a suitable voting scheme can be evaluated.
• A comprehensive evaluation of the mCESG scheme, both with respect to the require-
ments identified for the UK public election context, but also via a user acceptance
study employing scenario-directed focus groups.
8.3 Review of Hypothesis
The original hypothesis of this work stated that voting schemes and systems must be un-
derstood within the wider voting context into which they are deployed; and that a novel
class of pollsterless voting schemes are particularly suitable for the UK voting context.
To support this argument, a novel class of pollsterless voting schemes were established
with respect to requirements identified for the UK public election context. A prototype
remote voting system was developed from the scheme designs and evaluated with respect
to identified requirements. The novel scheme proposed for the UK was demonstrated to
be adaptable and flexible with respect to the variation in requirements that may occur even
within the UK public election context. In addition, a user acceptance study was undertaken,
which illustrated both the potential benefit of the pollsterless voting system for enchancing
convenience and mobility of voting as well as the concerns of voters.
The work described in this work then supports the hypothesis that voting systems must be
considered in context, and that the UK voting context is suitable for a remote, pollsterless
voting system.
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8.4 Concluding Remark: The Importance of Context
The extract at the start of this thesis is taken from a chapter in which Mill argues against the
introduction of ballot papers and boxes because of the perception that the electorate, who at
the time formed only a small, wealthy subset of the population, had a responsibility to the
wider public, beyond individual interest. By requiring a voter to announce their choice they
were also required to explain and justify it. His abhorence of the notion of postal voting is
not that a voter should not be influenced, but rather that they should be influenced in their
choice by the needs of the wider public. Whilst historically Mill was on the losing side of
the debate, he was arguing for a voting system which fitted the requirements of the context
in which Members of Parliament at the time were elected.
As computer scientists, our responsibility is to ensure that the voting schemes and sys-
tems we design, implement and analyse must be viewed in the context in which they are
employed.
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Glossary
A
Anonymity With respect to voting schemes, anonymity refers to the inability of an ob-
server to determine the identities of voters participating in an election.
B
Ballot Voting system implementation and record of a voter’s choice (vote).
Balloted Voting System A voting system which does store a collection of votes individ-
ually prior to tallying.
Ballotless Voting System A voting system which does not store a collection of votes
individually prior to tallying.
Blind Signature Scheme A voting scheme in which a blinding layer of encryption is
applied to a vote, prior to a Validator applying a signature. When the blinding
layer is removed from the vote, a signature for the vote may be obtained from
the signature applied to the blinded vote.
Bulletin Board A cryptographic primitive which models a secure public broadcast chan-
nel.
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C
CESG Formally Communications and Electronic Security Group, the commerical arm
of GCHQ, the United Kingdoms telecommunications interception agency. CESG
conducted a study into electronic voting requirements for the UK and proposed
a potential security mechanism.
Coercion Resistance A property of some remote voting schemes, in which an external
observer is unable to determine (after the fact) whether a voter participated in
a particular election.
D
DRE Direct Recording Electronic. A type of voting system technology typically
employed in a polling station, which presents voters with choices on an touch
screen interface and records choices on electronic media.
E
EAC Election Assistance Commission. US federal body responsible for distributing
HAVA 2002 funds and specifying new federal voting system standards.
El Gamal A public key crypto scheme with homomorphic properties.
Election The execution of the rules specified by an electoral system according to some
initiation parameters (candidates, voters etc).
Electoral Commission An organisation common in many states responsible for some
administration of elections. In the United Kingdom, the Electoral Commission
monitors campaign spending, specifies constituency boundaries and conducts
research into alternative voting systems.
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Electoral System Set of rules under which define how votes are cast and counted for an
election. Examples include:
• Single Member Simple Pluarality(SMSP)
• Multi Member Simple Plurality(MMSM)
• Single Non Transferable Vote(SNTV)
• Single Transferable Vote (STV)
• Closed List (CL)
• Open List (OL)
.
Electorate The collective term for the eligible voters in an election.
F
FEC Federal Election Commission. US federal body responsible for establishing
Voluntary Voting System Standards in 1990 and 2002. The body also adminis-
ter campaign finance reporting for US public elections.
Franchise The criteria by which a voter’s eligibility to participate in an election is de-
fined.
H
HCI Human Computer Interaction - a field in computer science.
Homomorphic encryption scheme An encryption scheme for which for plain text op-
erator ⊕ and cipher text operator ⊗ the property E(a) × E(b) = E(a ⊕ b)
holds.
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I
ICHR International Convention on Human Rights.
ISO International Standards Organisation.
M
MAC Message Authentication Code.
Mix Net Cryptographic primitive which may be employed as an anonymous channel.
O
Optical Scan A class of voting technologies in which paper ballots are scanned for marks
made by voters to indicate choices. Marking devices vary from infra-red re-
flective inks to ordinary ink marks which a scanner is able to distinguish from
background colours.
P
Paper Ballot Class of voting technologies on which choices are marked on sheets of pa-
per and counted by hand. Paper ballots may be pre-prepared by election organ-
isers to list nominated choices, or else prepared individually by a voter. Paper
ballots have recently been proposed for combination with DRE machines.
Personation Attack on the accuracy on an election in which a voter’s identity is used by
another to cast an illegal vote.
Public Key Infrastructure A cryptographic technology to support the secure distribu-
tion of public keys.
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Punch Card A class of voting technologies in which a vote is marked on a card ballot
by punching through pre-scored holes. Votes are counted by a device which
checks for holes (using a light sensor) in pre-programmed positions.
R
Receipt Free A voting scheme which does not provide a voter with a transferable proof
of how they voted.
Requirements Model A methodology for the capture of requirements from a voting con-
text.
REV Remote Electronic Voting. A type of voting system which permits vote casting
from an unsupervised location using electronic communication channels.
RSA Rivest Shamir Adleman. A public key crypto scheme.
S
SMS Simple Message Service. A common messsaging application for mobile phones.
SSL Secure Socket Layer. Secure protocol in common use, for example to secure
HTTP comunication.
System Indistinguishability In terms of secrecy requirements, system indistinguishabil-
ity refers to a property of a voting scheme in which an observer cannot dis-
tinguish between two voting schemes in which two voters swap the votes they
cast. The definition avoids the difficulties associated with ensuring secrecy in
the presence of unanimity of votes.
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T
TGDC Technical Guidelines Development Committee. A committee of the US EAC
responsible for developing the VVSG standards for voting systems.
U
Universially Verifiable A voting scheme which provides the external observers of an
election to determine whether a published tally is accurate.
V
Vote Electoral system level description of a voter’s choice, constrained by the prop-
erties of the electoral system and the constraints on vote casting made by us-
ability requirements.
Voter Agent permitted to participate in one or more rounds of voting in an election.
Voter Verifiable A voting scheme which permits a voter to confirm that their vote has
been incorporated in a tally. The verification may or may not be receipt free.
Voting Context The circumstances in which a vote takes place. The voting context pro-
vides a set of requirements to be fulfilled by a voting system used to conduct
the vote.
Voting Privacy With respect to voting schemes, privacy refers to the inability to associate
a vote with a voter participating in an election.
Voting Scheme An abstract description of a voting system which implements a set of
requirements for a particular voting contexts.
Voting System Collection of technologies, media and processes that implement a voting
scheme.
Appendix A
User Acceptance Study Storyboard
The storyboard below illustrates the storyboard used to develop the videotaped scenario for
the user-acceptance study of the mCESG scheme discussed in Section 6.4.
1.Having moved house, Natasha decides
to register to vote at her new local author-
ity online, rather than by post.
2.Natasha fills in a form online, using the
registration document sent to her house.
She decides to request electronic voting
credentials because she may be busy on
polling day.
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3.Natasha checks the box to indicate that
she has understood her legal obligations
before clicking submit.
4.Two separate voting credential docu-
ments arrive in the post. This helps pre-
vent the credentials being intercepted by
a fraudster.
5.The voting credentials are sent as two
separate documents polling card and a
security card (top right).
6.Natasha removes the protective tabs on
the polling card and sticks the security
card where indicated, to reveal the com-
plete Voter Number and Candidate Num-
bers.
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7.On her way to work, Natasha opens her
polling card to cast a vote, using her mo-
bile phone. She types her Voter Number
and the Candidate Number of her choice
into an SMS message.
8.In a few mintues, a confirmation mes-
sage arrives at Natasha’s mobile.
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9.Natasha sits down at her desk at work.
She works in an open plan office, where
one colleague sits near enough to see her
screen.
10.Natasha checks that the Response
Number next to her chosen candidate
on her voting credential has been pub-
lished on the election’s webpage along
with those for all votes cast.
11.Natasha uses the search function of
her web–browser to find the number.
12.After the close of poll, Natasha can
confirm that the correct candidate was
published next to her Response Number
on the election’s webpage.
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13.Natasha uses the browser search func-
tion to find her number again. Assuming
everybody else checks their vote, the re-
sults of the election will be accurate.
